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The European Space Agency was formed out of, and
took over the rights and oblrgations of, the two earlier

L'Agence Spatiale Europeenne est issue c/es deux

European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organrsatron for the Development and Construction of
Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) The l\,4ember States

are Austna, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,

France,

Organisations spatiales europeennes qui I'ont precedee
l'Organisation europeenne de recherches spatiales
(CERS) et I'Organisation europeenne pour la mise au
point et la construction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux
(o-ECtES)
dont elle a repris les droits et obligations

-

-

Les Etals membres en sont: I'Allemagne, l'Aulriche, la

Germany, lreland, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and the Untted K ngdom Canada
rs a Cooperating State

BelEque, le Danemark, l'Espagne, la Finlande, la
France, I'lilande, l'ltalie, la Norvege, /es Pays-Bas, /e
Royaume-Unt la Sudde ef /a Suisse Le Canada
b6n6fiae d'un statut d'Etat coop'rant

In the words of the Convention: The purpose of the
Agency shall be to provide for and to promote, for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co-operation among

Se/on /es termes de la Convention: l'Agence a pour
misslon d'assurer et de developper, d des flns
exclusivement pacifiques, la cooperation entre Etats

European States in space research and technology and
therr space applications, with a view to their betng used
for sc entific purposes and for operational space

eutopeens dans ies domaines de la recherche et de la
technologie spatiales et de leurs applications spatla/es,
en vue de leur utilisation d des llns scientifioues et Dour
des systemes spattaux op6rationnels d'appltcations:

applications systems

(a) by elaboratrng and implementing a long{erm
European space policy, by recommending space

(a) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre une politique

oblectives to the l\,4ember States, and by concerting
the policies of the l\.4ember States with respect to
other national and international organisations and
institutions;
by elaborating and implementing acttvities and
programmes rn the space field;
by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possible
into the European space programme, in particular as
regards the development of applications satellitesi
by elaborating and implementing the industrial
policy appropriate
its programme and by
recommendtng a coherent industrial policy to the

recommandant aux Etats membres des objectifs en
mailere spatiale et en concertant /es politlques des
Etats membres d I'egard d'autres organisations et
i nstitution s n ati ona les et i nte r n ati o nale s :

(b)

(c)

(d)

to

Member States

The Agency is directed by

a Counci composed of

spaliale europeenne e bng terme,

en

(b) en elaborant

(c)

et en mettant en oeuvre des activites et
des progtammes dans le domaine spatial:
en coordonnant le progrumme spattal europ6en et
les programmes nationaux, et en integrcnt ces

derniers progressivement ef aussl compldtement
que posslb/e dans le programme spattal europden,
notamment en ce qui concerne le d6veloppement
de satellttes d'applications
(d) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuwe la Dolttiaue
industrielle appropriee A son programme et en
recommandant aux Etats membres une Dolitioue
i ndusttielle coh6rente

representatrves of Member States The Director General
is the chief executive of the Agency and its legal
representative

L'Agence est dirigde par un Conseil, compose de
representants des Etats membres Le Dtrecteur gen'rcl
est le fonctionnaire executif supdrieur de I'Agence et la
rcpresente dans tous ses actes
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If the sky's the limit, let us get you off the ground

When you're developing complex
systems, your resorrces are

stretched in every direction. Satellite
manufacture and integration are no
exception.
The commercial pressure is on. Short
lead times, reliable performance,
stringent standards. Whether you are
building components for the payload
or managing the entire system
integration, talk to Hewlett-Packard
about making the test process
simpler and more cost-effective.
Leaving your people free to focus on
what they're best at.
You may lcrow that Hewlett-Packard
offers the widest range of test
2

products for satellite manufacturers
today. But have you heard that our
services range from straightforward
consultancy to the complete design
and implementation of test systems
for manufactudng, plus all the back
up training and support you need?
At Hewlett-Packard, our test
solutions will complement your
capabiliff. We lanow how to deliver
test products, and take responsibility
for systems and services you can
trust. For more information on
sharing the load, call one of the
numbers listed or contact your
nearest HP sales office.

Denmark
Finland
Flance
Germany
Italy

(45) 99 10 00
(90) 887 21
(1) 69 82 65 00
(0180) 5326233
(02) 9212 2241
Netherlarrds (O2O) 547 6669
Norway (22) 73 56 00
900 123 123
Spain
Sweden (08) 4442000
Switzerland (1) 735 7111
(01344) 366666
u.K.
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Missions to the planet Earth.

As prime contractor to ESA,
Daimler-Benz Aerospace/Dornier
took over the responsibility for
the programs of the European
Earth observation satellites ERS-1
and ERS-2. As system leader in a
consortium Dornier has developed
these all-weather satellite systems
in cooperation with 50 international
partners.
The microwave instrumentation
of ERS-1 and ERS-2 provides
excellent data and images of the
Earth's surface. Additionally ERS-2
monitors the ozone concentration
in the atmosphere.

Daimler-Benz Aerospace, with its
experience in significant space
projects, is a leading company in
further Earth observation programs:
n Prime contract of the Envisat-l
mission
n Core member of the industrial
teams for the development of
the geostationary meteorological
satellite Meteosat and the

tr
n
n

polar orbiting satellite Metop
Development of microwave
and optical instruments for
different applications
Earth observation data receiving
and processing systems
Application oriented data
processing, interpretation, and
SCTVICES.

Daimler-Benz Aerospace

AG

Daimler-Berv Aerospace

Satellite Systems
88039 Friedrichshafen

Phone(+07545)8-0

Fax ( +0 75
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Satellite Systems
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Precrse Rangrng and Range-Rate Equtpment
PRARE is

a modern space-borne orbrt ndepen-

dent Two Way Two-Frequency l\4icrowave
Ranging and Range-Rate System providing:

rapidly avarlable precise orbtt determination

and precision spacecraft tracking
prec se relalrve postt ontng of ground stations
for geooetic and geophysrcal ourposes

.
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detectron of crustal deformatrons of

Earth s surface
plate tectonrcs, sensing of continental drift
defrnition of boundary conditions for
3-drmenstona mooellirg
Earth rotatron service

atu re s:

Orbifindependent: low earth orbits up to
a geostatronary orbit ard beyond
Ranging: sub-dm level notse less than 2 cm

Range-rate:

Mass:
Power:

better 0 05 mm/sec
20Rg

31 W

Determrnatron of Total Electron Content tn the
ionosphere using differentiated range versus
integrated Doppler andlor dual frequency
measu rements

TimeTech GmbH
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Choose the European partner

with global vision.

Space-qualified onboard electronics, power conditioning
and distribution, data and video processing.
Accurately tracking Earth's ever-changing systems requires mission-critical
performance from liftoff to end-of-life.
At Sextant Avionique, we're meeting this requirement through the design
and integration of innovative, space-qualifred systems for data management
and storage, power conditioning and distribution, data and video processing,
GPS receiver and inertial guidance systems, and man-machine interfaces
for manned-flight.
The result of in-depth synergies between our aeronautical and space
operations, our unique expertise in these areas is ready to meet your exact needs.
We offer 30 years of experience in equipping the world's leading space
programs. And a proven ability to successfully manage broad, international
partnerships.
Give us a call. Tell us about your mission. You'll
discover how our vision of space can help you see
AVtOt{louE
the Earth a lot more clearly.
Space Division

SDfiANT

25 rue Jules V6drines - 26027 Valence Cedex - Frmce
Telephone (33) 75 79 85 11
Telex SXT 345 824 F - Fax (33) 75 79 86 00
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Gizting you the keys to

\When Aerospatiale supplies a satellite, it doesn't only supply a satellite in orbit.

:
-

#

total system.

supplies total

total system backed by almost thirty
launchers to ground stations, the software to control them and training for local personnel.
With all of it specifically designed to meet individual customer requirements. Aerospatiale can
even go one step further and provide assistance in program financing and insurance, thereby
covering every aspect of your communication system needs. Because Aerospatiale understands
that the only way of mastering the complexities of satellite communication is to master every
step of the planning, conception and realization of your project. And then give you the keys,
expertise. A
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We've

put it together

Assembly, Integration & Test

. Thermal control .

Cable harness

Folfter Space & Systems
P.O Box 32070
2303 DB Leiden
The Netherlands
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ERS-2: A Continuation of the ERS-1

Success
G. Duchossois
Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment, ESA, Paris
R. Zobl
ESA Earth Observation Projects Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
The successful launch of ERS 2 on 21 April
1995 nearly four years after that of ERS-1 on
17 July 1991 , not only ensures the data
continuity indispensable for both the scientific
research and operational applications initiated

with ERS-1, but also opens a new chapter

in

research in the field of atmospheric chemistry
For the latter, ERS 2 is carrying a completely
new instrument known as GOME the Global

Ozone Monitoring Experiment Through the
enhancement of another instrument, the
Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR),
already flying on ERS-1 , ERS 2 will also provide
an additional capability for the monitoring of

changes in the Earth's vegetation cover,

The ESA Council's decision to finance the
srmultaneous ooeration of ERS 1 and ERS-2 in
ERS data are providing:

'

The ability to map the Earth's surface through clouds:
Geological features
- Topography - Sea ice Deforestation Bathymetry in shallow seas Coastal zones - Agricultural assessment
and disaster detection (flooding, oilspills)

-llazard

'

Fundamental discoveries about the oceans and atmosphere:
Global wind and wave fields at high spatial and temporal resolution
ldentification of
Global ocean dynamics and climatic instabilities
previously unidentified physical ocean features Sea-surface

-

-

manifestations of atmosoheric phenomena

.

'

-

Development of global and regional databases for use in climate
modelling:
Sea-surface topography at increased sampling density
- Sea-surface
Monitoring temperate glaciers and
temperature at increased accuracy
Sea-ice extent and concentration
small ice sheets
- Crop growth and
-Monitoring
atmospheric aerosols
desertification

-

'

ot

several months will allow uniform data sets to
be collected, in particular from the identical
Synthetic Aperture Radars (SARs) on board the
two spacecraft That will open completely new

perspectives for many areas of scientif ic
research as well as for operational and

com mercial aoolications

How successful is ERS-1?

In as

little as four years, ERS-I has
revolutionised many areas of the Earth

sciences and their practical applications Data
from ERS-1 sensors are helping scientists
greatly to improve their understanding of the
processes that control our environment. Such
an understanding is the basis for models that
can be used to forecast the effects of future
natural and man-made chanoes
As foreseen in the original mission objectives,
ERS-1 data are being used extensively within
the international scientific community for
physical oceanography, polar science and
climate research. Beyond these anticipated
much
areas, the data have stimulated
broader range of scientific utilisations than was
originally thought This is the case, for example,
in the field of solid Earth and terrestrial

a

scrences

Thanks to the use of advanced observation

More accurate information about the polar regions:
Topographic maps of polar ice sheets at an increased accuracy and at
Monitoring changes in ice sheets as indicators of
higher latitudes
Monitoring changes in sea ice patterns
climate change
Understanding the formation of the Arctic Basin

-

a so-called landem mode for a period

The ability to detect small changes in the Earth's surface:
eruptions
Detection of landslides
- Detection of
- Evolution of volcanicHorizontal
displacement
surface movement caused by earthquakes
along active faults,

techniques, primarily radar, ERS 1 provides
both global and regional views of the Earth,
regardless of cloud coverage and sunlight

conditions

An

operational near-real-time

capability for data acquisition, processing and
dissemination, offering global data sets within
three hours of observation, has allowed the
time-critical applications
development

particularly

of
in weather, marine and ice

forecasting, which are of great importance for
many industrial activities,
How much are ERS data being used?

Every space agency that develops and
launches a completely new type of satellite
faces the same question: 'Will users have as

much call for the data as was predicted

in

a continuation of the ers-1 success

preparatory studies and surveys?' Four years
after its launch, the demand for ERS-] data has

not only lived up to expectations, but has
indeed exceeded them and is continuing to
grow at a rate of 2Oo/oIo 300/o a year.

A few figures will serve to illustrate this point:

the Proceedings of the two ERS-1 scientific
symposia (held in Cannes in 1992 and

What are the prospects and challenges for
ERS-2?
Built in the same way as ERS-1 by a consortium

led by Deutsche Aerospace, ERS-2 carries the
same radar instruments, together with GOME
and the enhanced ATSR. lt will thus have to
deal with an even more demanding range of
tasks and an even greater number of users

a

Hamburg in 1993) contain a total of 410 original

Following

scientific papers Many have also been
published in recognised learned journals,

Opportunity issued in the spring of 1994, using
very strict criteria, ESA selected a further 340
research teams interested in using data from

including Nature

At the first

ERS

1 Application

Pilot-Project
Workshop, held in Toledo, Spain, in June 1994,

more than 100 projects covering a wide
spectrum of operational applications were
presented A significant number of those
projects have now reached the operational
stage, in particular in such fields as

worldwide Announcement of

both ERS satellites. A number of them are
particularly eager to acquire data obtained
when the two satellites are working in tandem
Such unique data are especially useful for SAR

interferometry to generate accurate Digital
Elevation Models (DEMs) which are of high
value for many applications, such as hydrology
and cartography, or to detect small (cm-level)

meteorology, ice forecasting and bathymetry.

movements in the Earth's crust, for example
following earthquakes, prior to volcanic

The customer service at ESA's data handling
centre ESRIN has dealt with some 15 000

eruptions, or as a result of glacier flows A large
number of users are interested in the scientific
exploitation of data from GOME, since it offers
significant advantages over conventional
instruments in terms of both measurement
accuracy and spectral coverage

orders for ERS SAR data from all corners of the
Earth This does not include the thousands of
orders that went directly to non-ESA ground
stations rather than to ESRIN The large

number of users in North America and the
Asia-Pacific Basin is particularly striking.

The number of ERS receiving ground stations

The breadth of ERS users is enormous, ranging

stations that allow data to be provided for areas

from individual scientists to multi-institutional
research groups, and from small high tech
firms to large corporations and crucial public

not previously covered, such as Central and

is also expanding There are now mobile
Eastern Africa, or incompletely covered with
the existing stations, such as Antarctica.

services such as meteorological offices

Another important element is the availability of
a well-maintained and accessible data archive.
This is especially true in the case of radar data,

which is unaffected by cloud cover and is in
principle continuously usable ERS-1 has
orovided more than half a million distinct radar
images, each of an area of 100 km x 100 km,
covering virtually the whole of the Earth's
surface. They can be used either alone or in
combination with optical images from satellites
such as Spot and Landsat
The high standard of performance in terms of
satellite instrument operations and the reliable

orovision

of

well-calibrated

data

have

stimulated and encouraged the use of both the
SAR and the low-bit-rate data This has been
achieved through close and fruitful cooperation
between the European and Canadian industry

involved in the development of the ERS-1
satellite and ground segment, the scientific
community, and the ESA projectteam.

ERS-2 will benefit greatly from the expertise
and experience gained with ERS-I in terms of
data processing and dissemination, sensor
calibration and data validation

At the time of printing, ERS 2 is still in its
commissioning phase but has already
provided data of high quality, demonstrating its
capability to continue the ERS service until the
end of the 1 990s, Then, the next generation of
satellite, Envisat-1, with even more advanced
sensors, will be launched and will take over the
service to users until 2005.
With ERS-I and ERS-2, ESA is playing a major
role in the provision of the continuous,
high-quality and reliable data that is needed for
a better understanding of our complex home
habitat Earth and its fragile environment. G

G
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Figure 1. The ERS-2 spacecraft

spacecraft and payload

The ERS-2 Spacecraft and its Payload

C.R. Francis, G. Graf, P.G. Edwards, M. McCaig, C. McCarthy, A. Lefebvre, B. Pieper,
P.-Y. Pouvreau, R. Wall, F. Weschler, J.Louet, W. Schumann & R. Zobl
ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth and its Environment.
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The ERS-2 satellite is essentially the same as ERS-1 except that it
includes a number of enhancements and it is carrying a new payload
instrument to measure the chemical composition of the atmosphere,
named the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME).

The first European Remote Sensing satellite.
ERS-I, was launched on 17 July 1991 The

Other major instruments common to ERS-I and ERS-2 are the Active
Microwave Instrument (AMl), the Radar Altimeter (RA), the Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer (ATSR), the Microwave Radiometer (MWR) and
the Precise Range and Range Rate Experiment (PRARE). The AMI

a hinh
q
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satellite had been developed during the 1980s

with the objective of measuring the Earth

s

atmosphere and surface properties, both with
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scale The primary scientific reason behind
acquiring such data is to increase our understanding of the interaction between the Earth's

operates in three different modes devoted to radar imagery, and
oceanic wind and wave measurements. The RA measures precisely the
altitude over ocean ice and land surfaces and also measures oceanic
wind and waves. The ATSR measures sea-surface temperatures and
has been enhanced for ERS-2 by including visible channels for
vegetation monitoring. The MWR and PRARE both support the RA
mission by providing information respectively on propagation delays
of the radar signal and satellite positioning.

atmosphere and the oceans, in order to
deepen our knowledge of the climate and

Note: Th s art cle is an updated vers on of an article describing ERS 1 wh ch appeared
ESA Bulletin 65 (February 1991)

Earth's movements following seismic events;
measurements of ice coverage; and the
monitoring of pollution. dynamic coastal pro-

rn

improve global climate modelling

Other major benefits have been derived from
ERS-I data including: improved weather and

sea-state forecasting and'nowcasting':

a

greater knowledge of the structure of the sea-

floor, which is useful for oil and mineral
exploration; detailed measurements of the

cesses, and changes in land use.

In order to ensure the continuity of

ERS.2 PAYLOAD
PAYLOAD

ETECtR0NTCS

ment that measures the chemical composition

I,1ODUtE

of the atmosphere

(PEM)

The spacecraft

PAYLOAD PTATFOBI\,I
INTERFACE

PI.ANE

In common with ERS-1 , the malor components

of the

PROPULSION

PLATFORIVl

2 payload are active

microwave

the Earth's surface to produce detectable echo
signals from the satellites' polar orbits, which

have
BATTERY

MODULE

ERS

instruments or radars. Powerful radar pulses
are needed to provide sufficient illumination of

lil0DUtE

Figure 2. The major modules of
the ERS-2 satellite

those

measurements ERS-2, a second flight model
of the satellite, was planned lts development
was started in the late 1980s and the satellite
was launched on 21 April 1995 Although it is
essentially the same as ERS-1 , the satellite
includes a number of enhancements and, in
particular, it is carrying a new payload insiru-

SATELLITE LAUNCHEF
SEPARATION

PLANE

a mean altitude of about 780 km. The

spacecraft also need large antennas to be able
to pick up the returning signals Consequently,
the satellites have to be rather large: they each
weigh about 2 3 tonnes The payload alone
weiohs about 1000 ko and consumes about

@ outtetin as
1 kW of electrrcal power when in full operation

more complex than any that ESA had flown
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10 m long: the main payload support structure
x 2 m base and is some3 m high

Meteosat satellite and ERS-1, for example,
shows that ERS-1 is 7 5 times heavier, transmits

To support the payload by providing electrical
power, attitude and orbit control, as well as

750 times more bits of data oer second. and
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platform module (derived from the French
national SPOT programme) is attached to the
payload (Fig
That module is roughly
equivalent in size to the payload itselt and is

2)

equipped with

a

deployable

12mx24m

solar array
Figure 3. Exploded view of
the ERS-2 satellite
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When the main ERS-I development contract
started, in 1984, the satellite was far larger and

has nine active onboard comouters. while
Tha larnoct nf FRS-2 q eona^re tho Antivo
Microwave Instrument (AMl) is capable. in its
imaging mode, of producing highly detailed
-^a^^{ d
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surface This mode is also known as the
Synthetic Aperture Radar or SAR mode
Because that mode consumes a large amount
of energy and produces a vast amount of data
which cannot be stored on board, it is only
used regionally, for periods of approximately

10 min per orbit. The same instrument has
alternative global measurement modes.
namely the Wind (or Scatterometer) Mode in
which the wind speed and direction at the
sea-surface can be measured over a 500 km

WIN D.SCATTEROI/]ETER
ANTENNA MOUNTING PANEL

SAF ANTENNA

swath, and a Wave Mode which provides small
radar images at 200 km intervals Those
images can be used to generate ocean-wave
spectra, showing wave energy as a function of
wavelength and di rection

A second instrument, the
I\iIICROWAVE
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dependent upon precise determination of the

is

derived from the

a laser retro-reflector, which is a passive device

used by ground-based satellite laser-ranging
systems, and the PRARE instrument, which is a

X.BAND ANTENNA

two-way microwave ranging system that uses
small, dedicated ground stations The PRARE
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satellite's height above the ocean. ice and land
surfaces The successful exploitation of those

among other topics, global ocean circulation
and height profiles across the ice caps is

cor',,re

AMI RF PANEL

RA PANEL

Radar Altimeter,

nrovicies verv nrecise measurements of the

Z PANEL

on ERS-1 failed shortly after launch For ERS 2
the cause of that failure has been eliminated

and, furthermore, a second PRARE has been
embarked
Another payload instrument is the Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer (ATSR), which consists
of two parts Detailed images of the sea surface
are made by an infra-red scanning radiometer.
which allows extremely precise measurements

of

sea-surface temperature.

For

ERS 2

additionai channels have been incorporated to

provide imagery

in the visible part ot the

spectrum as well The other part is a passive

microwave radiometer, which is used to
determine the water-vapour content of the
vertical column of the Earth's atmosphere
oassino beneath the satellite

spacecraft and payload

for most of the

ERS-2 is also carrying one completely new
instrument compared to ERS-1: the Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment, GOME That
instrument orovides sDectra of backscattered
sunlight in the ultra-violet/visible/near-infrared
part of the spectrum, while scanning a swath

tracks;

below the satellite, Processing of those spectra,

patterns lasts approximately 100 min.

mission,

a

multi-disciplinary 35-day pattern has been
used; and two others had a pattern with a

168-day repeat, offset by half of the track
spacing to provide a very dense spatial
coverage. Each individual orbit in those

in combination with direct solar spectra which

are also measured by GOME for reference,
allows the determination of concentrations and

ERS-1 and ERS-2 are both flying in the same
35 day orbit, over the same ground tracks. lt is

profiles of many trace gases, but particularly

foreseen that both ERS-1 and ERS-2 will always

ozone. in the atmosohere

remain in that orbit The phasing of the two
satellites around that orbit plane has been
adjusted so that they overfly the same track

The large amounts of data from

those
instruments are transmitted to the ground via

the Instrument Data Handling and Transmission (IDHT) Subsystem, That system
includes two high-capacity onboard tape
recorders to store the data being gathered
while the satellite is outside the visibility of the
various g round stations

The orbit

Both ERS-2 and ERS-I are

in a

Sun-

synchronous polar orbit, highly inclined to the
equator, giving the satellites visibility of all areas
of the Farth as the olanet rotates beneath

their orbits. The rnclination is such that the
precession of the orbit, caused by the
non-soherical comoonents of the Earth's
gravity field, exactly opposes the annual
revolution of the Earth around the Sun.
Consequently, the orbital plane will always
maintain. its position relative to the Sun,
crossing the equator with the descending node
at about 10:30 am local time The constant
illumination conditions throughout the year
which that provides are advantageous for the
ATSR and GOME. They also have benefits for
the satellite design, in that, for example, the
solar array only needs to rotate about one axis,

normal to the plane of the orbit, in order to
maintain its correct alignment with the Sun

The orbital inclination required to achieve
Sun-synchronism is a weak function of satellite
altitude. For a mean altitude of approximately
780 km, it needs to be about 98.5o, making it a
so-called 'retrograde' orbit The orbital altitude,
and consequently the revolution period, may
be adjusted by use of the orbit control thrusters
provided on both ERS-1 and ERS-2, so that a
harmonic relationshio exists between the
revolution period of the satellite and the rotation

period of the Earth. Consequently, after a
certain number of orbits, the satellite re{races
its tracks over the Earth's surface. In oractice.

with a one-day separation, ERS-1 being ahead.
That provides excellent opportunities to
compare the results from the two satellites.

The platform

The spacecraft platform provides the major
services required for satellite and payload
operation Those services include attitude and
orbit control, power supply, monitoring and
control of payload status, telecommunication
with ground stations for telecommand reception and telemetry of payload and platform
housekeeping data The platform also houses
the two independent PRARES as passengers
The platform has been modified with respect
to the SPOT programme, in which it was
developed as a multi-mission concept, to meet
the special needs of the ERS missions. The
major modifications have included extension of

the solar-array power and battery energystorage capability, modification of the attitudecontrol subsystem to provide yaw steering and
geodetic pointing, and the development of new
software for payload management and control,

The solar arrav's oerformance had to be
appreciably increased to support ERS-1 's
power-hungry microwave payload This has
been achieved firstly by increasrng the array's
effective area (and corresponding power) by
about 660/0, to approxim alely 24 m', and
secondly by using more efficient solar cells,
which produce about 12o/o more power

The solar affay (Fig.4) consists of two
5.8 m x 2.4 m wings, manufactured from
flexible reinforced Kapton, on which are
mounted a total of 22 260 solar cells The two
wings are deployed by means of a pantograph

mechanism, and the whole array rotates
through 360o with respect to the satellite
during each orbit in order to maintain its Sun

the orbital altitude of ERS-1 has been changed,
by a few kilometres, several times during the

pointing

four years it has been in orbit Five orbital
patterns have been flown: two had repeat

During the 66-min sunlit phase of each orbit,
the array provides electrical power to all of the
also charges the
onboard systems.

periods of three days but over different ground

lt
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Figure 4a. Front side of the
solar array
(Photo: Aerospatiale)
Figure 4b. Rear of the solar
array, showing the

pantograph deployment
mechanism

spacecraft's batteries, located in a cylindrical
compartment at the solar-array end of the
platform, so that they can provide the energy

necessary

for

a

similar level

of payload

operations during the 34-min eclipse periods
The four nickel-cadmium (NiCd) batteries are

sized

to allow

payload operations

to be

inertial core, with a pack of six gyroscopes, of
which any three can be in use Finally, there are
two wide-field Sun-acquisition sensors for use
in the initial stages of attitude acquisition, and in
safe mode, when the satellite is Sun-pointing
rather than Earth-pointing.

independent of the satellite's orbital position

The primary means of attitude control

Connected directly to the spacecraft's unregu-

provided by a set of momentum wheels (large
flywheels), which are nominally at rest They
can be spun in either direction. exchanging
angular rhomentum with the satellite in the
process lt is also possible, if there were per-

lated 30 V bus, they power it during the 14
eclipses that occur each day, using their
combined capacity of 96 Ah The precise
management of the charge and discharge
cycles is handled by the onboard computer,
with the possibility of ground intervention if

is

manent torques on the satellite due, for
instance. to radiation pressure on the solar

requrreo

array, to bias one or more wheels to a nominal

Attitude and orbit control
ERS-2, like ERS-1, is a three-axis-stabilised,

non-zero speed. This has not been necessary
with ERS 1 Angular momentum also needs to
be dumped from the wheels on a regular basis
and a sophisticated system has been devised
for this purpose The onboard computer contains a simple model of the Earth's magnetic

Earth-pointing satellite lts yaw axis is pointed

towards the local vertical with respect to a
reference ellipsoid, taking the Earth's oblate
shape into account The direction of the pitch
axis oscillates slightly during each orbit to keep

it oriented normal to the composite ground
velocity vector, taking account of the Earth's

field, and is also able to control the current in a
pair of orthogonal magnetic coils These coils,
called'magneto{orquers', generate torques
by interacting with the Earth's geomagnetic
field Using a servo loop and the builfin field

rotation, to assist the operation of the AMI The
residual attitude errors are no more than 0 060
on each axis for ERS-1, and ERS-2 is expected
to have a similar oerformance The attitude
control system has the capability to be offset to

model, the spacecraft's onboard computer
continuously adjusts the magneto-torquers to
keeo the wheel soeed close to the nominal

compensate for any static error that may be

ERS-2 has a number of monopropellant-type
thrusters, aligned about the spacecraft's three
primary axes, in which hydrazine dissociates

observed, but that has not proved

to be

necessary
ERS-2 has a range of attitude sensors. The
longterm reference in pitch and roll is obtained
f rom one of two continuously operating,
redundant infrared horizon sensors. The yaw
reference is obtained once each orbit from one
of two redundant narrow-field Sun sensors

aligned

to point at the Sun as the satellite

crosses the day/night terminator. The shortterm and rate reference are obtained from an

values.

exothermically as it is passed over a hotplatinum catalyst They are used in different

combinations

to

maintain and modify the

satellite's orbit and to adjust its attitude during
non-nominal operations That is normally done
by using pairs of thrusters to provide in-plane
thrust when slightly changing the orbital height
or speed. or by turning it in yaw to obtain
out-of-plane thrust when slightly modifying the
orbital inclinatron

spacecraft and payload

The payload module

which carries the Scatterometer antennas,

The mechanical structure of the payload has to
meet a number of challenging requirements,
including rather tight mechanical-stability and

supported by three further tripods attached to
the intermediate points and the SAR central
point. The Altimeter's antenna is attached at

thermal-isolation constraints lt was also
foreseen that the payload would need to be
disassembled many times, and this had to be
considered in its basic design There are two
main parts to the payload module (Fig. 5), the
Payload Electronics Module (PEM) and the
Antenna Support Structure (ASS), for which
different design solulions were adopted

three node points by

a

is

triangulated strut

system

That intricate, highly stable assembly was
challenging in terms of design, manufacture
and integration That is amply illustrated by the
central titanium node, which interfaces to ten
high-tolerance struts without inducing built in
STTESSES

The Payload Electronics Module (PEM)

The PEN/ is an aluminium

face-sheet/

honeycomb structure supported

by nine

internal vertical titanium beams (titanium was
selected for its low thermal conductivity and
expansion coefficient) The central beam lies at
the intersection of two internal cross-walls, so
that the PEM is effectively divided into four
separate compartments, Each outer panel is
dedicated to a particular instrument, to simplify
integration logistics, and is fixed to the vertical
beams by close-tolerance bushes and titanium
screws This construction minimises settling

effects due

WIND SCATTEROMETER
ANTENNA TOP PANEL

INTERMEOIATE
STRUCTURE

STRUT
ASSEMBLY

to vibration and ensures good

structu ral-assembly repeatability

The payload is separated from the platform by

a

non-load-bearing electromagnetic (EMC)
shield An aluminium-honeycomb panel closes
the opposite end of the structure, stabilising the
beams and providing the interface to the ASS
at the beam locations The beams provide a
load path from the ASS to the platform

TOP PANEL

ALONG-TRACK
SCANNING
EH
BASE PLATE

I

It was clear that the integration programme
would involve many separations of the PEM
and the platform and so a system of tapered
dowels and shims was developed to ensure

I

t
I

repeatability of assembly To facilitate the connection and disconnection of the instrument
panels to and f rom the main harness, there are
large connector brackets attached to the lower
parts of the panels, with simple covers
The Antenna Support Sysfem (ASS)

The ASS (Fig. 6), requiring structural stiffness
while minimising thermal distortion, has been

manufactured primarily from high-modulus
carbon-fibre-reinforced plastic (CFRP) tubes,
with titanium being used for all the highly
loaded structural elements such as nodes, strut
end-fittings, and nterface brackets
i

The lower part of the assembly consists of five

tripods, three of which provide support points
for the SAR antenna and two intermediate
support points for the upper assembly These
tripods are also connected to each adjacent
node The CFRP sandwich plate at the top,

The therm al-control system

The thermal-control system is basically a
passive design, complemented by an active
heater system The thermal-control approach
complements the modular overall design of the
satellite, the payload, platform and battery

compartment being thermally insulated from
one another as far as practicable, allowing
separate analysis and testing The individual
modules are also insulated from the external
environment by multi layer insulation blankets,
except for the radiators The latter are covered
mainly with materrals of low solar absorptance
and high infrared emittance, which reject the

Figure 5. The payload
support structure, showing
the box-like Payload
Electronics Module (PEM)
structure and the complex
strut assembly of the
Antenna Support Structure
(ASS)
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internally dissipated energy The radiator areas
have been optimised for the extreme hot and

cold operating conditions that will

be

encountered in nominal Earth-pointing attitude,

and during the Sun-pointing safe mode

in

which the payload would be inert A heat pipe
is used to transfer heat from the ATSR to one of
the radiators. The GOME, which was added

to the payload for ERS-2, obscures one of
the original ERS-1 radiators The necessary

systems and/or out-of-range equipmenl
lt decides on the appropriate
corrective action, which can be to switch to

temperatures

redundant heater branches and/or to switch off
the payload.

All software parameters used for control or
surveillance can be enabled, inhibited or
updated by ground command, providing a
high degree of flexibility for coping with a

thermal dissipation is now provided by a further
heat pipe to an enlarged radiator on a nearby
panel, The GOME itself has a relatively large

variety of unforeseen events or conditions.

built-in radiator panel facing cold space. to
which the Peltier coolers, which are used to
keep the detector temperatures at - 30oC, are

ERS-2 carries a significant number of software

connected by heat prpes

On-board command and control
packages run by different processors spread
throughout the platform and the payload In the
platform, the On-Board Computer (OBC) runs
the so-called'Centralised Flight Software',
which is a small software package (44 kwords)
incorporating all the basic functions needed to
conduct the mission in an optimal fashion. In

addition, each payload component (AMl
RA, ATSR and IDHT, described tn more
detail below) contains its own decentralised
Instrument Control Unit (lCU) These five
computers are linked by the On-Board DataHandling (OBDH) bus, and communicate with
each other via a high-level packetised protocol.
The PRARE as a platform passenger, is not a
user of the OBDH bus, but also has built-in
intelligence, as does the GOME. which is
controlled by the control unit of the ATSR
That set of interdependent computers fulfils a
critical requirement. ERS-2 is an extremely
complex satellite, with a great many modes,

parameters and logical conditions to be set
and respected throughout each orbit lt is
required to have 24-hour autonomy, and that
could only be achieved by providing intelligent

payload elements controlled by a capable
central computer A basic concept in that
philosophy is the 'macrocommand', a coded
instruction expanded and acted upon by the
ICU In that way, the ICU relieves the OBC of
Figure 6. The ERS-2
payload being placed in the
Large Space Simulator for
environmental testing. The

High heat fluxes in the payload electronics
module are spread over larger areas by local
skinlhickening of honeycomb side panels

Antenna Support Structure

^r

(ASS) can be seen.
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embedded in the panels

Active heater systems. which are ully
redundant during nominal operations and
partially redundant in safe mode. provide
autonomous thermal control to cope with
f

periods of limited ground contact, The heater

systems themselves are controlled predominantly by onboard software in nominal

modes and by thermostats in safe mode, or in
failure cases where the onboard computer
is not available An anomaly-management

system is triggered by failures in the heater

many detailed tasks related

to

internal
instrument configuration and operations.

It was a primary requirement that all of the
onboard processors be reprogrammable
in flight, and many of the operating
characteristics are controlled by tables o1
variable parameters. Commands are provided
for manipulation of those tables to enable major
changes in the operating characteristics to be
easily achieved

The main functions of the OBC fliqht software
arel
-
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operational configuration, by automatically
sequencing such events as the firing of

spacecraft and payload

-

-

pyrotechnic cable-cutters and unfolding of
anlennas;
to manage the spacecraft in orbit, operating
the platform subsystems and managing the
overall payload. That includes overall power
regulation, power distribution and thermal
control of the platform subsystems, the PEM
and the antennas The Attitude and Orbit
Control System (AOCS) is also piloted by the
OBC flight software;
to monitor the spacecraft, in order to detect
and neutralise any critical failure and
thereby preserve the mission In the case of
serious failure, the flight software will autonomously reconfigure the faulty platform
subsystem to the redundant hardware, or
switch-down any payload instrument that
shows anomalous behaviour. lf the reconfiguration fails, the spacecraft will be put into

data samples. and software variables) or
data recorded to trace the history of the
instrument (such as mode transitions and
anomalies)

The other functions of the lCUs are related

to

scientific data conditioning/processing,
and are therefore more soecific to each
instrument. Both the AMI and RA lCUs
interface with scientific computers, known
as the Scatterometer Electronics and
Signal-Processor Sub-Assembly (SPSA),
respectively The AMI ICU manages a large

, in which the

payload will be switched off the solar array
parked in the canonical position, and
the satellite placed in Sun-pointing

There are two types of time-management
functions to be carried out onboard, namely

attitude, awaiting further intervention from

the scheduling of events and the time-stamping

the ground;

of measurements All timing is referenced to a
clock maintained by the OBC, providing time
signals with 4 ms resolution and correlated
with UTC (Universal Time Coordinated) by the
Kiruna (Sweden) ground station Events are
scheduled by associating a time with each
macrocommano

so-called 'safe mode

a

to allow

mission pre-programming from
the ground. The OBC flight software can

memorise uD to 16 orbits' worth of
macrocommands for scheduled transmission to the various payload instruments,
usually when the satellite is out of ground

coverage This mechanism can also be
used to achieve temporary attitude (e.9.

-

reporting to the ground by the telemetry ol
'lCU Formats' consisting of real{ime data
(such as sensor measurements, science-

memory buffer which accommodates the data
originating f rom the sampling of the radar echo
in SAR and Wave modes, while the IDHT ICU
manages the tape recorders

a

-

-

rolltilt) effects;
to report to the ground. Every second, the
S band telemetry link transmits 256 bytes of
data obtained by the OBC flight software,
either on the real{ime status of the plat-

form and payload. or from

The time-stamping of measurements, known as
'datation', is also performed by the lCUs, which
write the appropriate binary time code.

transcribed f rom

the ICU clock, into

secondary header

of each

the

source (data)

packet.

dedicated

memory areas where the significant event

Deployments

history has been recorded. The flight

During the first few orbits after ERS-2's

software can also support trouble-shooting
via S-band telemetry, in that it is able

separation from the launch vehicle,

transmit the contents of
all the computer memories onboard the

LEOR several units of the spacecraft were
deployed (Fig 7). They include the solar-array
arm and panel on the platform, and the SAR
antenna, fore and aft Scatterometer antennas

to access and
satellite

a period
known as the Launch and Early-Orbit Phase, or

whose

and ATSR antenna on the payload In
designing these deployments and their

instrument that they serve, but there is some
commonality. The common ICU tasks are:
interfacing between the OBDH bus and the
instrument hardware, receiving macrocommands and providing packetised
telemetry, so-called'lCU Formats
executing macrocommands, by putting the

sequencing, a number of constraints had to be
observed:

The lCUs run software packages
functionality depends

on the particular

-

:

-

instrument into the appropriate mode to
perform commands sent from the ground;
monitoring sensors within the instruments in

order to detect any critical failure, and if
necessary switching the instrument to
'standbv mode':

-

Dynamic

The sequence of deployments is driven
primarily by the results of a shock analysis,
which showed that the SAR antenna could
be deployed with the solar array already
out, but the array drive mechanism had to

be locked. This also aoolies to the
Scatterometer antennas, but they could also
be deployed after drive-mechanism release
if need be
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Timing
The SAR and Scatterometer antennas must
be deployed after the AOCS fine-pointing
mode has been achieved, which is at most
2000 s after separation The SAR deploy
ment takes 18 min, and the Scatterometer

antennasS5mineach.

-

Thermal
The payload elements must be maintained

within their survival temperature

Visibility

if the active face of the deploying

The critical deployment phases

antenna was exoosed to the Sun.

must
take place within the visibility of one of the
seven ground stations participating in the
LEOP

Figure 7. Nominal
operations sequence lor
the Launch and Early-Orbit
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actual time of launch during the 5 min window
To maintain synchronism between the two
types of deployment, had ERS-2 not been
launched at the opening of the launch-window,
the macrocommand queue could have been
updated very shortly after separation from the
launcher, when ERS-2 was visible from the
Wallops ground station, on the east coast of

a short battery-charging cycle is
tharohrr
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operating limit to 20 orbits,

ATSR

deploymen
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pyrotechnic activation

macrocommands The macrocommands were
loaded into the OBC before launch and were
thus executed at times independent of the

rotating.

->t

a

sequence triggered by the separation from

discharge must not exceed 600/0. Before
solar-array deployment. the spacecraft has
to rely entirely on its batteries, which would
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Phase (LEOP)

SAR

All of the deployments were controlled by the

OBC, some via
Power
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limits
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possible During the first orbit. therefore
low-level heaters were switched on during
the day only There would also be potential
thermal difficulties at some orbital positions
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Solar generator
arm oeploymen

the USA There was also a possibility

of

updating from Fairbanks in Alaska, or Perth

in

Australia.

JA

-.
&7'\i.--Solar generator
panel deploymenl

The ATSR microwave antennas were released
by pyros 5 s after separation A spring drive
then rotated it into its latched position in just a
few seconds Next. the solar-array arm's
deployment began with a pyro release firing,
less than 1 min after separation, the further
deployment requiring no additional commands
and being mechanically sequenced and
driven by spring forces (Fig 8) Deployment of
the solar-array panels themselves did not start
until about 45 min after separation, when
ERS-2 was visible from Perth The deployment
was again passive, with the two panels being
pulled out of their container by spring-driven
pantographs

The SAR-antenna deployment (Fig 9) started
75 min after separation, within the visibility of
the Santiago de Chile ground station The two
antenna wings each have spring-driven and
i
1

hr*
t-

motor-driven phases, and the whole sequence
was initiated by firing a pyro to release six lever
clamps holding the folded antenna in launch
configuration

"

The Scatterometer antennas were deployed
immediately after the SAR antenna They were
stowed at the sides of the PEM for launch, and

t+=r'

were also released by pyro firing. Each
antenna deployment involves a single motordriven rotational movement

spacecraft and payload

Figure 8a. Deployment of
the solar-array arm

Solr-aray
box in stowGd
po6ltlon

point of view However. they are not the
fundamental unit as far as transmission to the

ground is concerned, for which a further
division into 'transoort frames' is made The
latter are smaller than source packets and, in
addition to pieces of source packets, contain

Figure 8b. One of the
spring drives for solar-array
deployment

synch ron isation and transm ission error-control

information. The source-packet structure is
then reassembled from transport frames at the
ground stations.
Three data streams are transmitted from the
IDHT (Fig. 10) The first contains the high-rate
data from the AMI lmage Mode, with auxiliary

Figure 9. Deployment of the
SAR antenna

Stowed Antenna

End of Phase-l
Finally, afler 2t/q h and

1 r,/+

orbits, when the Sun

was directly overhead, the solar array rotation

was enabled All the ERS-2 deployments
occurred precisely as planned
Deployment Phase-2

Instrument data-handling and telemetry
ERS-2 has two telemetry systems, The platform's needs are served by a classical{ype
Telemetry, Teiecommand and Control (TTC)
system operating at S-band That low-rate
(2 kbit/s) system is used to transmit the ICU
formats for housekeeping purposes Because
of the high bit rates involved, the science data
cannot use this link and the payload therefore
includes a so-called 'lnstrument Data Handling
and Transmission' (IDHT) system. That system
allows real{ime transmission of AMI lmage-

Mode data, providing

a

regional service to

local ground stations and global recording and
telemetry of the other sensors

The instruments generate data in the form of
'source packets', which constitute a logical
division of telemetry data from the instrument

Leat .prlng

End of Phase-2

Lod(lng rod

Deployed Antenna, End
Panel

Panol 2

1

Wing-1

of

Phase-3
Pancl 3

Wing-2
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performing a data dump to high
latitude ground stations, such as the
primary Kiruna station. the spacecraft s
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a brief occultation
of the link, due to the system geometry,
On passes when that occurs, the onboard command scheduling includes a
stop in playback before the occultation, a
slight rewinding of the tape. and a reactivation of playback mode after the occulsolar array might cause
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The modulation scheme used for the high-rate
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channel
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Figure 10. Block diagram of
the X-band science data
transmission system (IDHT)

Figure 11. One of the two
6.5 Gbit tape recorders,
which can hold 3000 ft of
1/4-inch tape

data and a copy of the S-band telemetry data,

comoared with a simoler modulation scheme,

at a total rate of 105 Mbit/s This channel has an

X band link dedicated to it. The other sensors
have their data combined, again with a copy of
the S-band data and satellite ephemeris

The low-rate link uses unbalanced quadrature
phase shift keying or UQPSK to modulate the
15 Mbit/s recorder dumo and the convolutionally encoded real-time data onto a single

information, into

(comparatively) low-rate

link lf there are no recorder dump data,

data channel, operating at 1.1 Mbit/s, which is
continuously recorded by the onboard tape
recorder (Fig 11) This recorder is replayed at
13 6 times recording speed (in reverse order to
save rewind time) when over the ground
stations to form a second data channel, at 15
Mbit/s lt shares the second X band link with
the live transmission of the combined low-rate
data, which constitutes the third data stream

bi-phase-shift keying (BPSK) is used for the

a

real-time data

lmmediately before

and after

recorder

playback, the link is automatically switched
between BPSK and UQPSK operation, with
minimum impact on the real-time data stream
The ERS IiERS 2 ground demodulators have
been designed to accommodate that modeswitching automatically

The fact that the X-band transmission was
required to have a minimum power-level
fluctuation during the satellite pass led to the
design of a shaped-beam antenna able to
compensate for losses at low satellite elevation
angles, when the distance to the ground station
is long, and the attenuation due to the
atmosphere's water content is high To achieve
that, the antenna reflector is shaped so that its
.^ri^ri^^
ldUlAtlUl I

^^il^7^
PoL(Elll

^nmnana2taa
Uvr
rrVUr rrqLvr

far

tho

inverse-square-law variation in received power
with distance as the satellite oasses across the
sky at the ground station, The polarisation of
the radiated energy is rotated to compensate
for Faraday rotation due to the Earth's
ronosphere

The IDHT

is

physically located

on

the

Earth-facing panel of the PEM, with the tape
recorders mounted inside, on one of the
cross-wails

spacecraft and payload

The scientif ic instruments
The Active Microwave lnstrument (AMl)
Two separate radars are incorporated within
the AMl, a Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR)for

lmage and Wave Mode operation, and

a

Scatterometer for Wind Mode ooeration The
ooerational reouirements are such that each

mode needs

to be able to operate inde-

SPACECRAFT ATTMJDE

(745 km NOMIMI)
SUSSAIEIINE TRACK

pendently, but the Wind and Wave Modes are

also capable

of interleaved operation, in

so-called'Wind/Wave Mode'.

In lmage Mode, the SAR obtains strips

of

high-resolution imagery 100 km in width to the
right of the satellite track (Fig 12) The 10 m
long antenna aligned parallel to the flight

track, directs a narrow radar beam onto the
Earth's surface over the swath lmagery is built
up from the time delay and strength of the
return signals, which depend primarily on the

roughness and dielectric properties

of

The SAR's high resolution in the range
direction is achieved by phase coding the
transmit pulse with a linear chirp, and
compressing the echo by matched filtering
Range resolution is obtained from the travel

is

Figure 12. The SAR lmage Mode

AMI lmage-Mode (SAR) Charactenstics

the

surface and its range from the satellite

time. Azimuth resolution

SIJ&SATEITITE IRACK

achieved by

recording the phase as well as the amplitude of

the echoes along the flight path The set of
echoes over a flight path of about 800 m is
processed (on the ground) as a single entity,
giving an azimuth resolution equivalent to a
real aperture 800 m in length. This is the
'synthetic aperture' of the radar.

in lmage Mode excludes the
other AN/l operating modes, and power
considerations limit operating time to a
Operation

15

55+0 1 MHz

Bandwidth
PRF range
LOng purse

3712+006ps

Compressed pulse length

64 ns

Peak power

4.8 KW

1640-1 72O Hz in 2 Hz steps

'10m

Antenna size
Polarisation

Analogue/digital complex sampling
Sampling window
Quantisatron

x

1m

Linear-Vertical (LV)
18.96 million samples/s

296 ps (99 km telemetred swath)
51, 5Q if range compression on
ground (nominal 61, 6Q if range
compression on board)

30mx30m
25dBatoe: -18d8

Spatial resolution
Radiometric resolution
Swath stand-off
Swath width
Incidence angle
Frequency
Data rate

250 km to the side of the orbital track
100 km
23o at mid-swath
5 3 GHz (C-band)
< 105 Mbit/s

maximum of 10 min per orbit The data rate of
100 Mbit/s is far too high to allow onboard

storage, and so images are only acquired
within the reception zone of a suitably
equipped ground station.
Wave-Mode operation of the SAR provides
5 km x 5 km images at intervals of 200 km

SUB-SATEIIIIE IRACK

along track (Fig 13), which can then be
AM

I

STWATH

OF AI',I

WAVE MODE

(Skm

x

5km)

Wave-Mode Characteristics

Wave direction
Wave length

0-180o (180o ambiguity)

2OOkm or 3OOkm

100-1000

(SELECTED BY COMMAND)

Accuracy

direction

Spatial sampling

Incrdence angle
Frequency
Polarisation

m

+ 20o

length + 250lo
5 km x 5 km every
200-300 km, programmabte
anywhere within the SAR swath

23"
5 3 GHz (C-band)
Linear-Vertical (LV)

SMTTAIH

Figure 13. The SAR Wave Mode
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interpreted to provide wave spectra The
relatively low data rate allows onboard data
storage, and thus a global sampling of wave
spectra is obtained

As the backscatter depends on the wind speed
and direction at the ocean surface. it is oossible

to

calculate the surface wind soeed and
direction by using those 'triplets' within a
mathematical model.

The Wind Mode uses three antennas

to

generate radar beams looking 45o forward,
sideways, and 45o backward with respect to
the satellite's flight direction (Fig. 14). These
beams continuously illuminate a 500 km-wide
swath as the satellite moves along its orbit, and

of

each provides

measurements
radar
backscatter from the sea surface on a 25 km

grid The

result

is three independent

backscatter measurements for each grid point,
obtained using the three different viewing
directions and separated by a short time delay

The AMI electronics (see right panel) cover two

full 2 m

xI

m side panels of the PEM

In

addition, the calibration unit is mounted on a
cross-wall inside the PEM, the switch matrix
and its controller are on the top panel, and the
four antennas, one of the most characteristic
elements of the ERS-1 and ERS 2 satellites, on
the Antenna Support Structure (ASS)
The Radar Altimeter (RA)
The Radar Altimeter is a nadir-pointing pulse

radar designed to make precise measurements of the echoes from ocean and ice
surfaces lt has two measurement modes,
optimised for measurements over ocean and
ice, respectively. In the so-called 'Ocean
Mode', the echo characteristics of interest are:

-

Time delay with respect to the transmitted pulse, which provides the altitude
measuremenl

Slope of the echo leading edge, which

-

is

related to the height distribution of reflecting
facets and thus to the ocean wave height
The power level of the echoed signal, which

depends on small-scale surface roughness
and thus on wind speed,

The radar echoes over ice sheets, particularly
the rough surfaces at the continental margins,
show much greater variances in shape than
oceanic echoes. ln order to maximise the data
return in those areas. the lce Mode includes
three features designed to improve its 'robustness'. The range window width is increased by
a factor of four, which also degrades precision
by a similar amount A simplified height-

Figure 14. The SAR Wind Mode
AM

I

Wi nd-M

ode Characteristics
0-3600

Wind direction range
Accuracy
Wind speed range
Accuracy

4-24

cannot distinguish the leading edge of the
signal Finally, the tracker is more agile

10o/o

50 km
25 km
200 km to side of orbital track
500 km
5 3 GHz +200 kHz

ln the lce Mode, as in the Ocean Mode, the
telemetered data stream contains the effective
height of the range window, and the digitised
echo waveform within this window, They allow

Linear-Vertical

4.8 KW

Incidence angle range (approx
Antenna length
Dynamic range
Pulse length
km

Radiometric resolution
Detection bandwidth
Sampling scheme
Return-echo window duration

Z+

keep the echo in the range window, although it

mls

2 mls or

Spatial resolution
Grid spacing
Swath stand-off
Swath width
Frequency
Polarisation
Peak power

No of pulses per 50

tracking loop greatly improves the ability to

+20o

)

Mid

Fore

Afr

ground processing to retrieve topographic
information The returned power level is also

16-42"

22-50"
36m

22-500

telemetered

23m

36m

42 dB
70 ps
256

130 ps

130 ps

256

B.5olo

9.7o/o

256
9 7o/o
25 kHz

25 kHz

246

ms

25 kHz
Complex l/Q B bits each
3.93 ms

3 93 ms

The effective pulse width is 3 ns, which is
equivalent to about 45 cm in two-way range
The radar is said to be 'pulse-width-limited'
because not all of the target is illuminated
simultaneously by the short pulse, and the

received power

illuminatron.

is

controlled

by

the

spacecraft and payload

The AMI Electronics
The radioJrequency (RF) subsystem units, covering half of a panel in the
spacecraft, contain all the electronics needed to generate the transmit
pulses and to amplify and filter the received signals
The intermediate frequency (lF) radar contains a transmit and a receive
section The transmit section, in lmage Mode, generates a linearly
.15
chirped pulse of
B MHz bandwidth and 37 2 Fs length This pulse is
generated by gating the 123 GHz output of the frequency generator into
a short pulse and applying it to a dispersive delay line At the output of the
delay line, the pulse is amplified and cut to the correct length of 37 2 ms
In Wind lVode, the transmit pulse is generated by the Scatterometer
electronics, and the lF radar acts only as an amplifier

The up- and down-converters are contained in a single unit The
upconverter converts the output signals of the lF radar to 5 3 GHz and
amplifies them to a level of about 250 mW, required for the input of the
high-power amplifier (H PA),

The three Scatterometer antennas are made of aluminium alloy Like the
SAR antenna, they are slotted-waveguide arrays, and each is subdivided

electrically into two panels The central unit, measuring 2.3

m

x

0,34 m,

contains eight waveguides, while the fore and aft arrays, measuring
3 6 m x 0,25 m, each contain six waveguides
All of the antennas are designed for vertical polarisation

The receive echo arrives at the receive part of the lF rada; via the
circulator assembly, the receiver shutter, which safeguards the sensitive
low-noise receiver against transmission-pulse leakage, and the
down-converter. In nominal operation, the lF radar works for both SAR
and Scatterometer mode as an amplifier and filter stage In SAR mode,
howevel onboard range compression can be commanded from the
ground, which then switches the signal through an inverse dispersive
delay line, compressing the echo pulses by a factor of about 600

Depending on the mode of operation, the output is fed to the SAR
processor or the Scatterometer electronics

The two redundant units of the HPA occupy one complete panel; each
consists of a large power conditioning unit (EPC), a travelling-wavetube
amplifier, an output isolator, and an output filter. The latter two elements
are located on the outside of the panel The HPA amplifies the input
signals to output levels of about 5000 W

The output signal from the HPA arrives at the circulator assembly, or
switch matrix, on the top panel of the PEM This matrix of ferrite
circulators switches the signal coming from the HPA to any of the four
antennas, and on the return path directs the receive signal from the
chosen antenna into the receive chain

The waveguides from the switch matrix to the four antennas are
lightweight CFRP units with a rectangular cross-section of
4 cm x 2 cm, internally metallised They are rigidly connected to the
SAR antenna and the mid Scatterometer antenna, while the connection

to the deployable fore and aft antennas is by choke flanges, without a
fixed connection

The SAR processor filters the signal and down-converts it to baseband
After analogue{o-digital conversion, auxiliary data are added, then the
data are buffered and delivered to the IDHT for transmission to the
ground, The SAR processor additronally functions as the AMI's ICU The
Scatterometer electronics also has two tasks lt filters and digitises the
Wind-Mode echoes and transfers them to the IDHT for transmission to
ground lt also controls the AMI during Wind-Mode operation
The echoes from the fore and aft antennas have rather a high Doppler
.150
shift, which varies from approximately 70 to
kHz across the swath
This Doppler spread would prevent narrow-band filtering to reduce

noise The Scatterometer electronics therefore, while the echoes are
coming in, changes the local oscillator frequency according to the
expected instantaneous Doppler shifts This acts as Doppler
compensation This is also applied to the mid echoes, but here the
required comoensation is small

The antenna itself is subdivided into ten electrical and five mechanical
panels lts planarity across its 10 m length is better than .1 .5 mm when in

Apart from providing a sample of the transmitted signal into the receiver
for calibration purposes, the other task of the calibration unit is to delay a
SAR transmit pulse and feed it back to the lF branch of the receiver. This
signal is used as a replica of the chirped transmit pulse for on-ground
range compression in the ground processor, as an alternative to the

orbit

onboard range compression mentioned earlier On-ground range

The largest of the AMI antennas is the SAR antenna, with a radiating area
of 10 m
1 m lt is a slotted-waveguide array made of metallised CFRP

x

compression is, in fact, the nominal operating mode
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Figure 15. Functional block
diagram of the Active
Microwave Instrument (AMl)
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Over ocean surfaces, the distribution of the
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related to the ocean wave height
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uncertainties in the determination of pulse
characteristics, the Radar Altimeter averages
pulses together to reduce that statistical effect

strong specular component, while the rough
topography of continental rce sheets at the
margins leads to complex return waveforms In
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Figure 16. Schematic of the
Radar Altimeter's operating
principle. The signal at
various points is shown as
a frequency/time plot.
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Table

1 Radar Altimeter (RA)charactedslics

Frequency
Pulse length
Pulse rept frequency
Chirp bandwidth

Antenna

Oubut

Data

13

8 GHz

20 ps
1020 Nz

330 MHz (sea)
82 5 MHz (ice)

Transmit power
Antenna diameter

55 W peak

Height noise

3 cm at B m wave height

Mass

96 kg

DC power

130 W

12m

The RA Electronics
The chirp generator, whjch is based on surface acoustic wave (SAW)
devices, rs tnggered at a fixed rate of almost 1020 Hz The chirps pass
through a 20 s SAW delay line used to separate transmit and receive
chirps during calibration After upconversion to the transmit frequency,
they are amplified by the high-power amplifier, a 50 W travelling wave
tube (TWT) The pulses pass via the f ront-end electronics (FEE), which is
an arrangement of circulators and the calibration coupler, to the antenna,
{^r ^^.^h^l^i!
^ {"^^+
d
il ur rt-rYU vdrduvruru
Returning echoes arrive, via the antenna, FEE, and low-noise amplifier
(LNA), at the microwave receiver. When the echo is expected to return,
the chirp generator is re{riggered and a second chirp generated During
the upconversion and multiplication process, a slight frequency offset is

introduced, and this becomes the first ntermediate frequency (lF) This
local oscillator chirp is mixed with the received echo in the 'deramping
mixer' in the microwave receiver. A series of tones is thus qenerated,
centred on the first

The maximum height rate is about 30 m/s; if the height estimate were not
continually updated, the signal could be completely lost in about 1 s
Sometimes, howeveq the echo can be lost, for example, as a result ot
passing over some topographic features such as mountains ln this case,
the acquisition mode is automatically entered This is a sophisticated
multi-stage scheme, partially relying on dedicated hardware processing,
which virtually guarantees getting any trackable surface into the tracking
mode range window in just over 1 s,
The parameter estimator is a microcomputer, within the SPSA lt is used
in acquisition and tracking modes In ocean and ice tracking, it runs
software tracking loops which follow the signal characteristics In the
ocean mode, there are three main loops to track echo time-delay
(height), leading-edge slope, and echo power The error signals used as
input to these loops are derived from adaptive discriminators

lF.

The microwave receiver is

a

dual'conversion system, and after

conversion to baseband the in-phase (l) and quadrature (Q) signals are

passed to the signal processor sub-assembly, or SPSA The next

The time-delay and echo-power loops are also used in the ice mode,
although the error signals are derived from different discriminators
Because of the reduced chirp bandwidth, the spectral points are spaced
aI 12 12 ns rntervals, leading to a range window of about 115 m

important stage, inside the SPSA, is the spectrum analyser where the

nd This spectrum exactly represents the time
structure of the echo waveform in 64 points at an equivalent spacing of
3 03 ns The average power spectrum over 50 successive pulses is
formed, and finally this information is used by the parameter estimator.
This step is essential in order to provide the estimate of when the next
echo is expected to return, for the chirp re-triggering As an indication of
the need for this estimate, the full bandwidth of the spectrum analyser is
equivalent to a height window of about 30 m in the ocean mode
spectru m of the tones is fou

26

Internal open-loop calibration is performed every minute This procedure
is very fast (about 100 ms) The transmitted signal is coupled into the
receiver through an attenuator, and analysis of the received signal is
performed on the ground to determine the delay around the system The
major item omitted in this scheme is the ultra-stable oscillator (USO),

which provides the echo timing This calibration is obtained

by

broadcasting the USO trequency via the IDHT to enable measurements
to be made on the ground

spacecraft and payload

The Along-Track Scanning Radiometer and

Table 2. Along-Track Scanning Radiometer

Microwave Sounder (ATSR-M)

(ATS R) ch aracte ristics

The ATSR M consists of two instruments, an
Infrared Radiometer (lRR) and a Microwave

Radiometer (MWR)

The IRR has

been
upgraded f rom the ERS-1 instrument to include
three channels in the visible oart of the

spectrum

as well as the

possibility of

lR Radiometer
Swath
Spectral
Spatial
Radiometric

width
channels
resolution
resolution

Prcrlinfecl uvvu'uv'
aretrar\t

performing some on-board averaging of data,

to

flexibly allow the extra channels of
information to be provided within the same

overall data-rate limitations
The primary objective of the IRR is to measure

ludr
vur
^^^:^^t

500 km
1 6, 3 7, 11 and 12 pm
1 km x 1 km (at nadir)
<0 1 K
05 K Ovef a50x50km2
with Boo/o cloud cover

^^^^^i-^
il ilr rv
JUar

Microwave Sounder
Channels
Instantaneous field of view
Near-nadir pointing

238&365GHz
20 km

the global Sea-Surface Temperature (SST)
for climate-research purposes lts absolute
accuracy is better than 0.5 K when averaged
over areas of 50 km x 50 km, assuming that
20o/o oI oixels within the area are cloud-free
For the cloud-free pixels, of I km x 1 km, the
relative accuracy is about 0 1 K

To achieve those objectives, the IRR was
designed as an imaging radiometer with
four co-registered channels with wavelengths
of 1 6, 37, 11 and 12 pm, defined by beam
splitters and multi-layer interference filters The
Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV) at the
nadir on the Earth's surface is a 1 km x 1 km
square, which is imaged onto the detectors via
a Il2 3 paraboloidal mirror. These detectors,
fixed onto a Focal-Plane Assembly, are cooled
to 80 K by a Stirling-cycle cooler in order

to

reduce their backqround noise

^^^^^+^hl^
OUUEUTOUIE

l^,,^l
IEVgI

to

an

The 1 6 and 3 7 um channel data are transmitted alternately, switched by a day/night logic
provided as a service by the platform

The IFOV is scanned over the Earth's surface
by a rotating plane mirror in such a way that it
gives two Earth views, namely a 0o or nadir
view and a 47o or forward view The rotation
oeriod is 150 ms and the scan is subdivided
into 2000 pixels of 75 gs each. In order to
calibrate the optical and electrical signal chain,
two black bodies (one hot and one cold) within
the IRR are scanned during the rotation. After
onboard data compression, a packet of 960
oixels (555 nadir-view and 371 forward-view
pixels and 16 hot and 16 cold black-body
pixels) is transmitted to ground, together

with housekeeping and datation.

Extensive

on-g round data processing

then permits retrieval of the
IRR final product, namely
the Sea-Surface Temperature (SST)

The main objective of the
ATSR Microwave Sounder

is to measure the atmospheric integrated water
content (vapour and liquid)

in order to

compute

the most problematic part
of the tropospheric path
delay in the Radar Altimeter's signals

The MWR has

two

channels, operating at
23 8 and 36 5 GHz, each

with a

band

width

of

400 MHz. The instrument
is nadir-viewing, using an

offset antenna deployed
shortlv afler the snace-H"
craft's separation from the
launcher. Onboard calibra-

Figure 17. Measurement
principle of the Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer
(ATSR)
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Figure 18. Computer
illustration of the
measurement of
atmospheric ozone by
GOME. Each measure is
represented by a rectangle

of a different colour, and
correspon.js to 40 x 80 km
of the Eartn s surface.
Sardinia and Corsica are in
the lower left corner, and
Denmark is in the upper

right corner.

tion is performed by a sky
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occurrence and the MWR data are

merged into the IRR

packets

described above

Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment (GOME)
GON/E is an optical spectrometer
qn:nninn tho rrltr:-viOlet/visible/
near-infrared wavelength range from
240 Io 790 nm, with a spectral
resolution oI 02 to04nm Light
upwelling from the Earth, decom-

noqod
hv
tho inqtrr rment intO itS
vy
vvvvv
snpctr:l comnontrntq and reCOfded

f

rom the spectrum by fitting

the

highly banded absorption cross-section of the
molecules to the measured spectrum
The instantaneous field of view, corresponding
qnoe trnmctor
tn thp nrnioe iinn nf tho
clil nn iho
,v evvvL,
vl

Earth, is

a

narrow rectangle 40 km long,

aligned in the along-track direction In order to
nFonr',a
UU)EI VU dr lrraa
ldl9V

Figure 19. The Laser
Retro-Ref lector (LBR). Each
corner cube is individually
made, to compensate for
satellite motion in
ref lecting incident laser
energy back exactly along
its incoming path
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scan mirror sweeps that field of view in the
across-track direction The sweep, which
normally sweeps 960 km in 4 5 s with a rapid
flyback together with an integration time on
the detectors of 1 5 s (30 s for the UV part),
rcsrrlts in oror rnd nixel SizeS Ol 320 ' 40 km
\A/ith
vvru I ihaf
Lr rot. nlnhal
9lvuor

nnrro.
uwvYld9u

F.a oul
rahin',an
lluvYu
udl I uu

within three days However smaller pixel sizes
can be commanded by reducing the angular
extent of the scan, with spatial coverage
rodr rnori ennnrrli nnlrr

In order 1o enable high-accuracy. long-term
trend measurements, a calibration unit enables
regular views

of the Sun Additionally

a

wavelength calibration lamp provides the
possibilrty to regularly check the wavelength
stability of the instrument and can also be used
to monitor the Sun calibration path for possible

degradation During the times when il is not
rrqod a qhrrllpr nrnltrCtS the Sun CalibratiOn
path
As the instrument is sensitive to the polarisation

of the incoming light, a polarisation detector
array monitors one polarisation direction in the

broadband channels corresponding essentrally to the array detector channels

2,3, and 4

The Laser Retro-Reflector (LRR)

The Laser Retro-Reflector is a passive device

which is used as a target by ground-based
laser ranging stations The operating principle
Table

3

Laser Retro-Reflector (LRR)

characteristics
Wavelength

350-800

nm

optimised for 532 nm
lection coeff icient
Field of view

> 0 15 end-of-life
> O 80 end-of-lite
elev half-cone angle 60o

Diameter

azimuth 360o
<2O cm

Eff

iciency

Fef

spacecraft and payload

a round trip of laser
pulses reflected from an array ol corner
cubes mounted on the Earth-facing side of
the spacecraft's Payload Electronics Module
(PEM) (Fis 1e).
is to measure the time of

That array consists of a polyhedral housing
with a hemispherical arrangement of one
nadir-looking corner cube in the centre,
surrounded by an angled ring of eight corner
cubes. This allows laser ranging for satellite
passes in the range of 0o to 360o azimuth and
30o to 90o elevation at the qround
The Precise Range and Range-rate Equipment
(PRARE)
The PRARE is a satellite tracking system which
performs two-way microwave range and
range-rate measurements to ground-based
transponder stations with high precision
Signal-propagation effects are compen-

sated by two-frequency measurements. for
ionospheric ref raction, and ground-station
collection of meteorolooical data for
tropospheric

ref

Table

4

PRARE characteristics

Up-link

Ground transponder
Down-link

raction

Two signals are transmitted to ground, one at
S band (2 2 GNz) and one at X-band (B 5 GHz)
frequencies (both signals modulated with the

pseudo-random noise

code) The

Satellite antennas
Ranging accuracy

7225296 MHz 10 Mbit/s
PSK (10 MHz bandwidth)
60 cm parabolic dish
2 W transmit power
8489 MHz 10 Mbit/s
PSK (10MHz bandwidth),
1 W transmit power
Crossed dipoles at
X- and S-bands
(-1O nm /nrorlinrorl\

ground

determine the time delay This provides a
measure of the ionospheric refraction taking

replaced by radiatlon-resistant devices and
various software modifications have been
made Furthermore, a second PRARE is
installed on ERS 2 to provide a similar level of

olace in the atmosohere

redundancy to the majority of the payload

The received signals are demodulated and a
coherent regenerated copy of the X band

Integration and testing
The main integration phase of the ERS-2
Programme started in January 1991 . Since
ERS 2 was with a few exceptions, an exact

stations receiVe the two simultaneously emitted
signals with
slight time difference and

a

to

(7 2 GNz\ seorence retransmitted
the
satellite, where the two-way travel time and the

two-way Doppler measurements are carried
out, so that the range and range-rate can be

determined Two-way measurements

are

possible for up to four stations simultaneously
via so-called'code multiolexino'.

Both the space-to-ground and ground-tospace links have additional capacity for data
transmission at low bit rates. Control codes and
broadcast ephemerides for ground-station
operation are transmitted in the downlink, and
calibration data, ionospheric-measurement
results and meteorological ground data are
included in the uplink. All measurement data

are stored inside the PRARE

itself

,

in

512 kbytes of RAM, and dumped during the
next available g rou nd-station pass

The PRARE on ERS 1 failed shortly after
launch, a failure ascribed to destructive
latch-up of a RAM chip caused by the radiation

environment. For ERS 2. the oarts have been

rebuild of ERS-1 , an assembly, integration and

test programme was devised which relied
on the satellite qualification having been
achieved by ERS-1 Only acceptance testing
was required For ERS 1, the mechanical/
thermal qualification was performed on the SM
(structural model) and the EM (engineering
model). The only deviations from that concept
were GOME, because it was a new instrument,

and PRARE, because it had undergone a
major redesign after its in-orbit failure on
ERS-1.

The manufacturing of the flight units for the
payload core instruments and the instrument
integration were completed by the end of 1992

The integration and testing of the instruments
proceeded very smoothly. Since the work had
been carried out by almost the same teams as

for ERS-1, there was no 'learning curve' effect
and the instruments were delivered well ahead
of schedule

Figure 20. Precise orbit
determination by PRARE
and Laser Retro-Ref lector
range measurements
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subsystem, caused late delivery of items for

models The changes affected exclusively
the electronic design, and so a protoflight
qualification concept was adopted for the
flight unit. The flight spare was acceptance

the platform integration. In parallel to

tested

The olatform units were manufactured at the
same time. Some manufacturing problems at

unit level, especially in the
manufacturing

propulsion
the
the
was
have

of the recurrent units,

GOME design

and

development

undertaken lnitially, it was foreseen to

only a GOME breadboard and flight model but
during the course of the project, that was found
not to be sufficient Therefore the breadboard
model was upgraded
fully-fledged
engineering model which was then exposed to
environmental qualification tests. Furthermore,
the initial GOME integration tests at payload

to a

and satellite level were performed with

the

engineering model.

The integration of the flight model payload
started at the end of 1992. After the mechanical
and electrical integration of all instruments,

a

successful full-performance test was
conducted. The payload assembly integration and test programme was completed

lt included a threeweek thermal vacuum/thermal balance test
in the large space simulator at ESTEC in
Noordwijk (NL), and the final integration
and alignment of the SAR and Scatterometer
well on schedule

antennas
After the in-orbit failure of the PRARE onboard
ERS-1, the manufacturing of the PRARE for
ERS-2 was halted until the results of the failure
investigation were known. As a result, a major

electrical redesign had to be initiated The
design changes were tested on the ERS-1

PRARE engineering model before being
in the flight and flight spare

implemented

Figure 21 . The ERS-2 f light
model undergoing acoustic
testing in the ESTEC LEAF
facilities

30

In parallel to the payload integration, the
platform was integrated After a functional
oerformance test and a thermal vacuum test at

Intespace, Toulouse (F), the platform was
delivered to ESTEC for satellite integration in
December 1993, exactly on time despite the
late delivery of some units.

spacecraft and payload

Tho
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1994 Atter payload and platform coupling a
series of electrical tests, including hardware/
software compatibility and a system validation
test with ESOC, were performed Prior to the
environmental test, the propulsion subsystem
was checked for leak{ightness
Vibration and acoustic testing were then
carried out to demonstrate, successfully, that
the ERS-2 satellite would not be adversely
affected by the vibration and noise induced by

the launch vehrcle That was followed by a
r-lcnlovment lcsl rrnder onbOard software
and under ESOC control, of the SAR, the
Scatterometer and the Microwave Radiometer
antonn:c rreinn cnoniel 'zora-aratri|tr' rinc in
simulate a realistic deployment
Tho c:follito:ccomhlrr
inlanratinn and toet
(AlT) activities concluded with a full functional
performance test and a rehearsal of the launch

site procedures in August 1994 The AIT
programme was completed exactly on the
date that had been originally planned at
the beginning of the ERS 2 programme in
1

990

Following the flight acceplance review. the
flight hardware and lhe associated ground
support equipmenl were prepared for
shipment to the launch range in Kourou,
French Guiana Five sea containers and
two dedicaled 7 47 cargo f lights were
used to transport the equipment [o the
launch site
ERS-2 was planned to be launched on Ariane

flight V72 in January I995 The
campaign starled

on

launch

14 November 1994

AHor tho coi-r rn nf tho chonk-nr rt onrrinmonl

the satellite mechanical preparations and
the alignment. a post-transport [unctional
performance test was performed lmmediately

before the end of that test, on 30 November,
however, the launch of Ariane flight V70 failed
The post-transport test of ERS 2 was
comnleled hrrl lhe satellite then had to be

nl:nod in ctnr:no rrntil tha nronar:tinnc fnr
IliahI
r:orrlri he resrlmed The Satellite waS
,,,v,,. \/72
'

protected by

a dedicated

tent. which was

purged and the ambient conditions inside the
tent were permanently monitored
Thn
I rrs

Inrrnnh I uqr
nnmnni^n
rqurrur
rPqrvrr

rrrac
rntod
vvqo Iiniorrr
rLvrruPLgu

fnr
rul

two months, from
17 February 1995

19 December 1994 to
Only a small babysitter

team remained in Kourou
In February 1995, the campaign resumed with

a short furctional test. the integration of lhe
solar array and the preparation for fuelling

Afior

fr

rrthar dolerie rlrro ln hrrrlrnnon anrj

oxygen leaks in the third slage of the Ariane
V71 launch vehicle, ERS-2 was transferred to
the filling and encapsulation hall Finally, on the
night of 20 April 1995 ERS 2 was successfully
G
launched

Figure 22. ERS-2 being
prepared for encapsulation
in the Ariane VT2lairing
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ATSR-2: The Evolution in lts Design
from ERS-1 to ERS-2
N.C.M. Stricker & A. Hahne
ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
D.L. Smith, J. Delderfield, M.B. Oliver & T. Edwards
Space Science Department, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, UK

The Along-Track Scanning Radiometer, or ATSR, was developed for
the ERS-1 mission as an Announcement of Opportunity package by the
United Kingdom and France. lt consists of a four-band Infrared
Radiometer (lRR) to measure the Sea Surface Temperature (SST), and
a Microwave Radiometer (MWR) to measure the integrated (vapour and
liquid) atmospheric water content. The IRR was developed by
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL, UK) and the MWR by the Centre
de Recherche en Physique de I'Environment Terrestre et Planetaire
(cRPE, F).
For the ATSR-2 on ERS-2 , the IRR has been upgraded by adding three

more bands in the visible part of the spectrum to provide data for
vegetation studies (Fig 1). The MWR is identical to that used on ERS-1,
but is provided by a different industrial contractor, namely Schrack
Aerospace of Austria.

Figure1.A512x512km
section of the tropical rain
forest in Rondonia (western
Brazil), as seen by ATSR-2.
This image combines three
channels from ATSR-2, at
0.55 Fm (extracted as blue),
0.67 pm (green) and 1.6 pm
(red). The regularly-shaped,
pale cream patches are
areas where the rain forest
has already been felled

JZ

The ATSR instrument on ERS-1

The lRR, an imaging radiometer equipped
with four inf rared channels operating at
wavelengths of 1 .6, 3.7, 11 and 12 microns,
scans two 500 km swaths across the satellite's
ground track, one being the nadir view and the

other 800 km forward (47o with respect to
the nadir) along the ground track (Fig. 2).
Successive swaths are displaced by 1 km due
to the satellite's orbital motion

A

rotating mirror scans the two tracks
once every 1 50 ms, each scan being subdivided into 2000 pixels (each equivalent to
75 microsec), 555 of which contain nadir-view
data and 371 forward-view data. The infrared

dLSI-Z

channels and associated electronics are
calibrated uslng two black bodies, one hot and
one cold. located in the path of the scanning
FLIGHT D RECTION

mrrror.

With the 555 pixels in the nadir view, a
resolution of the order of 1 km x 1 km can
be achieved Averaging over 50 km x 50 km
gives an absolute accuracy of better than 0 5 K
in
ilr

ono o' 'rfaaa
)gq--uttouu

*amnap2fl
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tuItPUtoLuts,16p oooutrilltv

fUtot
hrt

the pixels within the areaare cloud-free
For cloud-free pixels of 1 km x 1 km. the
relative accuracy is about 0 2 K

20o/o ol

\

The scanning mirror directs the incoming
radiation to an off-axis paraboloidal mirror (Fig

3) A field

stop positioned at the focus of the

instrument determines the field of view Beyond

this field stop, the beam diverges

into

the Focal-Plane Assembly (FPA) where it is
spectrally divided into four inf rared channels Three of the component beams,
corresponding to the 37,11 and 12 micron
bands. are re-imaged by Lhree off-axis
ellipsoidal mirrors onto separate detectors An
aspherical zinc-sulphide lens re-images the

fourth beam (1 6 micron) onto its detector
(Fig 4) Photoconductive cadmium-mercury
telluride detectors are used for the 11 and
12 micron channels, and indium-antimonrde
photodiode detectors for the 1 6 and 3 7
micron channels

A

Stirling-cycle cooler keeps the FocalPlane Assembly at 80 K to provide the
required low-noise performance for the
detectors Eight onboard pixel maps allow the
selection and compression of IRR pixels for
eight different data sets After formatting, the

(1ata

^ra nnlloniarl h\/ the InStfUment

Data-

Handling and Transmission Unit (IDHT) and
transmitted to ground via the X band link

Figure 2. Measurement
principle of the Along-Track
Scanning Badiometer
(ATSB)

The MWR instrument uses a 60 cm Cassegrain
offset-fed antenna to view the Earth in the nadir
direction at frequencies of 23 B and 36 5 GHz
The signals received are compared with

a known
temperature in order to minimise the effects of
that from the reference source at

Scan mtror

Paraboloid

I
Ellipsoid

\

Axis of
ellipsoid
Detector

Field
stop
Figure 3. The arrangement
of the ATSR's optical

components

@ butletin as
Figure 4. The optical layout
of the Inlrared Focal-Plane
Assembly (IRFPA) for
ATSR-2

l1.Opm detector

3.7um deleclor

12.Opm detector

/

1.6rtm

detector
Silicon
aspheric lens

Field stop
From
paraboloid mtrror

ATSR-2

FPA

short-term variations in the receiver-chain gain
To calibrate the MWR, additional features are
used: the sky-horn antenna is pointed towards

with the constraint that it was not to impact

the very low cosmic background radiation of
deeo soace at about 4 K for 'cold reference'
measurements, while the hot reference' is
obtained f rom measurements within the

The Infrared Focal-Plane Assembly (IRFPA)
on ERS 2 differs somewhat from that on its

instrument itself
Figure 5. The optical layout
of the Visible Focal-Plane
Assembly (VFPA) for

To

visible

From

adversely on the existing channels.

nrer-ler:essnr FRS-1 The mirror used to reflect
radiation into the 1.6 micron detector has been
replaced by
dichroic beam-splitter This
allows the vrsible beam to oass out of the IRFPA

a

The ATSR-2 instrument on ERS-2
In the ATSR aboard the ERS 2 mission, three
additional visible channels are accommodated

Enclosure for
cooled optics

by adding of a second Focal-Plane Assembly,

lntermediate
image of
field stop

(Fig 4), via a sapphire window and radiationresistant doublet relay lens, and enter the

D2 (O.659rrm)
L2
F2

paraboloid
mirror

D3 (O.865rrm)

+

I

Field
stop

Relay lens

atsr-2

Figure 6. This ATSR-2
image, recorded on 8 May
1995 over Central ltaly and
Sicily, is a false-colour composite, compiled from the
uncalibrated data in the 0.67
ym (as a blue extract), 0.87
pm (green) and 1.6 ym (red)
spectral channels

Figure 7. Optical

components of the visible
calibration system

Visible Focal-Plane Assembly (VFPA Fig 5)
There the beam is split into three, using
dichroic beam splitters, before being focussed
by zinc-sulphide triplet lenses onto the visiblechannel detectors The centre wavelengths of
these three channels are 0.555, 0 659 and
0 865 microns, respectively.

Minor
M2

Monitor

2mm

photodiode

ATSR-2
enclosure

-

The visible channels are calibrated with a
Visible Calibration Unit, as shown in Figure 7.
The opal MS20 diffuser, located behind the
solar input baffle and radiation-resistant glass
window, is illuminated by the Sun during some
parts of ERS-2's orbit Mirror M1 reflects the
diffuse beam onto the plane mirror M2, located

between

the nadir view and one of

Scen
mttTot

Track of the
scan mhor vlew

illrror

the

Ml

black-body units in the path of the scanning
mirror. The size of the M2 mirror determrnes the
aperture stop in this calibration system, adding
16 visible-calibration pixels to the ATSR 2 data

stream Calibration takes place close to the
time of local satellite sunset, when the Sun is
13o below the tangent to the Earth's surface
at the satellite's nadir point The nadir- and
forward-viewing baffles are designed to
exclude stray radiation f rom entering the

Blac*
body

Nadh vlew

to

Mean

ground

eolar axis
input

Sola Input
baltle

Upper and lower

nadk baftles

G
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calibration system, which would degrade

its

accuracy

the periods when other payload instruments
are not making full use of the X-band data
capacity.

Three new amplifiers have been added to the
pre-amplifier unit to cope with the three visible
channels on ATSR-2, and three corresponding
Single Channel Processors have been incorporated into the electronic system.
The increased data flow on ATSR-2 called for a

new set of data-compression algorithms In
addition, uncompressed infrared and visible
data can be transmitted in a high-data-rate
mode, which provides double the normal
throughput This mode is limited, however, to

The possibility with the original ATSR of
choosing between eight fixed pixel-selection
maps is replaced for ATSR 2 by a facility for

uploading different pixel formatting maps
from the ground, thereby providing greater
operational flexibility. Two pixel maps can be
loaded at any given time, which allows two
different maps to be used during an orbit, for
example one over the sea and a different one
over land lt also allows swath-width modulation
and a reduction in the number of detector

-I

Figure 8.ATSR-2 view of
the Gulf Stream, which
gives Europe its

temperate climate,
acquired on 16 May 1995.
It shows the eastern
seaboard of North
America, stretching f rom
New York (at the top) to
Charleston. South
Carolina (at the bottom).
Off the coast is the warm
Gulf Stream (in red),

which comes up from the
south and meets the cold
Labrador current off Cape
Hatteras. The sometimes
quite wide transition
zones stand out very
clearly, as do the swirling
eddies and broken-up
currents that occur
further on. The varying
colours of the clouds near
the top and bottom edges
of the picture are also due
to temperature
differences

JO

dtSt-z

Figure 9. Schematic of the
conf igurations of the lRR,
MWR and DEU aboard
ERS-1 and ERS-2

ATSR-1

channels

ATSR2

to be traded-off against better

resolution in the remaining channels in lowdata-rate mode

lValor mechanical modifications were made to
the ATSR 2 Infrared Radrometer. The carbon-

fibre structure has been substantially

re-

designed, the vestigial ATSR 1 optical bench
has been removed, and all optical elements are
now mou nted directly onto the structu re

With the addition

using the O 65 and 0.85 micron channels
leatmoisture measurements, using the 0 85

rt

The main application objectives for the original
ATSR instrument aboard ERS-1 are:

-_
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cloud and atmospheric measurements
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sea-ice measurements

land-ice measurements
deforestation measurements
+^r^^+
+1,^
IUI gJI-IIIg UULUULIUI
^^+^^+i^^

I

data-rate mode

-

The ATSR products

ronE

Active
low-

is in

to

became
important to add more redundancy to the latter
as it now interfaces with the lRR, the MWR and
GOME A second identical DEU was therefore
added to the payload module, together with a
DEU Switching Unit (DSU in Fig 9)

l^lr^

the

-

Digital Electronics Unil (DEU).

-

high-data-rate modes, when
Microwave Instrument (AMl)

quantitative vegetation measurements,

experiment to the satellite via the ATSR 2's

-

oblectives are being addressed:
- combined visible/infrared remote-sensing
of vegetation in both the nadir- and
along-track viewi ng di rections
- improved spatial resolution and coverage in

of the Global

Ozone
Monitoring Experiment (GON/E) for the ERS 2
missron, and the need
interface this

-

With the new features that have been
incorporated into the ATSR 2 instrumenl
carried by ERS 2 the following additional

-

and 1 ,6 micron channels
vegelation state (growth slage and health)
measurements, using all three visible

channels.

G
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PRARE-2 Building on the Lessons
Learnt from ERS-1
W. Schdfer
Institut fur Navigation, Stuttgart, Germany
W. Schumann
Earth Observation Projects Department, ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth
and lts Environment, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
The PRARE instrument's operation is based

on onboard measurement of the

propagation delay between signal transmission and
provide range
X-band
reception
information The round-trio X-band carrier
phase is also measured to derive range-rate

at

to

data, The ourpose of the instrument is to
provide high-precision measurements of the
satellite's position using a network of dedicated

ground stations,
The Precise Range and Range-Rate Experiment (PRARE) instrument is
designed both to give the ERS-2 mission a geodetic and geodynamics
capability and to support the satellite's Radar Altimeter instrument. lt
is a two-way microwave ranging system operating at S- and X-band,

providing state-of-the-art microwave positioning (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The PRARE-2
instrument during
integration

The PRARE on ERS-1 was an 'Announcement
Opportunity' instrument funded and
procured by the German Bundesministerium
fur Forschung und Technologie (BMFT) and

of

the

Deutsche Agentur

f

ur

Raumfahrt-

angelegenheiten (DARA), lt was developed
by the Technische Universitat Berlin and the

Institut

fur

Navigation

in

Stuttgart.

ESA's

to management of
the satellite interfaces and to the instruinvolvement was limited

ment accommodation aspects, The PRARE-2
instrument for ERS 2 was procured directly by
ESA.

The PRARE instrument on ERS-1
PRARE-1 was launched aboard ERS-1 on
17 July 1991 and was switched on for the first
time seven days later. After almost five days of

prare-2

operating nominally, the instrument automatically switched itself off and could not
subsequently be recovered Prior to the failure,
all instrument telemetry was nominal, except

for a high number of errors appearing in the
marn processor memory.
Failure occurred whilst the spacecraft was in
the so-called 'South Atlantic Anomaly', which
is a region of the Earth's magnetosphere
notorious for its high levels of proton radiation.

Unfortunately,

the

spacecraft

was not

in

a

PRARE ground station at the
time the anomaly occurred, which meant there
was very little telemetry data available for the

contact with

Team decided thatthe PRARE 1 design would

have to be substantiallv modified orior to the
re-flight on ERS-2

The design changes were related primarily to
the suspected cause of the in-orbit failure ancr
the other potentially problematic areas. i.e.
the latch-sensitive memory devices were
replaced by latch upJree chips
whenever possible, commercial parts were
replaced with Hi Rel or MIL standard components
the critical software was no longer stored

-

-

EEPRON/ (Electrical Erasable

Programmable Read-Only Memory), but in

subsequent analysis conducted by the ESA
Failure Review Board (FRB).

in an

a PROM

- the

EEPROM carrying the non-critical
software was protected against under-

This Board's final report, issued in December

voltage damage

1991, indicated that the failure could have
been caused by a proton-radiation-induced
destructive latch-up of a Random Access
Memory (RAM) device in PRARE's main

-

processor. This conclusion was supported by a

These changes were first implemented and
tested using the PRARE-1 engineering model,

radiation test with a particle accelerator
exposing the RAM device to proton radiation,
which resulted in its failure. Further tests
showed that only this component was
radiation-sensitive. lt transpired that this
first PRARE contained no radiation-hardened
components, mainly to keep the instrument's
cost to a minimum. The Failure Review Board
also identified a number of other more minor
design and manufacturing deficiencies that
could have given rise to problems later in the

rigorous proton-radiatlon test,

Changes were also made

in the

PRARE

operating concept, largely as a result on the
findings of the Failure Review Board, although
not directly related to the in orbit failure of
PRARE-1:

- The telemetrv

/ telecommand interface
between the instrument and the spacecraft
has been extended, within the constraints of
the satellite capabilities The number of
PRARE telemetry channels has been
increased from two on ERS-1 to eioht on

mrssion. All of these areas were addressed in

The fact that PRARE-I had consciously been

interfaces between it and the spacecraft, with a
view to providing instrument compatibility with
several different spacecraft, turned out to be a
major drawback after the failure. lt imposed
severe limitations on those investiqatino the
in-orbit failure

current
limiter was modified and a redundant unrt
was added.

which ultimately successfully survived a

the subsequent design and development of the
PRARE-2 instrument for ERS-2.

designed to have an absolute minimun
number of telecommand and telemetry

the design of the power-supply

ERS-2

-

The PRARE-I standby mode has

-

transmitters and receivers active and the
main processor running only vital software.
PRARE-2 has been given redundancy by
also accommodating onboard ERS-2 the
PRARE-1 flight-spare model, which has

been

deleted, putting the instrument immediately

after switch-on into

a

mode with

all

been upgraded to the same specification as

The PRARE-2 instrument aboard ERS-2
As already mentioned, it had been agreed
prior to ERS-I's launch that the PRARE flight
segment for ERS-2 would be directly procured
by ESA. The PRARE-2 contract had therefore

been signed in 1990 assuming that just a
simple rebuild of PRARE-1 would be needed.
Following the PRARE-1 in-orbit failure in July

1991, and the first findings of the Failure
Review Board, all PRARE-2 manufacturing
activities were put on hold Once the FRB's
final report was published, the ERS-2 Project

the main unit.

The PRARE-1 in-orbit failure and the short
time then remaining for the above redesign effort meant that extensive support
from the ERS-2 Project Team was needed
to fulfil the Agency's responsibilities in
the procurement of the PRARE-2 instrument This support covered all aspects of
product assurance, electrical and software engineering, electrical ground-support
equipment, assembly integration and testing,
as well as management support.

G
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precursor mission

Contractor and the ESA Team was tt poss b e to
implement a I of the above-mentioned
modrfications successfully and st ll deliver both

satellite Apart from the sate lite nterface, this

PRARE units in tme for the overall satellite
in'cnr:- nn :nd lcqt activitieS

in February 1994 the PRARE on [\4eteor has

The PRARE products
As part of the German/Russian space
cooperation, t was agreed to fly a PRARE

instrument, launched
identical to PRARE

implemented following the problem on ERS

2 on

ERS

2 was switched

1

on

range-rate (Fig 3) data are already
providing good results The instrument has

and
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is

operational for several weeks and all of its
functions have been verified The range (Fig 2)

2500

1

in January 1994,

Since t was switched on

immediately after the satellite launch and early
orbit phase, on 26 Apr | 1995 lt has now been

3000

|.ll

2

performed f lawlessly, delivering excellent
resulls Tiis Meteor experience served to
demonstrate the validity of the mod fications
PRARE
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on a Russian Meteor
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The uncalibrated instrument stability over the
first five weeks of operation was of the order of
19
Each rang ng session is further
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calibration loop after the ground-station
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extremely risky
The combined efforts of a scientific lnstitute
and its subcontractors working n harmony,
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are

demonstrating the high precision of the
instrument This together with PRARE s
unique capabilities, will hopefu ly stimulate
f urther research into microwave tracking
systems and their

Figure 4. Difference between group delay and phase delay as a measure of total
electron content
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the Agency. have resulted in a flightworthy
instrument being delivered in a short time
scale, despite the system s high complexity
and novel design
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has

allowed two important lessons to be learnt:
- The development of a demanding
experiment llke PRARE with the overriding

applications
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GOME

The Development of a New

Instrument
A. Hahne, A. Lefebvre, J. Callies & B. Christensen*
Earth Observation Projects Department, ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth
and lts Environment, ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlands

The instrument's beginnings

As early as 1988, the Agency's

Executive
started with the preparatory work for ERS-2 as
the follow-on to ERS-1 which at that time, was
just starting its assembly phase. lt was felt
necessary to complement the capabilities of

instrumentation that could
contribute to the growing discussions taking

ERS-1

olace

with

in the oublic

arena about

such
contentious issues as global warming and
ozone depletion. In November 1988, selected

GOME is an across-track scanning optical spectrometer, covering the

wavelength range 250-790 nm. This spectral range is split into four
channels, each equipped with a 1024-pixel linear array detector. The
resulting spectral resolution is 0.2 nm in the ultraviolet and 0.4 nm in
the visible/near-infrared parts of the spectrum.
GOME's task is to sense the sunlight being reflected or scattered in
the Earth's atmosphere and at its surface. The measured spectrum
contains absorption features, which can be used to derive
quantitative information on the amount of ozone present, and a

number of other atmospheric species.
GOME is the only new instrument on ERS-2 compared with ERS-1.

A fulltechnical description of it was published in ESA Bulletin No. 73
(February 1993).

- NowwiththeMlKo
Company, Lystrup,

European scientists involved in atmospheric

Denmark chemistrv

instrumentation

were

instrument concept study Some simplifications were, however, already introduced at this

point: no limb viewing and only one unit,
rather than two side by side The modified
instrument was also renamed the Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment', or GOME.

By the end of 1 989, a contract had been
placed with the Dutch firm TPD to develop the
optical concept in more detail. In parallel, ESA
performed in-house studies on the possible
accommodation of the instrument inside the
ERS 2 Service Module, and on the details
of the detector's analogue electronics. In

February 1990, the first contacts were made

with the ltalian firms Officine Galileo and
Laben, to complement TPD in conducting a
Phase-B study beginning in July that year. In
parallel, ESA's Earth Observation Programme

Board endorsed

significant in a number of areas:
The electrical configuration presented. with
a dedicated Instrument Control Unit (lCU)
and a pre-multiplexer to multiplex GOME
and ATSR data prior to presenting the

-

combined stream to the Instrument DataHandling and Transmission Subsystem
(IDHI), was considered far too powerconsuming (at that time ERS-I had yet to

therefOre

be

launched and the actual sysiem
margins established) lt was therefore

replacing the Infrared Radiometer part of the
ATSR instrument

1994,
Calibration of the GON/E
lnstrument for ERS-2,

ESAJournal,

Vol 18,p

proposed instead to provide the necessary

Among the proposals received was one
called'Sciamini', being derived from the

services for command and control and
data formatting and transmission directly
via the ATSR's Dioital Electronics Unit

'Sciamachy' instrument concept proposed for

(DEU).

prepared jointly by

A Hahneetal

119

T.D, Guyenne (Eds ) 1993

GOME lnterim Science
Report, ESA Special
Publication SP-.1151

J

Burrows and P Crutzen,

flight on the Polar Platform (which
honamo

Ch Readings &

Programme,

The industrial Phase-B activities cumulated
in a Design Baseline Review in March 1991
in Noordwijk (NL) The outcome was quite

approached with a request to submit
orooosals for such an instrument to be
included in ERS-2's payload, possibly

Further reading about
GOME:

the ERS-2

including the GOME instrument

narl nf tho Fnvic:t

nrnioct\

later
An

in-house assessment of the technology
involved confirmed the feasibility of such a
concept in principle, and the authority was
given to proceed with a more detailed

-

lt was decided to change to active thermal

control for the detectors, with

Peltier

coolers rather than a passive radiator.
A chanoe was made in the calibration
ootics: t"he lioht oath was routed via the

scanning mirror, the Sun diffuser was

@ buttetin es
'1
. The initial GOME
programme planning
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possibility of monitoring potential diffuser

The instrument development programme
The development programme for the GOME

as initially envisaged, implied

degradation by means of the calibration

instrument,

lamp was introduced

some breadboarding activities for critical
subunits and a bench model for scientific
testing. but was essentially a protoflight

Another major outcome. initiated at the
DBR but confirmed only later in terms of
its feasibility, was the change in the

programme aiming for instrument delivery in
early 1993 (Fig 1)

accommodation of the instrument from inside

the Service Module to the outside of

the

Payload Module.

The main development phase for GOME was
prepared and negotiated on this basis, and
began in April 1992 A separate contract was
placed with RAL and BAe for the necessary
modifications to the ATSR s DEU hardware

Soon after starting the detailed definition of the
breadboard model, it became obvious that
some critical performance parameters could
only be evaluated in vacuum Hence, the first

upgrade to the breadboard was to make

it

suitable for thermal-vacuum testing In a next
step rt was realised that the critical spectral-

stability aspect could only be thoroughly

and software

evaluated if the structure were in close to final

The political and technical

form As a result of these concerns, the final
step to producing a full engineering model
was taken and this was subjected to a full

boundary

conditions as set forth by the Programme
Board for the inclusion of GOME into the
FRS-2 Prnnr2mme can be summarised aS
follows:

-

GON/E was not to jeopardise any other

aspect

of the ERS 2

mission, either

environmental test programme at qualification
vibration, EMC, and thermal-vacuum levels In
addition, this model was used for interface

testing with the entire payload and was also
subjected to a full calibration programme to
exercise all necessary setups and procedures

tech nically or prog ram matically

-

GON/E had to'live with the system margins'
as known at the time of its approval, namely
30 kg, 60 x 30 x 20 cm", 40 kbitis, and
approx 30 W, non-redundant,
There were to be no financial provisions
made in the ERS 2 Programme for GOME
data routing and processing
Project management and system engineering were to be provided directly by ESTEC
staff
this berng considered the only
possibility for complying with the schedule
constraints

.

Whilst these activities were still in orocess. the

flight-model programme was started For
schedule reasons, after the instrunent-level
vibration and EMC tests, the flight model was
used for the satellite-level alignment, vibration,

acoustic and EMC tests and was then
returned to the contractor for thermal-vacuum

testing The GOME flight model was declared
flight ready just in time for transport to the
larrnr-h qito tnnothpr rniith tha FRS-2 cn:nocraft The major steps in this development
programme are summarised in Figure 2,

gome

Figure 2. The actual GOME

development schedule
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The ground segment
No financial provisions were made in the
ERS 2 Programme for the processing of the
GOME data Still, it was recognised that, in

to

optimally exploit the sensor's
capabilities, a ground processing system was
necessary and that it must be comparable in
capability to those for the other instruments on
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grammes, the time needed for the GOME

instrument's development was extremely
short. The obvious question is why is this not
generally possible? The answer is that there
were numerous favourable boundary conditions in GOME's case that are not oenerallv
valid:
ERS

-

2 was a

programme,

repeat

of the

ERS-1

so that the overall

system
architectu re, satel ite conf ig u ration, m ission
profile, environmental loads and conditions,
etc, were all well-known, and the many

ERS.2

I

Early in the GOME programme, scientists
had started to work on some specific
ground-processing issues, such as radiativetransfer modelling and an instrument simu-

lator.

In 1991 the German Deutsche

Forschungsanstalt

fur Luft- und

Raumfahrt
implement.

(DLR) (Fig 3) volunteered to
within the framework of the German Processing and Archiving Facility (D PAF) and
with national funds, the core of an operational
GON/

E Data Processor. This

comprised the conversion of the
raw data to geo-located. wavelength and radio-metrically calibrated radiances (level 0 to 1) and
the retrieval of ozone total column f ''
amounts (level 1 to 2) This proposal
h.,
^^r^.^^i
vvdJ ur
ruur-Eu
wy
the ESA
Programme Board in November
1992 Additional level-2 products,
related to the retrieval of ozone

profiles and cloud/aerosol parameters, were earmarked for being
nenerater'l
PA

iterative loops involved in establishing
them were not needed Consequently,
the interfacing of the instrument including
its ground segment was rather straight-

at the tiK and

ltalian

Fc rocnoctivolv

How was GOME possible?

Compared

to

many space- and

ground-segment development pro-

-

forward,
Being a repeat programme also meant that

the engineering and management teams,
both within ESA and at the satellite Prime

Figure 3. The German
Aerospace Besearch
Establishment (DLR) in
Oberpfaff enhofen, which
hosts the D-PAF facility,
including GOME data

processing

@ outtetin es
Contractor, were confident about the
system capabilities and acrle to decide
qurckly what was possible and what not
Most saw the inclusion of a new instrument

as an interesting challenge in an otherrniiqo ronotitir/o nrnnr2mmo

Cnnconrronilrr

GOME issues received high priority within
tho cnoni:lici io:mc

problems Only by providing f lexibility
in scheduling AIT tasks to cope with
GOME s specitic needs and problems
was a complete and coherent instrument
nron12mmp
nossihlg ThiS iS refleCted in the
Y' -Y' "'
many jumps between instrument-level AlT,
higher-level AlT, and calibration of both the
breadboard and flight models (cf Fig 2)

Desoile the extensive goodwill wilhin the
industrial leam. if the syste'n engineerrrg

The first GOME results

not been directly with

mainly to the outgassing time o[ about one

decision-taking would have made the
already tight schedule impossible Rapid
progress kept the motivation high among

month needed atter launch During this initial
period. certain instrument functions could be
tested hrrl no nerfnrmanCe evaluations or
onboard calibrations could be performed

and management responsibility had

ESA/ESTEC, the
unavoidable delays in communication and

the small GON/E team, and this rubbed-off
on the industrial and scientific partners and
the other ESA establishments
Tho
| | rv

cnhodrrle
our ruuuru

nroccrrr^
|\JruooulE

-^r,,rll,,
outuolly

halnnr{
I lulpcu

in that it forced quick decisions, without lengthy trade-offs of conflicting

Few resulls are yet available trom GOME. due

When the r:loqcr^l-lonn coolers were activated
for the firsl lime. and the first solar speclrum

!:rrc
'i'^! d
^ {^"
vvq) oUqUllUU
IUVV Uqyr l:iar il rniec
vvuo nrnvarl
Vrvvvu
that all of the hardware is functioning correctly
The temperatures of the four detectors and of
the optical bench are very stable and within
the uncertainty range of the predictions From
the wavelength calibration, one can connlrrdo th:l cnontral ctahilitrr ic ovnalloni lha
measured wavelength drift as a function of the
orbital temperature is of the order of just
1/50th of a deteclor pixel lFig 4)

Lessons learnt
Although every project differs in terms of its particular boundary
conditions and constraints, some worthwhile lessons can be learnt
from the GOME Project experience:

Modelphilosophy
Although at first glance costly and leading to many activities having to
be conducted in a short time, the breadboard model, which ultimately
became a fully-fledged engineering model, proved to be an invaluable
tool in the overall GON/E programme Not only did it enable the

As expected, GON/E shows some sensitivity to

the space radiation environment, To quanlify
this effect, the instrument was left for three
days in 'dark-current mode' and the results
mapped: Figure 5 clearly shows the localion
and extent of the South Atlantic Anomaly

discovery of difficult-to predict effects, such as straylight and electronic
crosstalk, in time to implement remedies on the flight model, but it also
served as a 'place holder' in many system-level tests where the
requrred

(SAA) The radiation has two effects: a general
increase in noise level, which is evident when
comparing Figures 6a and b, and the high

Calibration programme

sharp spikes evident

Another benefit of the breadboard model was that it passed through

ground-processing software has been con-

the entire calibration programme The main benefit was that the
acquisition of these breadboard calibration data allowed the

figured to cope with the latter

presence

of 'a GOME', but not necessarily the flight model,

was

the entire calibration campaign to be reduced, from more than six
months in the case of the breadboard model to less than two months

6c

The

The spectrum was largely as expected. except

for the flight and flight spare models.

:nd

imnncod iho diccinlino

needed not to develop nice to naves . but

to focus on the main issues Seen

in

retrospect. most of the decisions proved

to be right, the only

-

Figure

On 15 May, GOME recorded its first solar
spectrum. which is berng used both for
instrument calibration and in the retrieval of
ozone data in the ground processing chain

necessary software tools for data analysis and processing to be wrrtten
and debugged The experience gained allowed the time needed for

annrn:nhoc

in

ih:t fnr lho rvavolannlh fange 289-307 nm
the detector was in saturation This was

corrected by adjusting the integraton time for

the affected band, and the next Sun
acquisition was then within the nominal range.
Detailed investigations and fine tuning of the

processing are still going

on. but first

notable exception
being the means selected lor measuring
polarisation, which is admittedly less than

impressions are that the GON/E measuremonte .^mn2ro \/or\/ Well With the eXlefnal

optimum,

references

Last but not least.

a rigid payload and

salellile assembly integralion and lest (AlT)

programme woulo nave causeo severe
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together with the optimisation of integrationtime settings stepping through different scan
CHANNEL

patterns, and fine-tuning
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ERS-1 : Four Years of Operational

Experience
M. McKay
Mission Operations Department, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germany

S.J. Bosma
ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth and its Environment,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The first European Remote-Sensing Satellite (ERS-I) was launched
from Kourou on 17 July 1991 (Fig. 1). Today, with the celebration of its
fourth anniversary in orbit, ERS-I has exceeded twice its planned
operational lifetime, having completed more than 20 000 revolutions of
the Earth.

Orbit maintenance
ERS 1 being the first mission of its kind, has
been operated in various orbital scenarios,
ranging from the 3-day reference orbit used
during the commissioning phase. to the
168-day repeat cycle allowing a very high

The platform providing the major services for satellite and payload
operation continues to perform exceptionally well. In particular, the
power and thermal-control subsystems are very stable, and there is still
a large reserve of hydrazine onboard for a further extension of
operations. The comfortable power-budget margin allows continuous
and extensive operation of all payload elements.

density of Radar Altimeter (RA)tracks.

The healthy condition of ERS-1 is currently allowing

the
unprecedented tandem mission with ERS-2, as well as providing
additional confidence that its data-gathering role could be maintained
for several more years.

The latter orbit covering the so-called 'geodetic
phase' has been visited twice by ERS-1 (with

an offset introduced to improve the track
density) and has provided scientists with a

detailed mapping of the topography of the
sea-surface for the first time This topography is
dominated by the structure of the gravitational

equipotential surface called the geoid', the
shape of which is largely determined by the

sea floor's topography

ERS

1 is therefore

providing us with a glimpse of the vast hidden
oarts of our olanet that lie beneath the sea

(Fig

2)

At present, ERS-1 is operating in the nominal
'multi-disciplinary phase' with a 35-day repeat
cycle, and is leading the ERS-2 satellite which is
in the same orbit with a one-dav offset,

Aside from these planned changes in repeat
^',^l^
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compensate for the air drag on the spacecraft,
which varies with the degree of solar activity.

The compensatory in-plane control

inter-

ventions generally consist of two-burn thruster
manoeuvres

During 1991 and early 1992 solar activity was

high and control cycles were typically in the
order of

1

to 3 weeks In the subseouent oeriod

of low solar activity, the time between in-orbit
corrections has grown to one month or more
Out-of-plane manoeuvres to correct for the
reduction in the inclination of ERS-1 s orbit
have also been required every 9 to 10 months
The ERS 1 ground track has been kept within

a

deadband

of

better than

+ 1 km

since

launch. For the current tandem operation, the
maximum distance between the ERS-I and

@ outtetin as
Figure 2. Map of marine
gravity anomaly derived
f

rom ERS-1's Radar

Altimeter instrument
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ERS-2 ground tracks is fine-tuned to lust a few
hundred metres

Shortage

of fuel. often the commodity

Lhat

determines the end of-life for a satellite, will not

in the event of a dispersion in launcher injection

parameters, was therefore not needed and part
of it can be used for other purposes, including

rapid de-orbiting of ERS-1 at its

eventual

end-of-life

be a key factor in the continued operation of
trRS-1 Tho a\tarado rato nf nnncr rmniinn ic irrct
kn n{ hrrrlrazina nor mnnth anr]' 2\4 ka aJ

Spacecraft performance
platform s lhermal-control system has

OQ

The

the original 300 kg of fuel still remain This
abundance of fuel is a direct result of the

worked perfectly throughout the four years in
orbit The observed onboard temperatures lie
well within the accepLable operational limits.
the maximum average being lower than 16oC.
The maximum temperature observed so far

perfect performance of the Ariane-4 launcher
back in 1991 Additional hydrazine. carried as a
contingency for fuel-hungry orbital corrections

ers-1 : four years of operational experience

has been 30oC for the solar-array drive
mechanism and the gyroscopes. The
observed degradation in spacecraft-radiator
temperature amounts to less than
year in orbit (Fig 3)

1

oC for each

Predi:Hon

ws/EoL

The power subsystem provides an equally
positive picture The battery compartment
contains four NiCd batteries, each with a
specified capacity ol 24 Ah. Their actual

oo

in-orbit capacity at beginning of-life (BOL) was
32 Ah, since when the battery compartment
has been maintained at about - 4"C,
providing optimum and stable conditions for a
long lifetime Nominal ERS-1 operations have

P

ws

o
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e20
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eclipse

is a good indicator of

o1

battery
degradation The battery supplier guarantees

a minimum end-of-discharge voltage of 26 V
after a four-year mission, to be compared with
the 28 V presently being measured, This value
has not changed for a long time, leading to the
conclusion that battery health is good

ERS-1's solar-array power

is

regularly

monitored A survey starting from launch

in

1991 is presented in Figure 4, lt shows that
BOL performance exceeded expectations and

that the degradation in available power is
presently 1o/o per year. The available power
level will therefore approach 2300 watts after
orbit, thereby considerably
exceeding the two-year specified design goal

five years

in

of 2100 watts.

The lifetime predictions for both the thermalcontrol subsystem and the solar array are
based on typical degradation factors taking
into account mainly solar ultraviolet radiation

ws;
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level was within acceptable limits the activegyro configuration has been modified to keep
the gyroscope in question as a redundant unit

Figure 3. Evolution in
the spacecraf t platform's
average temperature as a
function ol lifetime

The payload itself provides a further means for

direct verification of AOCS performance The
Radar Altimeter (RA) accurately detects the
off-nadir pointing, while the Active Microwave
Instrument (AMl) determines the Doppler shift
with respect to the Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) antenna, allowing a precise estimate to
be made of the satellite's combined yaw/pitch
mis-pointing Actual mis-pointing has proved in
practice to be less than 50 mdeg, and thus a
factor of five better than the specified AOCS
performance

The On-Board Computer (OBC) on the ERS
spacecraft runs the 'centralised flight software',
which is a small package (44 kwords) incorporating all mission-essential functions, A series

of spurious parity errors detected in

the

autumn of 1992 led to a software re-initialisation

and

a

redundancy re-configuration for the

experience from earlier Spot flight models that
factors used to model degradation in polar
Sun-synchronous orbits, are too conservative,

to use

I

o

and in-orbit particle radiation effects. The
ERS-1 platform, derived from the French
national Spot platform, has confirmed the

Studies are therefore underway

l_

o

resulted in a mean depth of discharge (DOD) of
around 200lo which is notably lower than the
240/o anlicipated before launch.

The end-of-discharge voltage at the end

91

Figure 4. Evolution in
solar-array performance
since launch

ERS-I m@3ured

this

knowledge to optimise the design of the future
generation of polar-orbiting spacecraft
ERS 1's attitude and orbit control subsystem

consists of Earth and Sun sensors, gyroscope
package, reaction wheels and magnetotorquers This subsystem
also closely

is

monitored and regular gyroscope maintenance campaigns are performed to
determine long-term drifts. During one such
campaign, the onset of noise was noted in one

operational gyroscope. Although the noise
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for the onboard equipment, thus providing
ideal conditions for the electronic units

The payload-radiator temperature has proved
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Instrument data-handling and telemetry
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(IDHT)subsystem
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The handling of the payload's science data, as
well as its transmission to ground by X band
link, is provided by the IDHT subsystem The
lifetime-critical elements in this subsystem are
the 6 5 Gbit tape recorders and the travellingwave{u be assem bl ies (TWTAS)

92

o1.o9.1991

11.52
Time Since Launch, ye*s

Figure 5. Average payload

temperature as a function
of lifetime

OBC The failure was traced to a

specific

to storage of the
payload command queue. The inherent
memory area dedicated

versatility of the memory design allowed the
size of the command oueue to be reduced and

the failed memory block to be eliminated,
whilst still maintaining sufficient capacity to
store the payload commands. Full redundancy

for the OBC has thereby been restored and

operations have subsequently continued
without

fu

over a three-year period, The favourable power

The correlation between in flight data and
thermal-model oredictions for the ERS
payload has been excellent, the overall
temperature difference amounting to just
3oC The average payload temperature of
1

the ERS-1 instruments
since launch

approximately 13oC is far below the maximum
permissible operating conditions of 40 - 50oC
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cycles over the four-year period Li{e tests on
the ground have validated such tape recorders
for almost 38 000 tape passes and 120 000
startistop cycles The IDHT high-rate link TWTA
failed in December 1993 after 2 5 years of
ooeration. A Failure Review Board concluded
that it probably failed due to fatigue resulting
from thermo-mechanical stresses induced by

repeated high-voltage on/off cycles The
design had been life{ested for 18 000
switching cyles, based on predicted usage

rther incident

Payload performance
Thermal subsystem

Figure 6. Availabilities of

The tape recorders have been operated in
sequence for three-month periods A nominal
orbit requires one complete recording and
playback cycle, which means that each unit
has been sublected to approximately 10 000

c90 c93 c96 C99

D2E1

OPERATIONAL PHASES OVEB TIME

conditions aboard ERS 1, however, have
allowed for extensive SAR ooeration. The
TWTA's failure after 27 OO0 switching cycles
therefore meant that it had already greatly
exceeded its expected lifetime.
Measures have since been introduced into the

mission-planning system at ESOC in
Darmstadt (D), to limit the number of such
switching cycles by optimising the imageacquisition sequences The redundant highrate TWTA has experienced just over 11 500
cycles in 1,5 years, while the low-rate TWTA
rn operation since 1991 has been subjected to 20 000 cycles, Assuming a lifetime capability of 30 000 switchings, the
remaining lifetimes for both TWTAs are
estimated to be slightly more than two
years Given that the defective TWTA is
still capable of handling low-rate transmission as a backup unit, the IDHT should
still be capable of providing excellent data
continuity for future operations

The instruments
The instrument availability figures have been
extraordinarily high, typically ranging between
and 9SVo and 1000/o (Fig. 6).

ers-1 : four years of operational experience

The Active Microwave Instrument (AMl)
High-voltage arcing is a common problem with
High-Power Amplifiers (HPA) of the type
needed on ERS There have been an average

of flve such events per month since

ERS-1 's

launch, which is well within the specified
allowable four arcs per 100 hours A period of
excessive arcing in 1994, however, rendered
the AM I inoperable, but after a few days of 'rest'

the system behaved correctly once more and

the good performance has continued
SI

the past four years. software updates

have

allowed the Altimeter's tracking capability over
non-ocean surfaces like coastal zones, land
and ice, to be further improved The ERS 1 RA
is now also capable of keeping track over
medium-rough terrain, as well as terrain with
rapidly changing backscatter
major
changes in echo shapes Consequently, the
instrument has been available for longer
periods of unperturbed operations (Fig B)

or

ever

The Along-Track Scanning Radiometer

NCE

(ATSR)

The long life of the prime H PA

is

unprecedented, exceeding the total duration of

the various HPA on-ground life tests.
Procedures for a reconfiguration to the
redundant HPA and instrument recalibration
arc in nlar:e 1o nrovirlg a Smooth tranSitiOn
should any such problem arise

The ATSR and Microwave Sounder

has

experienced only one setback during the four
years of operation, namely loss of the Infrared
Radiometer's 3 7 micron channel in mid1992 High-quality images have continued to
be acquired, however, by the 11, 12 and
1.6 micron channels The specified accuracy

0.5 oC for the global day/night searrf:r-o tomnAr2f r rro nrndr rnt h:c hoon

of

Monthly reports are produced concerning
stability of the AMI wind
scatterometer (SCAfT) over the Amazon rain

the radiometric

forest, and the same parameter measured for

the SAR over a calibration site in the
Netherlands (Figs. 7 a,b) BoLh parameters
have shown excellent stability for the AMI

qr

maintained, and so the impact of one channel's
loss on the ATSR's scientific return is regarded
as minimal by the Principal Investigators
concerned,

in

both the SCATT and SAR modes over the four
voarc qinno larrnnh

The AMI has acquired more than half a million
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constitutes a true demonstration of the wealth
ot data being provided to users by the ERS
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The Radar Altimeter (RA)

The Radar Altimeter boasts

.20

a

near-perfect

tn-orbit availability figure close to 990/o Over

(a)

Figures 7 a,b. Radiometric
stability of the AMI wind
scatterometer, calibrated
weekly over a specially
selected area of the
Amazonian Rain Forest

(extending from 2.5 to 5"S
in latitude, and from 60.5 to
75oW in longitude)
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Figure 8. The tracking

performance of the ERS-1
Badar Altimeter, for the
period 30 July to
3 September 1 993
(cycle 97)
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ERS 1 s resources are still far from being
depleted and. giver tne so far largely
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ESA Publications via Internet
Selected ESA Publications are now available via an ESA Publications

Division'home page', on a server run by the Agency's Information
Retrieval Services Division - Exploitation Department, at ESRIN in
Frascati. ltalv.
The address of the host is:

http://esapub.esrin.esa it/esapub. html
Further information can be obtained from the IRS Help Desk at ESRIN:
Telephone:
E-mail:
or

+ 39.6.94180300

irshelp@mail.esrin.esa.it (lnternet)
irshelp@esrin. bltnet
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ERS-1 and ERS-2 Tandem Operations

G. Duchossois & P. Martin
Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment, ESA, Paris

What is tandem operation?
ERS-I and ERS-2 are flying in the same orbital
olane with an inclination of about 98.5o to the

Earth's equatorial plane, giving the satellites
visibility of all areas of the Earth as it rotates
beneath them (Fig. 1). Each satellite's pattern
of orbital tracks over the Earth's surface repeats

itself exactly after a certain number of days.
This 'repeat cycle' depends upon the altitude
of the orbit; ERS-1 and ERS-2 are both flying at
the same mean altitude of 785 km, providing a
repeat cycle of 35 days.

The passes of the two satellites over

the

ground receiving stations last about 10 min.
The reconfiguration of the stations between the
end of one satellite's pass and the beginning ol
the pass of the next takes about 15 min; since
the orbital period is approximately 100 min, the
time interval between the two satellites has to

When it was decided in 1990 to build ERS-2, the prime motivation was

to provide a follow-on to ERS-1 and thereby ensure the necessary
continuity of data and services to both the scientific research and
operational application user communities. When it became clear
towards the end of 1993 that ERS-I would remain technically
operational well beyond its 30-month design lifetime' strong interest
was expressed, at several ERS-I User Meetings and Symposia, in the
simultaneous operation of ERS-1 and ERS-2 over a period of several
months, and possibly up to one year.

be between 25 and 75 min. With the current
orbital configuration, ERS-2 follows ERS-1
wrth an approximate delay (called the 'orbit
phasing' of the two satellites) of 35 min
Because of this delay and the Earth's rotation,
the groundtrack patterns of ERS-2 are shifted

westwards with respect to those of ERS-1
(Fig. 2) The orbit phasing has been adjusted
io ensure that ERS-2's track over the Earth's
surface coincides exactly with that of ERS-1
24 h earlier. Within the repeat cycle of 35
days, the opportunity to observe any point

on the ground under identical conditions
(altitude, incidence angle, etc ) is therefore
doubled during the tandem operations
Different ground-site revisiting intervals can be

achieved by changing the orbital phasing of
the two satellites.

The ERS-I/ERS-2 tandem mission is being
operated with a very limited additional budget
and with a ground-segment infrastructure that

was designed for just a srngle satellite lt is
therefore only feasible at all subject to the
following assumptions:

-

satellite, taking over from ERS-1 in providing

routine services to the user communities

-

sets of instruments in an appropriate orbital conf iguration; in
particular, a 'unique SAR data set' could be collected for
i

nterferometry applications.

On 23 March 1995, the ESA Council adopted a Resolution on
ERS-I/ERS-2 tandem operations which will 'keep ERS'1 alive' until
April 1997 and allow such operations for a nominal duration of nine
months, beginning at the end of the ERS-2 Commissioning Phase in
autumn 1995.

ERS-1 will be dedicated to support the
tandem mission for a nominal duration of

nine months, and will be operated on
a campaign basis by performing the
acquisition of the Synthetic Aperture

To explore the potential benefit that would result from such ERS'1/2

tandem operations in more detail, several consultation meetings with
both scientific and application-oriented users were organised by the
Agency. They showed that a great many advantages and benefits for
both research and applications would accrue from flying two identical

at the end of the ERS-2 Commissioning
Phase, ERS-2 will become the nomina

Radar (SAR) data, which will be processed
off-line

-

a primary objective is to acquire, as quickly
as possible, complete Earth coverage with
ERS-1 and ERS 2 SAR data within the

of the existing ERS-1 ground
receiving stations, which have responded
positively to this request.

visibility

The current orbit phasing of 1 day, needed to
calibrate the ERS-2 Radar Altimeter during the
Commissioning Phase, will be retained untilthe

tandem operations

Figure

Figure

1

end of 1995, when orbit manoeuvres will take

place

to

introduce

an 8-day

ground-site

revisiting cycle, which is an attractive alternative

for many scientific and

application-oriented

USETS

What are the potential benefits of tandem
operation?
The benefits of tandem ooerations are best
characterised by the following attributes:

-

When the same area

of the Earth

is

observed by the same instrument on ERS-1

and ERS-2 with a ground-site revisiting
interval of 1 or 8 days, the improvements
compared to a single satellite are:
(i) the number of acquisitions in
cycle (35 days) is doubled

a repeat

(ii)

-

the time interval between two successive
acquisitions is shorter. being 1 or 8 days
rather than 35 days
For global applications, for instance those
involving the use of wind-scatterometer data

in weather-prediction models, the ground

-

surface covered within a given time period
is doubled when acquisitions by the same
instrument on both ERS-1 and ERS 2 are
combined.
When the ground-track pattern of nadir-

looking instruments on one satellite overlaps that of side-looking instruments on

the other, their information can be combined (Fig. 3), thereby providing synergistic
benefits
Consequently, data acquired jointly by ERS-1

and ERS-2 will undoubtedlv oive rise

to

Figure 3

2
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that cause a deterioration in coherence
for interferometric processing. such as
ionospheric, tropospheric, rain, and

numerous demonstration projects and new
scientific research in many fields of earth
sciences (e g agriculture, hydrology. and
emerging applications such as SAR inter-

soil-moistu re changes)

ferometry), and will be exploited in particular in
a large proportion of the proposals selected
f

rom the recent ERS Announcement

Investigations have shown that for some
regions correlation degrades by as much as

of

Opportunity.

100/o

SAR interferometry

The SAR interferometry technique, which in
the past was an airborne technique. has
shnrnin its trr re notential wilh ERS-1 This
technique requires several satellite passes over
the same area in order to obtain a suitable
pair of images. with the orbital cross-track
separation constituting the interferometer
baseline (Fig 4) For each pixel corresponding
to the same area of ground in both images, the

phase values (depending on the satellite to
ground pixel path length) are subtracted to
produce a phase-difference image known as

an 'interferogram' Knowing the orbit parameters. the phase interferogram can be used
to generate a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of
the surface, with an accuracy in the order of
10 m, An additional product is the so-called
'coherence image', which shows bright areas

-

in 5 days.

Spatial coherence must also be high for

interferometric

DEM production.

In

addition, the ambiguity problem must be

resolved, The interferometric baseline
should preferably be between 50 and
150 m This baseline is much better
controlled during the tandem mission, as
the orbits of the two satellites are affected by

similar forces, whilst the baseline between

consecutive passes

of a single satellite

cannot be accurately predicted

DEMs are one of the most useful auxrliary
remote-sensing data sets, They provide the
ability to correct images of the Earth - from
both microwave and optical sensors - for
offsets caused by elevation differences, as well
as facilitating adequate geo-referencing of

these data

where the coherence between the two SAR

images is high, indicating no variation in
backscatter between the acquisition times of
the two images Dark regions indicate areas
where changes have occurred.

ERS-2

7 MAY 1995

Satellite SAR interferometry is a very powerful

tool for generating DEMs with medium
accuracy, very efficiently and for a large

ERS-1

6 MAY 1995

fraction of the land surface, For crouoy
areas or for regions with extremely low

DEMs are

textural surface features, it is the only
method that is feasible,

ar r

in

also
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many

earthdisciplines,
greatly improving f lood
forecasting through modelling of the watershed hydraulics,
and helping to determine water

^^^t^
genne t^"^^
rarge-scare
eration of DEMs

sciences

Th^
I

depends on the
tandem mission for

availability for irrigation, power production. industrial and agricultural

its

production, from local slope information

In

glaciology they have already demonstrated
Figure 4

their potential for determining topography over

ice sheets and glaciers and deriving

-

ice

SAR

motions. Combined with spatial-analysis
models, they can be used to identify and
simulate viewing perspectives for land-use
planning, DEMs are also useful for military

image pair must be high For many parts of

applications, and there is already a significant

the Earth's land surface affected by

market for commercial applications, such as
mobile communications where they are an
essential tool in the implementation of ground

success, as several constraints have to be met
which cannot always be satisfied with just one
SAR in operation; namely

Temporal coherence between

the

fast
surface-cover changes due to, for instance,

vegetation growth, the 35-day repeat cycle
is too lono (there are various other effects

relays,

tandem operations

Figure 5
Source: NASA Topographic
Science Working Group
Report
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Figure 5 shows the current availability of
topographic data Extensions of the present
DEM coverage will be extremely difficult with
conventional methods, because most of the
globe s still unsurveyed land areas are in the

predominantly cloud-covered

and

humid

Results of the early tandem operations
Just a few days after the launch of ERS-2, a

of SAR images were made

using

ERS-I and ERS-2 in tandem mode, observing
the same region with a one-day interval These
data were quickly processed and analysed by
European experts to demonstrate some of the
possibilities offered by SAR interferometry for
the generation of DEMs
First example over Central ltaly: generation of

a

radar interferogram as

a

in

height of around 22 m The image
processing was performed by Prof Rocca's
team at the Politecnico di Milano (ltaly)
The interference patterns are seen most clearly

in the

tropical regions and in the polar areas,

number

cycles) correspond in each case to a difference

basis for

a

three-dimensional mao of the Earth's surface

An

interferogram uses not the brightness
(intensity) of the reflected radar beam, but the
phase information
contains. The phase
differences that occur for two slightly shifted
viewing angles are calculated individually for
each pixel, by analysing images recorded from

it

slightly offset positions during overpasses of
ERS-1 and ERS 2 on consecutive days As
these phase differences are directly related to
the heights of the terrain being surveyed, when
colour-coded they resemble the contour lines
of a topographical map.
The tandem-interferogram in Figure 6 shows a
15 km x 20 km section from the first ERS 2
SAR image of 2 May 1995, combined with an
ERS-1 image from the previous day In this
case, the orbits of the two satellites were about
400 m apart (the optimum figure is rather less)
The individual interference zones (colour

mountainous regions; here 'blurred'

areas point to the existence of forested areas
which. because of the height of the trees. are
'seen' differently from the different viewing
angles of the two satellites (this is known as the
'volumetric effect') On the other hand, there is

pronounced 'blurring' in the sea area and in
parts of the enclosed lowlands, because the
coherence requirement is barely met over the
water. Comparison with a multi-temporal image
(Fig 7) combining the ERS-1 and ERS 2 data

used in generating the interferogram provides
an idea of the effect that the varying wind f elds
(and consequent wave patterns) and changes
in soil moisture or surface coarseness can have
on coherence
Second example over the Maastricht area of

the Netherlands: generation of a

radar

interferogram and DEM
On 7 May 1995 ERS-2's SAR imaged the
area known as 'three-countries corner', where
the borders of Belgium, Germany and the

Netherlands meet,

As Figure 8

shows,

one can easily make out the valley of the River

Meuse running vertically up the picture, with
Liege (B) at the bottom edge and Maastricht

(NL) closer to the centre. To the rigl.t of
Maastricht is Aachen (D) appearing as a light
toned patch with the fringes of the Ardennes
below it in a lighter grey. Eindhoven (NL) is
visible at the left-hand edge of the picture
Whilst a single image like this will yield detailed
information about, for example, forested areas

@ outtetin as
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ground segment data processing

Evolution of the ERS-2 Data Processing
Ground Segment
M. Albani, V. Beruti & S. D'Elia
ERS Exploitation Division, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

In its four years of operation, the ERS-1 ground segment has
delivered almost 26 000 SAR scenes and a few million low-bit-rate
fast-delivery products that have allowed hundreds of scientific
investigations, and pilot and demonstration projects as well as many
commercial and operational applications to be carried out.
Given that the ERS-I and ERS-2 satellites will now be operated in
tandem until at least mid-1996, the same ground segment must be
able to manage a much greater workload. lt must perform the
exploitation of the ERS-2 payload data, including the data from new
instruments such as GOME, PRARE and the ATSR visible channels, in
parallel to the handling of newly acquired ERS-1 data and the retrieval
of ERS-1 archived data. Most of the facilities have been modified to
cope with the higher requirement for data and services and, where
applicable, for the handling of data from the new sensors.
ESRIN, via its ERS Exploitation Division, is responsible for the
exploitation of the ERS Payload Data Ground Segment and for user
services.

The Payload Data Ground Segment
The ERS Payload Data Ground Segment
composed of the following facilities:

-

the ESRIN ERS Central Facility (EECF)
the ESA Ground Stations network
the ESA Processing and Archiving Facilities

-

the National and Foreign Stations (NFS)

(PAFs)

Figure 1 shows the interfaces between the
facilities and their relationshio to the user
communrty

The ESRIN ERS Central Facility (EECF)
The EECF, located in Frascati, ltaly, includes
User Services, the Product Control Service
(PCS), and the Payload Reference System lt
orovroes:

PROCESSING
AND
ARCHIVING

FACILITIES

FAST.DELIVERY PROOT'CTS

Figure 1. The ERS ground
segment

is

OFF.LINE PROOIrcTS

@ buttetin as

-

the user interface (the help and

-

definition of tasks for the whole ERS ground
segment
mission planning in conjunction with the
Mission Management and Control Centre

-

order

desks)

Fast-Delivery Processing chains, which also
supports the maintenance of the operational
software installed at the ESA ground stations
For ERS-2, the Reference System has been

upgraded with a dedicated GON/E QA and
performance monitoring system and with a

(MMCC)at ESOC

tool for the continuous long-term monitoring of

-

management of a facilities network for
the acquisition, archiving, processing and
distribution of fast-delivery and off-line

the newly added low-bit-rate (LBR)

-

quality checks of fast-deltvery and off-line

-

routine monitoring of sensors

programmes given in developing countries on

coordination of the network of national and

-

the interface to the industrial consortium
charged with the promotion and distri-

the application and exploitation of ERS data,
and for promotional activities in conjunction with the lndusirial consortium for the
ERS commercial applications development,
including the preparation of materials for
symposia and conferences and for public-

products
Droducts

forergn stations

bution of data to commercial users

-

maintenance

of data-processing

software

trans-

cription system at the stations

The EECF also provides support for the
monitoring of the progress of the pilot and
demonstration projects, for the training

relations ourooses.

for the entire ESA network

The User Services unit is responsible for
planning the ERS-1 and ERS-2 missions in line
with the user requests and for scheduling the

worldwide data acquisition accordingly In
addition, it supports the end users, maintains
the centralised catalogue of acquisitions and
products, and handles user requests and

The ESA ground station network
The ESA ground station network has been set
up to allow the maximum coverage over the

European area for the Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) and the global LBR payload data
acquisitions.

The ERS-2 payload data network is the same
as the one used for ERS-I lt is managed by

product orders

The Product Control Service's operational
tasks include the monitoring and control of
ERS data-product quality and assessment of
the compliance of system performance with
the system specifications. Another of its main
roles is to assess instrument behaviour and
the related margins This information provides
vital feedback that will be used in the

ESRIN

and includes six ground

at

stations,

Salmijaervi (Kiruna, Sweden),
Fucino (ltaly), Maspalomas (Canary lslands,

located

Spain), Tromso (Norway), and Gatineau and
Prince Albert (Canada).

The ground stations' systems have been
upgraded to allow them to handle ERS-2. In
particular, the LBR processing chain installed

development of future programmes, including
the analysis and development of algorithms for

at the stations has been re-hosted on a Silicon

calibration and validation activities. The
Product Control Service uses a range of
systems, including the so-called 'Reference

Graphics platform, replacing the old chain
which was based on a mintcomputer plus
array processor. The new chain has a much

System'

for the High and

Low-Rate

higher CPU power and growth capability and

generates the specified products for all
sensors, including the new ERS-2 sensors
GOME and ATSR-2, within the same time
constraints as the old chain (100 minutes per
orbit). The new chain also has the advantage
that the LBR data are transcribed in near-real
time at the stations on Exabyte cassettes for

shipment to the relevant archiving facilities,

for ERS-1 , the transcription was
performed on a dedicated off-line facility
installed at Fucino station. This will drastically

while

improve the reliability and delivery time for raw

data to PAFs, thus hastening the release of
LBR off-line products to end users. Also the

SAR orocessor. the Station Control and
The Salmijaervi Station, in
northern Sweden

OZ

Monitoring System, and the Broadband Data
Dissemination Network (BDDN) have been

ground segment data processing

upgraded

to

ERS-2 mission functional

reouirements

Except for Salmijaervi, which is operated by

ESOC and

is fully

dedicated

to

ERS

operations including telemetry, tracking and

control (TT&C) activities, all of the other
stations are multi-mission in nature Under
contract to ESRIN, they perform the ERS-1
and ERS-2 payload data acquisition, processing and dissemination, as well as hosting
data
exploitation They also provide similar services
for other international Earth-observation satellites, such as Landsat (USA), Spot (France),
JERS-I (Japan), and Tiros (USA)

the ESA equipment for the requisite

The division of tasks and

resoonsibilities
between these stations takes into account the

constraints related to the high- and low-rate
payload data characteristics (Table 1) This
network ensures global LBR data acquisition
(mainly from the on-board recorder dumping)

on a daily basis A

station s typical daily
activities can be summarised as follows:
-

-

^^+^ili+^ +.^^r,i^^
Jdtuiltlu
Lrdun[ 19 and scheduled data
acquisition
recording of the data on high-density
mannotin tanoc
(

processing

of

managed and monitored from ESRIN.

data sensing, to

nationally

F-PAF

It is

-

in Brest, France

operated

of scheduled products for
distribution to users
reporting on the activities to the EECF
transmission to the Product Control Service
at ESRIN of relevant parameters and
products for routine sensor performance
monitoring.

by

IFREMER,

the

French

institute for research into the exploitation of the
sea, and its tasks are:

-

nominated centres

-

The Gatineau Station. in
Canada

There are four PAFs, managed under contract
to ESA.

of the fast-delivery (FD)

oroducts to be made available within three

hours

distribution of the data, Their activities are

processing

-

archiving

all the LBR data (Wave,

Scatterometer, Radar Altimeter and Wind)
acquired over oceans, and generating the
associated products
h^^r,,,^
^.^A:,,:^^
uounuP orur
Ivil rv of the ATSR 1 and

ATSR-2 (Along-Track Scanning Radiometer) global data set, and generation and

Table 1 . Responsibilities of the ESA ground slafions with respect to data
u is ition and p rocessi n g

The Processing and Archiving Facilities

acq

(PAFs)

The PAFs will continue to be the core of the
product distribution system for ERS 2. Their
role can be summarised as:

-

Salmijaervi

Global low-bit-rate (real{ime and on-board tape-recorder
data dumping)
Regional SAR over Northern Europe and the North Pole

Fucino

Regional SAR and LBR over the Mediterranean area,
North Africa and Central/Southern Europe

Maspalomas

Global LBR
Regional SAR over Northwest Africa and the Eastern Atlantic

Tromso

ATSR data real{ime processing and operational backup for

long-term ERS 1 and ERS-2 payload data
archiving and retrieval

generation and distribution, on request, of
the off-line geophysical standard products
to users as instructed bv the EECF via
oroduct orders

-

Type of data for which responsible

Ground station

support to ESA for sensor data calibration,

data validation and long-term

sensor

performance evaluation

Kiruna acquisitions

Each PAF receives the relevant ERS-2 payload

telemetry data on a regular basis from the
ground stations and ensures the long-term

archiving,

the routine production and

the

Gatineau
Prince

Albert

Global LBR
Global LBR

@ buttetin es

-

distribution of ATSR Microwave Sounder

management subsystem on

data
storage of relevant ESA provided campaign
data

conf iguration

The F PAF has carried out a
modernisation of its facilities for
The UK PAF Computer
Room in Farnborough

major

a new

hardware

UK-PAF in Farnborough, UK
It is operated by the National Remote Sensing
Centre (NRSC) and its tasks are:

ERS-2

by

re-hosting the Altimeter Ocean Product
(OPR) processing chain and associated

-

primary archiving of SAR and global ATSR
data and Altimeter data over ice and land
secondary archiving of LBR data
processing and distribution of SAR, ATSR
and Altimeter data over ice and land

The UK-PAF has also made a great effort to
update its facilities to accommodate ERS-2 by

adopting new configurations to increase the

throughput of their LBR chains and by
procuring new archiving and processing
chains for SAR data
D- PA F

i

n Oberpfaffe

n h ofe

n,

Ge

rm

any

It is operated by DLR, and its tasks are:

-

archiving and processing of the SAR
data acquired at the O Higgins Antarctica
station as well as of selected data sets
acquired at other ESA and foreign stations

-

Table 2 Status of nationaland foreign ground staflons acquiilng or
planned to acquire the EBS SAR data

-

Ground station

-

Status

nrimnrri
Prllrlaly

nrnnaooin4
PluuEJJlllv

vurrLru
^antra

fnr
SAR l nrorvr u^r
|Jru-

cision and geocoded images
generation of high-level Altimeter products
and orecision orbit calculations
primary archiving and processing centre
for ERS-2 GON/E oroducts
primary archiving and processing centre
for FRS-2 PRARF nroducts
_li""'rY'

Tromso

Cotopaxi
Hiderabad
Alice Springs
Hobart
Hatoyama
Kumamoto
Syowa

Norway
UK
Canada
Canada
Antarctica, Germany
Gabon, Germany
Germany
France
Ecuador
India
Australia
Australia
Japan
Japan
A
l^^^^
^+^/^+i^^
nr
rrdruuud, udPdr

Fai rban ks

USA

Cuiaba
Pretoria
Taipeh
Pare Pare
Norman
Beijing
Tel Aviv
Riyadh
Nairobi
Singapore

Brazil
South Africa
Taiwan
Indonesia

\A/actfror rn h

Gatineau
Prince Albert

O'Higgins
Libreville
Neustrelitz
Ar raa2dr ral

r

USA

China
tsrael

Saudi Arabia
Kenya, Teleos
Singapore

McMurdo

Antarctica, USA

Bangkok

Thailand

64

Ready
Ready
Ready
Ready
Campaign only
Campaign only
1 995
Campaign only
Ready
Ready
Ready
Ready, only acquisitions
Ready
Ready
Ready
Ready
Ready
Ready
Ready
Ready
1 995
Ready
Ready, no MOU
Ready, no MOU
1995, no MOU
1995, no MOU
Ready, no MOU
Ready, no MOU

In

preparation

for

ERS

2

the

D PAF has

developed the charns for GOME and PRARE

products, procured new chains

for

the

generation of SAR products and modernised
its data management subsystem

I-PAF in Matera, ltaly
It is operated by the ltalian Space Agency and
is charged with:

-

archiving, processing and distribution of
regional SAR data acquired by the Fucino

-

and Maspalomas slations
archiving. processing and distribution of
LBR products covering the Mediterranean
area

The I PAF has upgraded its system for ERS-2
and is developing GOME derived products.

The national and foreign stations
In addition to the ESA ground station network,

a

number

of

national ground stations,

i.e.

belonging to countries participating in the ERS
Programme, and foreign ground stations, i e
belonging to non-participating countries, have

ground segment data processing

Figure 2. Total planned
coverage by the ERS

ground stations

been set up around the world. or are planned.

in nrder to acnrrirc FRS-1 and

ERS

2

activities and status The stations generate
and distribute products developed nationally

SAR

payload data

tn
rv trQA
LU^ nrinninel
prilrurpqr

niln{
pilut

in\/oo+i^-i^r.
ilrvEoLr9otutJ.

nrninn+n
ptUJUULJ

and commercial users In particular,
low-resolulion. near-real-lime products are

The current situation is summarised in Table 2
Most of the stations have been used for ERS-]

distributed as a service from the Tromso and
Gatineau stations, Together with the ESA
stations, the stations listed in Table 2 will

and will be used again for ERS-2 under
the terms and conditions of a standard
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with

provide the worldwide data coverage shown in
Figure 2 Agreements are in place wrth lhe
stations for the provision lo ESA of copies of

ESA

The nrnr ,nri clalinnc ro1eive, ffOn the EECF in

some o[ the raw data acquired so that ESA

trrnonr+i
innII
/'l-tr
npor{od
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Ll lE I lPul
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ttuuuuu
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in this way acquired and
archived valuable worldwide SAR data sets
ESA PAFs have

report back to the EECF on their station

*{
LSF RAW
DATA TAPES

\
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NI RITN
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\
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ESRIN
EECF

r

t

LANO
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t
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fast-delivery products, the
ESA ground stations
i.
,

cFgfi{rn3

Figure 3. The flow of global
low-rate data. For

V

acquire and process the
ERS data and send it to the
EECF. After conversion, the
data is then sent to the UK

or ltalian meteorological
office, which in turn
distributes it to met. offices
around the world. For
off-line products, the
ground stations send the
data on cassettes to the
PAFs for archiving and
generation of the off-line
products.
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Data flow and product generation
FRS-2 | BR anr^l SAR nroducts are dislributed
to users either on a routine basis or upon
specific request, The full list of currently available products is shown in Table 3
The flow of the ERS 2 LBR data is summarised
in Figure 3 The LBR data obtained from the

Table

3.

Wind Scatterometer, the Radar Altimeter, and

the Active Microwave Instrument (in Wave
mode) are processed immediately after
receplion to so-called Fast Delivery level (UWl.
URA, UWA) at the ESA stations. They are then
collected at the ERS Central Facility and, after

being converted

in an upgraded BUFR

formatter delivered by the UK lVeteorological

ERS-1 and ERS 2 oroducts currentlv available
Code

Production Facility

Annotated Raw Data

SAR BAW

D.PAF, UK-PAF, I-PAF

Fast Delivery lmage

SAR UI16

Fucino, Kiruna, ESBIN

Fast Delivery Copy

SAR FDC

D-PAF (ERS-1 only)

Single-Look Complex

SAR SLC

D-PAF, UK-PAF, I.PAF

Single-Look Complex Full Scene
Precisron lmage

SAR SLCF

UK-PAF

SAR PRI

D-PAF, UK-PAF, I-PAF

Geocoded lmage
Terrain Geocoded lmage

SAR GEC

D-PAF, I-PAF, UK.PAF

SAB GTC

D-PAF, I.PAF1

Fast Delivery Product

SWM UWA

Gatineau, Maspalomas, Kiruna

Fast Delivery Copy

SWI\I FDC

F PAF

Fast De ivery Product

WSC UWI

Gatineau, Maspalomas, Kiruna

Fast De ivery Copy

WSC FDC

F-PAF

ALT URA
ALT FDC

Gatrneau, Maspalomas, Kiruna

Fast Del very Copy

Ocean Product

ALT OPRO2

F-PAF

Qu ck-Look Ocean Product

ALT QLOPR

D.PAF

Waveform Product

ALT WAP

UK-PAF

Sea Surface He ght Model

ALT SSH

D-PAF

Oceanic Geoid

ALT OGE

D-PAF

aac ar rrfcno Tnnnnrrnhrr
' vvvY' sY' 't

ALT TOP

D-PAF

IVWS VLC

F-PAF

Data Type

SAR

E lipsoid

SAR Wave Mode

Wind Scatterometer

Altimeter
Fast Delrvery Product

F-PAF

Microwave Sounder
Water Vapour/Liquld Water content
ATSR
Infrared Brightness Temperatures

ATS I BT

UK-PAF

aae a rfano Tomnor.tilroc

ATS SST

UK-PAF

Precision Sea Surface Temperatu res

ATS PST

UK PAF

Prel minary Orbit

ORB PRL

D-PAF2

Precrse Orbit

ORB PRC

D-PAF2

ERS Gravity Model

ORB EGIV

D-PAF

3-Day engineer ng data

LVLl 3

D-PAF

Tota Ozone Content

TCDO3

D.PAF

Orbit

GOME (ERS-2 only)

The l-PAF also generates special Wind and Alt meter products over the Mediterranean Sea

rGTCproductsneedDrgitalTerranModels(DTN/)

in nput TheD-andl-PAFholdDTMslorlimrtedareas

However D-PAF also accepts user-supplied DTMs
2The

Prel minary and Preose Orblts of ERS-2 are derived f rom PRARE and Laser tracking data, wh le for

ERS-1. onlv the Laser Data are ava lable

ground segment data processino

Office, are injected into the Global
Telecommunication System (GTS)

of the World

1,600,000

Meteorological

1,400,000

Organisation (WMO) They are
also disseminated to selected

1,200,000,
1,000,000,

facilities and users (including the
PAFs, from which they can be
obtained as off-line copies) Figure

800,000,

600,000

4

shows the LBR fast-delivery
products distributed during the

400,000
200,000

first four years of ERS-1 's lifetime

0

For the ATSR data.
processing

is

real{ime

performed

Tromso (10 orbits per day) for the
generation of the Sea Surface
Temperature Measurement, and

the data is sent thereafter
ESRIN for conversion and

1991
90,356
163,808
118,369
372,533

UWI I
URA f

at

UWA

I

TOTAL

I

to
distri-

bution to the meteorological offices, or for
temporary storage on-line for user access.
The LBR data sets (Radar Altimeter, ATSR and
GOME) copied on Exabyte cassettes at the
acquisition stations are sent to the PAFs for

archiving and for the off-line generation of
precision oroducts ATSR data are also sent to
instrument providers, Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (UK) and Centre d'6tudes des
Environements Terrestres et Planetaires (F), for

their internal investigations and support

to

1992
293,241
259.974
644.730
1,197,945

1993
367,139
314.058
736.592
1,417,789

ground stations, processed to Fast-Delivery
level, and disseminated via the Broadband
Data Dissemination Network (BDDN, under
ESRIN control), which allows the transmission

of SAR Fast-Delivery images from Kiruna or
Fucino nominally within 24 h of data sensing
to nominated centres (one per country in
Europe), using a Eutelsat satellite link for
image transmission. The nominated centres
then distribute the data to the end users The
raw data are sent to the PAFs for the off-line
generation of ESA standard products (Raw,

ESA oroduction activities.

PRl, SLC, Geocoded).

The flow of ERS-2 SAR data is summarised in
Figure 5. lt is similar to the flow of ERS-1 SAR
data. The SAR data are received at the ESA

product type delivered to the users by the ESA
processing facilities

Figure

6

shows the number

of each

1994

377.832
300.306

768.428
1,446,566

Figure 4. Distribution of
ERS-1 low-bit-rate (LBR)
fast-delivery products over
ERS-1 's four years of
operation: UWI or Wind,
URA or Radar Altimeter,
and UWA or Wave user

products.

ESA

\

FAST

DCL'VEtr
PMOUCIS

PROqJ TB

Figure 5. The llow of global
high-rate data. To allow the
data to reach the users
quickly, the SAR images
acquired at Kiruna and
Fucino are transmitted

directly to nominated
centres via a Eutelsat
satellite link. The centres
then distribute the data to
the users. In addition, the
ground stations send the
raw data to the PAFs for the
off-line generation of
standard products.
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Figure 6. Distribution of
Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) products by type
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10 000

RAW DATA (RAW)

SINGLE LOOK COMPLEX (SLC)
FAST-DELIVER COPY (FDC)
PRECISION IMAGE (PRl)
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GEOCODED (GEC)
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coRRECTED (GTC)
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4312
4256
99

FEOLj jFIEC
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ELIVERED

FDC FRi
1339 17878
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98
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ERS User Services

The ERS User Services section orovides
suooort to the ERS-1 and ERS-2 user

NTI.4

GE'

GTC

82
82

1152

761

100

98

1128

planning: centralised catalogue management, data dissemination control (via
satellite or land links); telecommunication

Order Desk (for data requests

database management

f

network monitoring: and systems and

rom

ctatinn nnoratnrq otr: \ Thp
reolests from commercial and research
users are dealt with by the Customer
Service section of ERSC, a consortium
formed by Eurimage. Radarsat International and Spot lmage.
On-line services, like provision of up{o-date
information and data samples via Internet;

of

Figure

7

shows the ERS User Services

organisation,
Upgraded User Service s applications

The applications were upgraded in 1994 to

support

the parallel

cnanges maoe are:

centralised catalogue with the ability to

-

order on-line the necessarv products

PROIJUCTS

pirp

COMM EFC

ERS-1

The Central User Service aoplication was

re-hosted

in a

redundant confiquration

NFss

CAUVAL

t

offilen
iL

ON.LINE
ACCESS

I
I
I
I
I

ob

I

SYS
'DBA

I
I

LAR
FDP'

I'ti'
!-l

LQB
FDPs

| |

ilMcc

LB
F6

| |

ERS-2

improve performance and availability The

E.N,IIA

L

and

missions The software was revised thoroughly
in order to make it fully 'multi-mission' and to

user tools, updated
instrument plans. data and tmages through
the on-line server; and on-line access to a
distribution

external facilities are at the
bottom. The external
facilities are controlled and
operated via the
telecomm u nications
infrastructure.

i\"'lAY 95)

98

100

User interface functions, performed via the
ERS Help Desk (for queries, documentation, tools, CD ROMs, etc.) and the ERS

nrnr
rnd
v,vv,,v

Figure 7. ERS-1 User
Services. The various user
categories are at the top,
the ESRIN ERS Central
Facility (EECF) is in the
middle area, and the

iAS OF END OF

user documentation. information, data,
tools and CD ROMs; mission planning,
ground station scheduling. production

principal investigators, pilot project leaders,

-

26492
25941

lnternal functions, including preparation of

-

community through:

-

TCTAL

|lo3'

I

LAR
FDPs

ground segment data processing

made up of faster Alpha machines, with
one separate machine dedicated to main-

-

tenance activities
The Interface Subset (which manages the
telecommunications) was split: user access
was separated from the operational traffic.
It was imolemented with a multi-machine
approach. i e a copy of the software can
run on more than one machine to share the
traffic load, and was loaded into a powerful

cluster with a redundant configuration A
separate machine was dedicated to maintenance activities

-

The Network Supervision Centre (which
monitors and controls the BDDN)
was upgraded by improving automatic

thanks

to the

hardware

and

software

to cope with the
activities and load caused by the
contemporaneous management of the two
satellites and of related ground segment
enhancements, are able

activities without an increase in personnel.
Handling of user requests

The user requirements, particularly for

SAR

are expressed as user requests, which define
the required product and medium types
together with the geographical area and

window of time of interest. Most of the LBR
products, on the other hand, are distributed
on an orbit basis in monthly or yearly sets of
oala

mechanisms and the operator's interface

All upgrades entered into full operation well
before the ERS-2 launch All the concerned
systems are now multi-mission systems and,

Figure 8 shows the processing flow for user
requests for SAR products The requests may
involve data that has already been acquired
and archived; those requests are converted

*

.:

F

fl, s*x

Figure 8. The processing
llow for user requests for
SAR products
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into production orders for the PAFs, where
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stations now permits coverage of most of the
Earth's land surface
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possible conflicts. alternatives, or anticipated
needs and then confirmed in cooperation with
the Mission Management and Control Centre
(MN/CC) at ESOC Upon confirmation of data
reception trom the relevant ground station. the
product order is placed and the products are
delivered to the end user either via the BDDN
(for fast-delivery products) or by the relevant
processing facility
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for

'tandem' operations

Plan

ning

SAR

acottisitions for the two satellites over lhe
same area, which the two salellites visit within
a short time interval, permits new applications
like interferometry
Worldwide catalogue of data and products

The EECF also maintains a catalogue of the
SAR clala acorrirer^i r,vorldwide and of lhe

As part of the mission plannrng, performed at

is updated regularly.

ESRIN,

are
integrated with
baseline mission plan.
which covers the repeated coverage for
permits also the
multitemporal analysis

annrriqitinn rannria 2ro nonorqtad al tho
acquisition statrons and the data is entered in
+h^
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optimal use of satellite resources, by limiting
the number of SAR on/off switchings per orbit
and exploiting the SAR on average for 9 min
per orbit, with a maximum of l2 min per orbit

(GAP), which contains up-to-date information
on the nlannecl nnerations of the different
payload instruments

All areas covered by ground stations have
already been acquired The addition of new

Users can also browse through a simplified
version of the SAR catalogue on their PC using

lhe specific user requests

a

lt

Trd( S N

28 mgt 3a3

1

products archived at the PAFs The catalogue

Figure 9. A sample of the
new DESCW screen, with
the three main windows
active: the Full Map, which
shows the location of the
area being 'zoomed'; the
zoom window, which shows
in greater detail the user's
selected area and the
swaths of the selected
missions; and the Frame
List, which lists all selected
frames and related
parameters
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The contemporaneous availability of ERS
and ERS 2 provides a unique opportunity
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SAR catalogue

whenever

the

or tl-e Global Activity

new

Plan

ground segment data processing

the 'Display

1

software package. That tool supports the users
in defining their requirements for products and

DESC and DESCW catalogue files, the ERS-I
SAR Low Resolution lmages generated daily
at Kiruna, and the Quick Look OPR products

servrces

generated daily by the German PAF.

ERS

SAR Coverage' (DESC)

With the start of ERS-2 operations, DESC was

to

DESCW, Display ERS Swath
Coverage for Windows (Fig. 9) lt is a multi-

upgraded

mission PC tool, covering at present the
ERS 1 , ERS-2 and Landsat missions, and
running under MS-Windows. lt provides a
number of enhancements with respect to
DESC, such as graphic definition of an area,
search by such an area, additional mission

specific filters, and on-line help lts catalogue/
inventory files are updated weekly and put at
the disposal of users on the ERS on-line
server. Copies of the tool were distributed after
the ERS-2 launch to a large number of users
and are available upon request from the ERS
Help Desk.
Other services

The ERS on-line server, accessible via
Internet, Span or X.25. permits the downloading of the GAB the weekly updates of the

Printed material to support user activities and
training, such as the ERS User Handbook, the
ERS System Description, the ERS Products
Specification document, and the CD Guide to
ERS-I

, is also

available (see the order form

where?? for the full list of documentation and
tools available).

A new service, based on

GDS/WWW (see

'ERS-2 Information Now Available on Internet'
in this issue), began operation last year. lt has
improved over time and has been extensively
used during the launch and early commissioning of ERS 2: it permits Mosaic or
Netscape clients to access via Internet a set of
daily-updated information, data and sample
products, This includes information on ERS-2
deployment, initial operations and commissioning activities, as well as first images and
results. This service also includes up-to-date
@
data and information related to

ERS-1

GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment):
an high - tech remote sensing instrument to monitor the
Earth atmosphere
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ERS-2 Information Now Available on

Internet
E. Onorato
Earth Remote Sensing Exploitation Division, Exploitation Department, ESRIN,
Frascati, ltaly

G. Triebnig & A. Rognes
Earth Observation Division, Projects and Engineering Department, ESRIN, Frascati,
Italy
P. Landart
SISN/A Srl, Rome, ltalv

Real-time provision of news and documentation relating to ERS-2 via
lnternet
- that is a new service that ESRIN, ESA's centre in ltaly, is now
offering. The special ERS-2 service gives new momentum to the
utilisation of the World Wide Web and file-transfer utilities that have
been maintained by ESRIN for over a year now to provide attractive,
online information retrieval and publishing services to the
Earth-observation community around the world.

ERS-2: a satellite's online biography
Keeping the world informed about a satellite's
life from the time of its birth may seem like an
odd endeavour. As soon as people realise,
hnrniovor lh2l lha c:lallilo trRS-2 n:n I nrnrrido
H' vv,vv

unique and vital data in many areas like ocean
navigation. ice or crop monitoring, and oil or
gold exploration, interest grows: it becomes of

utmost importance
I

N

CSA l,losaic: Docu me nt View

File
Document

Title: I Erz ffisffi Errro
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ERS-2 Mission Description

r FACTSAND FIGURESABOUT THE ERS SATELLITES

. ERS-2TECHNICAL
.

r }IANDLING THE FLO1V

OF DATA

. ESALAUNCHES BEST-EVER OZONE MONITOR
. Reference Documents
jllrgl

the

a

'Special ERS 2 Service' and can be
1)

The special ERS-2 service has allowed those
interested to first learn about many aspects of
the satellite and its launch, and then to keep
o)

ir
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commissioning phase Even before the ERS 2
launch. the special ERS-2 service provided
online the full text and graphics of the most
recent publications. with special emphasis on
the commissioning phase and the tandem

operation

of the

satellite

with

ERS

1

lmmediately after launch, news on the first
orbital manoeuvres was added The very first

sensor swilch-on reports. describing which
sets of sensors were alreadv functionino. also

aooeared online,

DATA

JOINT OPERATION OFERS-IAND ERS-2

i'+; a,:r*l

know whether

accessed under the World Wide Web (Fig

,,^
l^
uP-tu-uqlE
^^l^

. ERS-2IN-ORBIT STATUS
. ERS-2 COMMISSIONING PTIASE PROGRESS
. ERS-2 LEOP PHASE PROGRESS
. ERS-2 TAKES OVER \ITHERE ERS-I LEFT OFF

to

satellite system is completely functional and
whether the mission is proceeding as planned
That information is now offered on the Internet

The instrument's coverage of the Earth was
shown in graphical illustration as it occurred
in the morning, only a thread ran over the map
of the Earth and by the evening, long strokes of

-

Figure 1. Example of topics relating to ERS-2
that are provided online, on Internet (under the

address'http://services.esrin.esa.it')

ers-2 information now on internet

painl covered it Day after day. as the number
of completed orbits grew. tne map of the Earth
disappeared gradually behind lires indicating

NCSA Mosaic: Document View

l,_i

Innolafe

File

I tst: Signifiqnt hve Height (29/tX/95-19/85/95)
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Vltdl pdldmeters for the calibration and validation of the
on-board instruments were registered and
published (Fig 2): they remain searchable for
the duration of the satelllte's life

I
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Uncalibrated SWH,

become 'routine', as

it has for
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thus will be essentiat for those using ERS 2
data and ordering ERS 2 products (see boxes)

Many interested users to date

In parallel to the updating of the online
information. whicn takes place sometimes

ii

:

l,lll

several times a day. ESRIN has been
monitoring the usage of the new service At

Frrrnr f
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ERS-2 was. slopping at the nigh-level screens:
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detailed screens, with articles for instance on

the new ozone sensoI GO|\/lE The

rapid
provision of information online has also played
a promolional role for ERS 2: the first images

were read,ly available online to the press
around the world

More surprising though is the interest in the
online service shown by the professionals
involved in ERS 2 be lney the satellite builders
lhe sensor builders or those responsib e for the

Title : S ignif ic ant W ave
Type: text

on the Internet
via World Wide Web (full range of services):

o Navigate to Document URL
http //se rv ices esr i n esa. it'
'

O

1

9,05,tsS

Size (bytes): 291

Time created: 95/05125 12:M:36
Time modified : 95 N5 /29 GT :23:39
Data tranefer complele.
irr

i: l *,,,; l lr

I

Figure 2. Example of an ERS-2 data display as shown online

To order ERS-2 products

o

Consult the 'Special ERS-2 Service' available on
Internet and described in this article, and make vour
nrndrrnt nhnino

:

o

Download the DESCW' software to display the
product coverage and to find detailed order
parameters (The software available under
ftp://services.esrin.esa.iUpub/descw requires a PC
Windows environment )

o

Order the reouired oroducts:
' Commercial users: The oroducts are ordered via
the ERS Consortium (formed by Eurimage,
Radarsat International and Spot lmage) Contact
the ERS Helpdesk for the nearest address

via FTP (ERS File Server):

't
'

ight (29ro4/95-

Author: ershd

To access the special ERS-2 service

o

H e

Type 'ftp servlces.esrin esa.it'

Username:'anonymous'
Password: your e-mail address

User support and help:
ERS Helpdesk
ESA/ESRIN
Via Galileo Galilei
| 00044 Frascati
Italy

Phone:1+39) 6 94180 600
Fax: (+39) 6 94180 510
E-mail: helpdesk@ersus.esrinvas.esrin esa it

'
.

ESA Principal Investigators and Pilot Project

leaders: Contact the ERS Helpdesk.
A number of Low-Bit-Rate (LBR) products are also
directlv available online
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instrument calibration. The Earth Observation
in particular scientists who

That hidden work has allowed for the creation
of an effective network of cross-references. Any

conceived the technology behind the sensors
have connected to the servrce from all over
the world French, British, German and Dutch
research centres ranked first amono the most

information can thus be reached via several
paths, all echoing each other without the user
feeling lost The manager can go to the news,
the specialist can point to 'his sensor, the
teacher can go to 'his' volcano, the frequent
searcher can search by date: in the end, they
will all find the same piece of information, the
same picture or the same graphic.

community and

freouent users
Finally, ESA managers have proven to be the
greatest aficionados of the online service with
special ERS-2 news They have found a tool
that is at their fingertips and allows them to both
control the information released and show or

discuss the new satellite's performance with
others around the world

Rationale behind the design of the new
service
An awareness tool, a communication tool and a
reference information base
those are the
functions that the new service is offerino to the

-

Moreover, user reaction to the service will be
evaluated at regular intervals and adaptations
made accordingly By carefully monitoring the
'most successful' online items, further possible
cross-references among the screens offered
can be made thus tightening the hypertext links
in a user-driven evolutionary process.

To complete the picture, official reference
documents have been placed online in
abstracted form or in full text. Those who want

user community

+^ ^L+^i^
LU UULdlll

Finding the right mix between technology, data
quality and timeliness, man-machine interface
and user friendliness has been necessary to

attract the user communitv's interest in the
servrce

Data quality has been secured through tight

the

ESA scientists
themselves, wherever they are located, with the
coordination among

ESA mission ooerators and with

ESA

management The information released has
been designed to satisfy both the specialist

d^

^-i^+^i
PlllltUU

cnnrr
uvvy

Great effort has also been expended to ensure
user friendliness. On one hand, the cosmetics
relative to screen layout and the use of images
have been grven special care. On the other
hand, preceding the technology performance
and the aesthetical work, all the information to
be included
several hundreds of items
has been given a solid architecture Each data

-

-

object has been given its place, and each
future piece has already been assigned a
location within the huge information tree

74

nf
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advantage of all the service features (see the
earlier box for information on how to contact
the Helpdesk).

Evolving Internet services

on

Earth

observation from ESRIN
The special ERS-2 information is carried by

and fully integrated with

a

number

of

Under the overall heading of 'User Earth
Remote Sensing Services', or 'usERServices'
for short, ESRIN orovides a number of
inter-linked multi-mission services to users.
Besides the special ERS-2 feature, current
headlines include:
Hot News and Hot Line
Remote Sensing lmages
Satellite Products and User Services
Guide and Directory Service

-

Scrvicc

Home Page.

nnorv
vr

information services that ESRIN introduced in
1 994

and the layman

Figure 3. ESA also hosts
information services for a
number of institutions
involved in Earth
observation. They can be
accessed directly from the
WWW under the addresses
shown or via the GDS

nf
vr

documents can also order it from ESRIN
without bothering about downloading times
Lastly, users can leave a message or call the
ERS Helodesk for advice on how to take

Evropeon Associalion ol
m ole 3e n e i ng Lobor ol or ie s
hn p: / / g d e. a s ri n.e so. it / CEAPSeLJ&)T
P.e

Obscr.olion

Wormalion Syslem
c s ri n. e ta.i] / CCE O Si n lo

ers-2 information now on internel

They are all targeted at satisfying different

needs for instantaneous online access to
information on the ESA remote-sensing

70000

60000

programmes and satellite missions

50000

and

a

Directory Service' (GDS) represented the start

3

4oooo

ff
E

soooo

The ESA Earth Observation 'Guide

of ESRIN's oresence on lnternet. For more
than a year now, it has been providing the
user community with Earth-observation back-

ground information (some 40 000 documents)

I ens-z onm
I tr orHen onrn

tr

U
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l

z

20000

relevant to ESA missions (ERS and Meteosat)

10000

and those missions whose data ESA acouires
and disseminates (see ESA Bulletin, No 78,

0

May 1994)

94-05 94-06 94-07 94-08 94-09 94-10 94-11 94-12 95-01 95-02 95-03
YEAR

_

95-04 95-05

MONTH

The GDS carries the following information:

-

Descriptions of satellites, sensors and
ground facilities (for ESA and non-ESA

factor of almost 6. Figure 4 also shows a
marked peak which corresponds to the

Data application information, tutorials, and
scientific oaoers

Figure 4. Usage of ESA's
online Earth-observation
services on World Wide

introduction of the ERS-2 service

Dataset and data-product descriptions at

The geographic location of users is quite
diverse. As shown in Figure 5, Western
Europeans and North Americans are the
primary users of the services, but small
but consistent groups of users also exist
in Australia, Japan, Eastern Europe, and

Web (accesses between
1 May 1994 and 31 May
1 99s)

missions)

-

of detail, and data user
manuals (for ESA and non-ESA data

various levels

directories)
Pointers to internationally-shared information sources on the WWW
Inventory service log-in information and
user manuars

Southeast Asia.

Outlook for the future
Under the imoetus of events within both ESA
and the user community, GDS has taken on
additional tasks but a number of information
items have also been transferred to specially
focused service headlines, an example being

'Hot News and Hot Online' which is now
provided separately

ESR

I

N's present nformation services, however,

information base is growing and a presence on

the networks must reflect evolving user needs,
the evolution of the services and the creation of
optimised multi-mission information access

paths will remain an ongoing activity. The
immediate significant user response to the
introduction of new and efficient features

GDS's ability to publish online, in a very short
time, has made it a forum for user groups with
special interests. Iwo institutions, CEOS (the

allow

Committee on Earth Observation Satellites)
and EARSeL (the European Association of

well.

Remote Sensing Laboratories),

maintain
information collections in GDS, and thus are

accessible either under their own addresses,

or from within the services offered bv
ESRIN (Fig 3)
Growth of user accesses

Since the first ESRIN

Earth-

observation service was officiallv
ooened to the World Wide Web in

May 1994, user interest has increased
rapidly, as the usage statistics in Figure 4
illustrate At the time of the initial service
announcement, some 12 000 requests for
information were received oer month.
whereas a yeat later, and with ESRIN
providing a richer set of services, the number
has grown to over 69 000, an increase by a

i

are not expected to remain static. Since the

proves that 'information highways' like Internet

for

instantaneous user community
resoonse. in the Earth-observation domain as
G

Figure 5. User access by
region of the world
(between 1 May 1994 and
31 May 1994). The total
number of accesses was
338 799.
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The CSG 2000 Programme
- Modernising Europe's Spaceport for the
Next Two Decades

J. de Dalmau
Directorate of Launchers, ESA, Paris

J. Determe
CSG 2000 Project Manager, CNES, Toulouse

G. Blondet-Gonte
Director of Operations, CNES/CSG, Kourou, French Guiana

lntroduction
The French Government comm tted ltself to
the construction of a launch base in its
overseas denarlnrenr o[ Guiana rn 1964 The
land around the coastal town of Kourou was
assigned to CNES which built the first
facilitres In 1966 the European Launcher
Development Organisation (ELDO), one of
ESA's forebears, decided to build its own
launch facilities at CSG (Centre Spatial

larrnchpr nrndrrr:linn and launch and to
spacecralt preparation. and lhe general
^^irU rOr
"^^^^'rcilities:
JP4UEPUT r qr
r9E rC

Facilities

for

launcher oroduction

and

launching and for spacecraft preparation
These have been built and are owned by ESA

which entrusts their operation

to

external

Guyanais) Following the 1973 decision to start

Lhe Arrane launcher programme. ESA
committed itself to contribute substantially to
tha inrroctmant 2n.! nnoretinn nnctc nt rrih:t
was to oecome Europe s Spaceport
Ahnr ,r 1?OO nprm:nont omnlnrrooq nnui uinrL

at CSG more than half of them locally
recruited. the other hal'being specialists
drawn from metropolitan France and other
ESA Member States,

'

The

prodrctor. asserbly ar d

fac lities for Ar ane 5
*ere descr oeo 1 FSA Bu,eLirs
Nos 75 and 79

launch

There are two distinct sets of facilities at
CSG (Fig 1), each falling within a specific
management framework: those dedicated to

Once ESA had decided in 1987 to develop Ariane-S, Europe's new
generation of heavy-lift launcher, it became clear that the facilities at
the Guiana Space Centre had to be adapted to the new missions, in

to

a

new launch complex*. The 'CSG

2000

Programme', funded jointly by ESA and CNES, was instituted in

1991

addition

building

to enable Ariane-4 and Ariane-S launches to be supported with
increased reliability and at reduced cost until at least

201

5. lt involves

a thorough modernisation of all major systems at the Spaceport. The

development efforts and equipment installation are being managed by
CNES and performed by contractors from the ESA Member States,
including local suppliers in French Guiana. The overall investment, in
excess of 130 million ECU, covers the period from 1991 to 1998, but

most of the new systems will be operational for the first Ariane-S
launch at the end of 1995.

Ert 3
Ariane Launch Pad N" 3
(Arjane 5)
Preparation Zone

oB'

I

IEAP

the csg 2000 programme

entities About 400 people are employed

in

the French Government and ESA defines the

this set of facilities, which include:
- | :rrnch nnmnlovoc knnrnin :c trl Ac /lho
French acronym
Ariane Launch
Complex) which include the facilities for
launcher integration and check-out, as well

as the financing scheme for the investment
and operating cosl.s The ESA-financed part
represents two-thirds of the total annual

as propellant filling and launch. ELA 2

is

remaining third is covered by CNES which

rrronilrr nnoratorl hrr Arianaeneco far
Ariane-4 commercial launches. ELA 3 has
been built for Ariane-S launches, and will
be handed over to Arianespace to begin
commercial launches in 1996, after the first
two qualification flights.
The Payload Preparation Complex (EPCU)

also manages everyday activities at the Space-

for

nr

-

fnr
rvr

onnnnnrn{1
oPqvYUrqrt

nrnn6qqj66 rv,
vrwuuooil

nnaratorl
v|\JurqLUu

management rules applicable at CSG, as well

budget

of

about

110

million ECU

port with the support of several

The

industrial

contractors (a total of 900 employees)
The CSG 2000 Programme described here is
nart of the Snar:enortS annUal investment
plan

hrr
uy

CNES on behalf of Arianespace.

-

On-site propellant (solid and cryogenic)

-

Aerospatiale & Air Liquide)
A custom-built solid-booster test stand, for
on-site slatic firino lests of the Ariane-5

production plants for Ariane-S ESA
has entrusted these activities to European industry (Regulus, Europropulsion,

The CSG 2000 objectives and specifications
The CSG 2000 Programme, begun in 1991, is
designed to guarantee successful fulfilment of
the Spaceports main missions through 2015
namely:

Protection

of persons, property and

the

environment

One of the Soaceoort's main roles is to
perform the tasks involved in assuming

stages

Range facilities
These support functions are mainly located at
the 'Technical Centre' and associated facilities
and tracking stations An Agreement between

'launching State liability under the 1972 Con
vention on lnternational Liability for Damage
Caused by Space Objects This includes the

protection

of

persons, facilities and the

Launch Fad N' 3
5) Launch Zone
Payload Praparntion Comp ex
(S?-53 - S4 Bulldlngs)

,

Dlttaltf
Olsmanl Launch Pad (ALsndoned)

ilnrctotootctr tttilorl

l.ii,tiiocii[rosrcar

6
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Soundlne Flocket Launch Eile
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Figure 1. Layout of facilities
at the Guiana Space Centre,
Europe's Spaceport
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env'rormenI both d-'rng grornd operatio'rs

Protecting persons, property and the

('ground

environment

) and during launches

safety
('in f light safety )

Safety during ground operations

Be'ore a new rype ol hazardous ope'alior

High-quality launch-service support
Thic c rnnnrt nnlrrdoc

launche'tracking a1d receprion of
laurcner's

the

Ie emetry for real-r.rne and posl-

tlight analys s. JSif g starions located ir
Frencn Cuiana ard elsewrere deperding
on each mission's trajectory (Fig 2)
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boti during launch campaig.rs
(rougl^ly six weeks) and during coLnrdowr
operat ons (roughly 36 h)
dination.

support to the activities carried out in the

Figure 2. Kourou's

geographical situation
allows launches over a wide
azimuth range. A network
of down-range stations is
used to acquire
uninterrupted launcher
telemetry

ELA ard EPCU complexes. ircllding:
meteorology services; control of access
to restricted areas; road, air and sea

rransport: Ielecommun cal ors. back-up
energy supply ard ai' cond tionirg: phoro
and video production and archiv ng; public

is

authorised, such as fi ling a new type of
spacecraft. launcl-irg inlo a new traleclory or
performing a slalic f ring lesl. a delailed safety
subm ssron' process is undertaken by the
CQG crfo}rr onninoarc

Wien porent,ally hazardous operalions are to
be carr ed out, a strict set of constraints lald
down in legislation and n CSG's Internal
Safety Rules have to complied with. ie
.naximrm nunber oi operators on site.
m nimum safety distances for all other
personnel, verification procedures to be
followed before, during and after the
operation, etc
llazarda rq nnpr:tinnc," m:rr
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coordination rs needed to ensure that
ooeraliors runnirg i- parallel are compatible.
and to coordinate actions in the event of an

a
WALLOPS
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for the safety coordination team, and new
control rooms for the f re brigade This CSS
build ng, locared at lhe Technical Cenrre. s
inked by voice, video and data lines to all sites
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wnere hazardous operations are conducted.
as wel as wilh lhe olher Spaceporr sysrerns
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The CSG 2000 Development Drivers
To improve the performance of the existing systems and replace old
technologies by state-of-the-art ones with a guaranteed lifetlme of about
20 years
To reduce operaring costs t.rrougl'sound overall desigr ano the use of
more advanced and automated technologies
To adapt the facililies 1o lhe needs of Ariare-S,n rerms o'lau"ch rate
higher mission 'el ability. 1ew lelemetry srardards. and new lrajeclories
requiring new tracking stations
To avoid lnterference with Ariane-4 launch operations running in parallel

To meel pre-set 'eliabirity. availability.

narnlainab

requirements The probability of perform ng

a

liry ard

safery

launch wthin the pre-

scribed launch w ndow s (and must continue to be) greater than 950/o
To take into account the remoteness of French Guiana relative to the

industrial s,tes in Europe where syslems nave been developed. witl^
training of loca employees in the operation of new equ pment wherever
possible

si.nu a[

ng the evoruriof of a

leakage

nlnr rr-1 r nder thc nroir: linn
:n.l
,,,,v nnndirinnc
""
superimposing it on the site map

Tie installarion ol CSS equipment and rhe'irst
Iesls were conpleted al the end of 1994. and

training in the operation of the new systems
has been n progress since early 1995
In-f

light safety

Before each mission the Flrght Safety Team
mrrqt
tho tr:ic
,,--. :nnrnirp
*rr
.,*rJCrOry oerng proposeo
by the launch operator Fo. Tn s rask. lnowl as
'safety submissior . powerful co.npuling and
qim r:t nn tnala 2ro
omr,Jroyeo
.-,, _

From ift-off onwards, the Flght Safety Team
leeds real-Iime irtormatior on the launcher's
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account the effects of winds and atmospheric
drag

New equipment with high reliability, redundancy and built-in sel'-check devices was
nstalled for Ariane-4 launches rn I99.1 ; the
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'internal' tracking sensor has increasingly
been used for a number of functions:

Position plotting (computed
computers ano displayed

by

two

in the Flight

The measurement systems: tracking and

Q:{otrr and N,4iccinn f)nnlrnl Rnnmq\' it rrcoc

telemetry (Fig. a)

information derived

Tracking the launcher

radars but a,so f rom tne vehicle s guidance

<__

not only f rom the

unit
Target designation of down-range telenetry
antennas: telemetry 'eceived at lhe Kourou
station is sent to the next station Natal in

-

tho nrn' rnrl elnnn lho l:rrnnhor'q Iratarlartr
The only tracking information provided by the

DT

performance requires a
complex but reliable
vehicle-destruct system

to have sufficient accuracy and reliability this

-

Untl 1987. Ariane lracking relred exclusively
on external sensors. e tracking radars on

Figure 3. Protection of
populated areas in the
event of abnormal launcher

Figure 4. The Ariane-4

telemetry acquisition and
processing system for
eastward launches
DT = digital designation ol
target
CVI = quick-look telemetry
display

Digital
DESIGNATION
of hrgct - DT

e

DT

(-

STELLA 43
(CALLIOT)

---->

Quickl@k CVI

(jnhai ftajebry)

(Nilcon 9600
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t

-

Telmetf

v
cvDl

bps)

CVD
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Y
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YY
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(Eajectory + Btritude)
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effi
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Brazil in the case of a GTO launch - so
that its antennas can be pointed to where
the launcher will most probably appear on
trajectory to be constantly updated in line

The down-range telemetry stations
For both Ariane-4 and Ariane-S launches, for
eastward (Geostationary Transfer Orbit) and
northward (Sun-Synchronous Orbit or Low
Earth Orbit) trajectories (Fig 2), the full vehicle

with the actual one
Flight Safety uses telemetry information as
a means of comparison with primary radar
information,

trajectory until the end of its mission- has to be
covered. seamlessly, by down-range stations
that receive, record and dispatch the telemetry
data Ia tho nrnnoccinn nontroc Tolamolrrr

the horizon This allows the

-

theoretical

stations all along the trajectory's footprint are
The CSG 2000 Tracking and Plotting upgrade
project (SLT), started in 1991, involves:

- rrnnradinn tho thrgg fadafs lOCated in
French Guiana ( Bretagne' and Adour type radars) to ensure reliable operation
until the year 2015 These radars have
been operating very satisfactorrly since the

used for this purpose: in French Guiana, a
is located on the
N/ontaone des Peres a hill some 25 km
southeast of the launch pads (Fig 1) A
Cassegrain-type antenna

nearby antenna belonging

to the CNES

salellite control network is used as a back-up
on launch days

early days of the Spaceport With their
Q lll-ulqlllELEl
m rlinmn+nr
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a
lLEl il roo. lharr
il ruy nrnrtiIo
ol
lJrvv ruu q
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accuracy of 0 006o Radar upgrading has

For eastward launches (Fig 5) which are the
most common (more than 800/o of all Ariane
launches are to GTO), the network is as

been completed. and computer

follows:

ut)LottuE
ouuutouy
^;^t^^^^

data

processing will be completely modernised
by early 1996

-

th

payloads

correct y
rnnor
, nianrod inln nrhit and
W

'tvvrvv

srage'passrve

witi its're

tanks empty to avoid possible
explos on and generat
unnecessary oeor s

on

of

Figure 5. Typical Ariane-4
eastward-mission prof ile

-

development of the processing hardware
and software to meet the 'impact zone
specification set by Flight Safety will be
completed by mid 1995

improving

the performance of the

tele-

ennna lncatod nn lla Rnrrelo /nno nf tho

Salvation lslands lying 14 km offshore)
which will provide video and infrared information on the launcher's behaviour and
d ni^hl
^^^^,^r;^^^
^f ru
rrvrr,
-YPdrdLrur rJ. udy
^^,, dr
CIOUO COVCT

- Natal (Brazil): an

ronqrr{locc
rvvqrursoo nf
ul

-

Agreement with
the Brazilian Government allows the use
of its facilities within the perimeter of
the Launch Range at Natal. where
addilional ESA equipment has been
installed (Fig 6)
Ascension lsland (UK, South Atlantic):
an ESA station was built there in 1991
as the NASA station providing support to Ariane was about to be closed
(Fis 7)

the csg 2000 programme
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Libreville (Gabon, west coast of Africa):

Northward launches from Kourou are lar

another ESA station was installed in '1987
(Fig. 8) In some cases. a further station
near Pretoria (South Africa) belonging to
the CNES satellite control network is also

less frequent, and agreements between ESA,
NASA and the Canadian Space Agency

used

Malindi (Kenya, East Africa): an additional
station, offering better visibility of the
Ariane-5 end-of-mission, is scheduled to be
installed
1995 within the facilities
belonging to the University of Rome

in

^,^
orE

^^t
-ut

up
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d

h., ^^^^
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udJtJ
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using the US Bermuda station and the

Canadian Prince Albert station. A mobile
station will also be used in northern French

Guiana

the

to

overcome signal masking by
of Ariane-S's solid-rocket

olumes

boosters,

Figure 7. The Ascension lsland (UK) station in the South Atlantic (photos couftesy ol Concorde Europe Films)

Figure 8. The Libreville station in Gabon, West Africa (photos courtesy ol Concorde Europe Films)

Figure 5. The Natal station
in Brazif (photos courtesy ol
Concorde Europe Films)
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Figure 9. Mockup of the
interior of the new Jupiter 2
building. From front to
back: the cabins for the
Press. the VIP Room
seating 250 and, behind the
glass partition, the main
Mission Control Room

(cDc)

The CSG 2000 telemetry upgrade
This project (SYSTA) is gradually providing an
increase in the reliability of all down-range

stations To avoid the cost of installing two

redundant antennas

at

each station,

a

thorough upgrading of the mechanical and
electrical antenna drive svstems is beino
carried out,

The tracking performance of the telemetry
antennas is also being increased The
launcher transmits its telemetry signals in two
circular-polarisation modes; until recently, only
one of these could be received at a time, with
the risk of receiving the weaker signal and
possibly losing the link A new reception
system has been developed that automatically
chooses the polarisation providing the best

signal Also, a 'velocity memory' feature has
been introduced, allowing continuation of
antenna movement (rather than an antenna
stop) in the event of signal loss.

For Ariane-5,
recommended

a

new telemetry

standard

by the

International Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS), with a grid-structured signal and
a Reed-Salomon-type coding. is being

introduced This new standard simplifies
signal processing on the ground and improves

the

launcher-to-ground

link quality

(trans-

tho nrocot ccho.lrrlo

and

hrrdnotc

ara

adhered to, including the management of
countdown operations

The CSG 2000 Programme has provided a
new computerised operations planning tool

(PLO) which uses

a

large database

of

mission rate 1 Mbit/s)

standard 'operations sheets' to simplify the

The storage capacity at the stations is also

work of the operations and site managers, as
well as safety, quality and cost control This
new tool was installed in 1994 and is being

being enlarged and their

telemetry

transmission rates are being increased, In
addition remote monitoring tools are being
developed to improve the reliability of station
operation during countdown The latter is the
only SYSTA subsystem not yet implemented,

validated during the first half of 1995

The new multi-mission range Control Centre
(CDC, Fig 9) is being built in the new Jupiter
2 building Information from the specialised,

but it will be operational in 1996

remotely located control rooms (launcher

Operational coordination
With the crucial involvement

control room, tracking and telemetry stations,
etc ) converges on the CDC, from which final
launch authorisation is given The new CDC
has been designed to handle Ariane-4 as well

of so many
scattered sites, CSG operations require careful
planning and coordination The CNES/CSG
Ooerations Division includes

a

of
Operations Directors (called DDOs, from the

French Directeurs d'Operations) each being

assigned one launch and one team of
assistants well in advance The DDO's
responsibility is twofold
Firstly, to plan carefully all interfaces and
ensure that
resources (personnel,

-

as Ariane-5 launches

team

all

facilities, services to ELA and EPCU
activities) will be in place for a given

The infrastructure that 'makes it all work'
The telecommunication networks have been
completely upgraded with the installation of
an extensive fibre-optic network linking all
CSG sites The synchronisation system drives
onrrinmant

th:t

ranrrirac

nronico

anrl

synchronised timing, including launcher
checkout systems, tracking and telemetry
networks, flight safety systems, etc.

campargn

-

Secondly, once the campaign starts with

the arrival in French Guiana of
spacecraft, launcher elements

the
and

integration and test teams, the DDO must
coordinate the daily activities to ensure that

The supply and distribution of air conditioning

and back-up power is also being upgraded

with more powerful and more

reliable

equipment. Lightning protection for sensitive
areas is also being upgraded.
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Figure .10. Construction
of the Space
Museum - Jupiter 2
complex under w:ry in
October 1994. Thr: launch
facilities. 14 km a'^/ay. can
be seen at the top of the
prcrure
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Conclusions
The CSG 2000 Programme, when completed,
will enable Lhe Cuiana Space Centre. Europe s
Spaceport, to maintain its reputation as one of

the best launch bases in the world The
regular upgrading of the equipment and
training of personnel will ensure optimum
performance for many years to come
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Figure 11 . The inf rastructure of the Jupiter 2 building was completed early in 1995.
Installation of the exhibit material in the Space Museum is progressing

Figure 12. The Guiana Space Centre, ready to serve
Ariane and its customers for the next twenty years
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Un tableau historique du programme

Ariane et des solutions juridiques
C. Baudin
Affaires juridiques, ESA, Paris

Le programme Ariane trouve son origine dans

la

volonte politique des pays europ6ens
d'acceder d'une faqon autonome d l'espace.
A cette motivation d'ordre politique s'ajoute
le fait que de nombreux pays europeens
souhaitaient participer au developpement
d'un march6 europeen de satellites, ce qui
pr6supposait que l'Europe dispose de ses
propres moyens de lancement. faccds d
l'espace etait, jusque dans les ann6es 1960,
principalement domine par deux puissances,

les Etats-Unis et l'URSS. Certains Etats
europ6ens avaient certes developp6 des
programmes nationaux de recherche spatiale
mais ils ne pouvaient pr6tendre concurrencer
manidre isolee ces deux grandes
puissances. C'est ainsi qu'un certain nombre
de pays europ6ens ont decide d'unir, dans le

de

cadre d'un ensemble de decisions,

leurs

efforts en matiere de recherche spatiale et ont

convenu, en 1973, de mettre en place

programme

de recherche et

un

de
developpement d'un lanceur europ6en qui
depuis lors a connu un grand succds: Ariane

Le but du pr6sent article est de retracer les principales 6tapes quiont
conduit i la mise en place de ce programme exclusivement europ6en,
d'en d6crire les principaux acteurs, puis d'expliquer quelles solutions
juridiques originales ont 6t6 6labor6es afin de r6pondre aux besoins
particuliers de ce programme, notamment lors de son passage i la
phase de production.

Depuis le debut du programme en 1973 d nos
jours, un tres grand nombre de textes ont ete
6labores afin de couvrir les aspects juridiques
extr6mement vari6s lies a I'execution de ce

La mise en place du programme Ariane
comme manifestation de la volont6
d'autonomie europ6enne en matidre
de lanceurs
Les pr6mices europ6ens (de l'ELDO a I'ESA)
Les experiences britannique et frangaise

Les programmes britannique et frangais en
matidre de d6veloppement de lanceurs ont
principalement 6te entrepris dans le cadre de
leurs activit6s militaires dans le milieu des
annees 1950.

En effet le Royaume Uni avait des 1954
commenc6 par developper, en cooperation
avec les Etats-Unis, un missile denomm6 'Blue
Streak' dont la base de lancement se trouvait
d Woomera en Australie. lutilisation du 'Blue
Streak' par le Royaume-Uni en tant que
missile fut abandonnee en 1960 au profit de
son utilisation en tant que premier etage d'un
premier lanceur europ6en.

La France avait d6jd, au milieu des ann6es
1950, developpe et lance d de nombreuses
reprises de la base de Hammaguir pres de
Colomb-Bechar dans le Sahara. de oetites
fus6es d6nomm6es 'Veronique' et dont le role
d'abord
transporter quelques
instruments de mesure hors de I'atmosohere.
Forte
cette exp6rience
France
d6veloppa alors au debut des annees 1960 le
programme d'un nouveau lanceur d6nomme
'Diamant' qui servit de tremplin d I'industrie

fOt

de

de

la

pr6sentation des principaux textes juridiques

spatiale nationale. Le 26 novembre 1965, la
premiere fus6e Diamant plaQa sur orbite un
satellite appele Asterix et jusqu'en 1975, date
de l'abandon du programme, la fus6e effectua
avec succes le lancement (avec seulement

relatifs au programme Ariane afin de faciliter la

deux 6checs) de treize satellites scientifiques

programme

Je me

limiterai

ici dr

la

comprehension d'un sujet qui, par nature,
comporte d6ja de multiples facettes. De plus,
ni les problemes de la responsabilit6 lies aux
activites de lancement ni ceux concernant la
competition internationale ne seront abordes
dans le cadre de cet article

Les debuts de I'exp6rience europeenne

Alors que ces succds nationaux dans le
domaine spatial d6montrent qu'une certaine
structure industrielle emergeait en Europe, la
recherche europ6enne s'articulait depuis

tableau historique du programme ariane

important pour justifier que l'Europe dispose

1962 autour de deux organisations:

-

la premiere. le CECLES/ELDO (European
Launcher Development Organisation)
rassemblait six pays (Allemagne, Belgique,
France, ltalie, Pays-Bas, Royaume-Uni)
ar rtnr rr rl rrn nromiar nrniot da l:nnor rr
europ6en Europa l. herite des experiences
britannique et frangaise vis6es plus haut, et
compos6 de trois 6tages developp6s
respectivement par l'Allemagne (plus l'ltalie
oi loc Pqrrc-Rac
nnr rr lo ?Amo 6tanp\ la
qyu uqe
Franao l9dmo 6tqaa\ oi lo Rnrrqrrmo-l lni
(1er etage) Ce dernier. tire il est vrai a peu
d'exemplaires, ne reussit pas a mettre une
charge sur orbite La deuxieme version de
la fus6e denommee Europa ll qui visait

I'orbite g6ostationnaire, fut egalement un
echec. Lon songea alors en pleine crise a

d6velopper une troisidme version du
lanceur: Europa lll, qui devait devenir un
lanceur bi etage de la classe d'Atlas

de ses propres moyens de lancement

et

assure son autonomie soatiale.

Suite aux conclusions rendues par ce groupe

de travail en mai 1972 la construction d'un
la

nnor rr A trnic 6tanoc

he

niic6 | ?a

1n

i rl

Lanceur de 3eme generation de substitution),
fr

ri nrnnncoo

flo

nrniol

fr

rt d6vnil6

an

novembre 1972 d la veille d'une Conf6rence

spatiale europ6enne (CSE) reunissant les
ministres des nations membres de I'ESRO et
de I'ELDO Lorsoue la CSE se reunit le 20
d6cembre 1972, un 'accord de principe' fut
d6gage, apres des negociations difficiles, sur
I'abandon du programme Europa lll au profit
du futur L3S, le d6veloppement du 'module
de sortie' (futur Spacelab) et la fusion de
I ELDO et de I ESRO en une agence unique
avant le 1er janvier 1974.ll fallut attendre le 31

juillet 1973 pour qu'd l'issue d'une reunion

Centaur am6ricaine;

historique de la CSE d Bruxelles, les decisions

(European
Space Research Organisation), reunissait
dix pays (Allemagne, Belgique, Danemark,

orises

- la seconde. le CERS/ESRO

Espagne, France, ltalie,

Pays-Bas.

Royaume-Uni Suede, Suisse) autour d'un
programme de satellites scientifiques dont
sept furent mis en orbite par les Etats-Unis

entre 1968 et 1972. ll est important de
signaler ici un facteur crucial pour I'avenir
d'Ariane. En effet un projet de satellites
de tel6communication f ranco-allemand
denomme Symphonie'. devait a cette
epoque 6tre lance par Europa ll mais dut
finalement, en raison de l'echec de la fusee
or rrnnAonno Atra lann6c nar loc fr rcooc
americaines Thor Delta, Cette reconversion
de 'Symphonie' au lanceur americain
i^
'aa+'ia+iana
'^^^^
rulrur r- u
> cluuu| rPd.gild LrY ruJU
^t' uJdgE

tellement draconiennes edictees par la
NASA, afin de ne pas porter prejudice a
l'organisation Intelsat dans laquelle les
Etats-Unis detenait 250lo des parts, que
ceci jouera un 16le determinant dans
l'attitude des Etats europ6ens dans leur
nhniv

r{o d6rrolnnnomont
vv,vYYv'
vv
' 'v' 'L

r1'rrna

fr

rc6o

europeenne

Compte tenu de la crise r6gnant au sein de

l'ELDO et oour faire face d un 6ventuel
abandon d'Europa lll, le Centre national
(franqais) d'Etudes spatiales (ou CNES cree

en 1961), constitua, en mars 1972, un groupe
de travail avec oour mission la constitution
d'un lanceur de substitution. Pour la France le

lanceur devait etre developpe au niveau
europeen pour deux raisons principales:
d'une part les coOts etaient trop 6lev6s pour
6tre support6s par la France seule, d'autre
part le march6 des satellites d'applications en
Eurooe oour les annees a venir serait assez

en d6cembre 1972

soient

enfin

enterin6es: le lancement des programmes
Ariane et Spacelab par l'ESRO (ainsi que
Marots et OTS) et la cr6ation de I'ESA a partir
de I'ESRO et de l'ELDO.
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Le programme de d6veloppement du lanceur

Le CNES devait egalement deleguer

Ariane (dans le cadre de I'ESRO puis de

tour la maitrise d'oeuvre industrielle d une
societe frangaise (denommee aujourd'hu'

IESA)

Le cadre juridique: 'l'Arrangement Ariane du
21 septembre 1973', un programme facultatit
selon l'Article Vlll de la Convention de l'ESRO

La r6vision de la Convention du CERS en
1971 avait ouvert la voie aux programmes
facultatifs. Jusque ld, il fallait utiliser une
interpr6tation audacieuse de I'Article Vlll. Suite

a la conference de Bruxelles, le Consei,

adopta le 1er aoOt 1973 une Resolution dans

laquelle

il

6tait stipul6 que le programme

Ariane serait entrepris en tant que programme
de I'ESRO dans I'attente de la creation de
I'Agence spatiale europ6enne. Un Conseil de
programme interimaire fut 6galement mis en
place.

Le 21 septembre 1973, un arrangement fut
signe d l'occasion d'une 16union du Consei

de

programme interimaire,

par

les

representants des Etats membres de I'ESRO
souhaitant participer d ce programme Ariane.

Cet arrangement, qui d6crivait deux phases,
celle de developpement de la fus6e, puis
ult6rieurement selon des modalites dr definir

celle

de sa

production, prdvoyait

les

conditions de sa mise en oeuvre.

Aerospatiale) Cette dernidre devait a son tour
travailler avec des contractants franeais et non
franqais

En conclusion on peut dire que pendant la
phase de d6veloppement le CNES avait la
responsabilit6 technique et financidre du
programme, et que l'ESRO, puis I'ESA,
exergait un contrdle sur les travaux du CNES

et de ses

contractants d'une oart. et sur
l'evolution financiere du programme d'autre
part. f ESA avait en outre la responsabilite des
equipements utilises pour le programme, la
determination et l'appel des contributions des

Etats participants

et de la conclusion

l'ESA et fut charge de donner un avis sur les

rapports techniques soumis par le CNES.
les rapports financiers et l'execution des
plannings.

Un autre aspect essentiel des activit6s de
lancement est sans aucun doute le site de
lancement, les ensembles de preparation des
charges utiles (EPCU) et les ensembles de
lancement, qui vont permettre I'assemblage et
le decollage de la fusee.

La base de lancemenl ef /es ensembles

dans le domaine spatial, les participants au

lancement Ariane

de lui

confier
directement la responsabilite de I'execution de
cette phase de d6veloppement. Ceci fut
concr6tis6 formellement oar un accord oui fut
signe entre I'ESRO et le CNES le 7 fevrier
197 4.

TESRO se voyait confier la responsabilit6
du contrOle de I'ex6cution de cette phase
de developpement, chaque participant
contribuant financierement d ce programme
Le CNES fut charg6 d'attribuer aux industriels

de chaque Etat participant des contrats pour

la fabrication du lanceur, mettant en oeuvre
pour ce faire la rdgle du 'juste retour' en
vigueur dans les programmes europ6ens, et
qui consiste d donner d chaque Etat
participant un montant de contrats industriels
proportjonnel a sa participation dans Ie
programme concern6. Le choix du CNES
comme seul maitre d'oeuvre du programme
de developpement de la fus6e avait pour bul
d'6viter les problemes de dispersion des
efforts industriels connus dans le pass6 et
devait egalement permettre de mettre en
place une structure industrielle coh6rente.

des

accords internationaux n6cessaires d la
realisation du projet. Un Conseil de direction
du programme fut mis en place au sein de

Le partage des responsabilit6s entre Ie CNES
et l'ESRO (puis l'ESA)
En raison du 16le du CNES et de son expertise

programme d6ciderent

son

de

Le Centre SpatialGuyanais (CSG)
Le site de lancement qui fut choisi pour Ariane
est le Centre spatial guyanais, situ6 d Kourou,

dans le d6partement franqais de la Guyane.
Ce dernier fut s6lectionne des 1964 oar le
CNES pour remplacer son ancienne base de
lancement d'Hammaguir en Algerie. Le site

de Kourou

beneficie

de

geographiques exceptionnelles

conditions

car il

est

d'abord bien situe dans une 169ion non
sismique et hors de port6e des cyclones
tropicaux. ll off re egalement le double
avantage, en raison de la proximit6 de
l'equateur, de permettre aux lanceurs de
ben6ficier pleinement de la rotation de la Terre
(460 m/s d cette latitude) et de leur eviter de
co0teuses manoeuvres pour atteindre I'orbite
6quatoriale indispensable d une mise d poste
geostationnaire
De plus son degagement vers I'Est et le Nord
autorise des tirs aussi bien vers les orbites
6quatoriales que polaires ou heliosynchrones.
Operationnel des 1968 avec la premiere fusee
frangaise Veronique, le CSG a effectu6 des
operations de lancement pour le compte du
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programme franqais Diamant

et

du

programme Europa, puis il fut mis en sommeil
avant son utilisation par l'Agence a partir de
1

976

Les moyens du CSG constituent le soutien
technique et logistique indispensable pour
la oreoaration et le lancement des fusees

Ariane Le CSG comprend

un centre

technique, des moyens de mesures (systeme
de localisation. systeme de telemesure). des

de

des moyens de
et les
ensembles de lancement du CNES et de
lAgence c est-a-dire I ELA 1 |'ELA-2 et
I'ELA-3 ainsi que les installations de
moyens

sauvegarde.

coordination, des moyens logistiques

preparation des charges utiles et les stations

aval de controle situees a Natal (Bresil),
Ascension (Royaume Uni) Akakro (C6te
d lvoire) et Libreville (Gabon) egalement
propriete de I'Agence Pour I'installation de
ces stations aval dans les pays hotes non
membres de I'Agence sus-mentionnes, cette
dernidre a conclu des accords soecifioues Le
CSG, aujourd'hui aussi denomme 'port spatial
de I'Europe, couvre 96 000 ha sur plus de 30

km de bande cotiere et emploie

1100

personnes

Ariane-l

A la suite des decisions prises a la CSE
en avril 1975, le Gouvernement franqais
et l'Agence concluerent le 5 mai 1976 un
Accord relatif a l'utilisation du CSG par

par periodes quinquennales glissant tous les
ll est forfaitaire durant les trois

trois ans

premieres annees et provisoire pour les deux

ranqais

dernieres ann6es Ces Accords furent
comoletes oar des Protocoles d'accord

ses Etats membres Le Gouvernement franqais

(maintenant un contrat) conclus entre le CNES
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obligations respectifs dans l'enceinte du CSG
furent definies

l'Agence.

Le

Gouvernement

f

garantissait a lAgence le libre acces au
Centre et l'utilisation des installations, ainsi
que la priorite pour ses programmes et ceux
s'engageait egalement d continuer d couvrir
les frais operationnels du CSG et leur mise d
hauteur et de les maintenir compatibles avec
loc nrnnremmoc.lo
I'Anonno Fn 6nhanno
l'Agence s'engageait a contribuer aux frais du
CSG dans les limites d'un certain plafond. Cet
Accord, qui couvrait la periode 1975 a 1980
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dans lequel un prix plafond

annuel fut fixe auquel la France participerait a
1/3 et l'Agence it 213. En cas de depassement
de ce plafond, la France s'engageait a couvrir
les depenses supplementai res

Le dernier Accord entre le

Gouvernement
fr:nnaic ol l trQA a 6ta cinn6 lo 2Q nnvomhro

1993 et couvre une periode allant

du

1er

janvier 1993 au 31 decembre 2000. Dans ce
nouvel Accord les modalites de financement

du CSG ont quelque peu change puisque
I'Agence doit maintenant payer un prix
forfaitaire De plus le montant du financement

Les Etats qui ont, comme il est precise plus
loin, participe a la Declaration relative a la
phase de production du lanceur Ariane du 14
.1980,
renouvelee le 4 mai 1990. se
lanvier
sont engages, en leur nom propre, a
contribuer au financement du CSG 'en
fonction de modalites ii definir ulterieurement'

et ont pris note du tait qu un Accord
so6cifioue entre les Etats membres et
l'Agence serait conclu,

Finalement l'Agence,

sous reserve de

l'approbation du Gouvernement franqais, a
l^
A
^,,+^,;^^
^^^i;+;
ra suureLe
Arlanespace
iluruilse
a exercer.
dans la mesure n6cessaire a la production et
au lancement des lanceurs Ariane, les droits
d acces et d utilisation accordes a I'Agence
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rendus par le CNES au CSG est determine

financement du CSG
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Les ensemb/es de lancement Ariane (ELA)

Ces derniers sont la propriete de l'Agence et
comprennent l'ELA-1, I'ELA-2 et l'ELA-3 ainsi
que des ensembles associ6s. lls sont situes a
I'interieur du p6rimetre du CSG fAgence a

repris la base de lancement utilisee par
I'ELDO puis par I'ESRO et I a adaptee aux
besoins du programme Ariane. Un Accord
relatif d l'ensemble de lancement de I'Agence
et d ses installations associees fut conclu le 5
mai 1976 a cet effet Cet Accord, d'une duree
indeterminee d6finit la base de lancement,
garantit le libre acces de I'Agence et autorise

egalement I'Agence

d

construire

les

installations necessaires a ses activites sur le

terrain mis

a sa

disposition

par

le

Gouvernement franqais Sur la base de cet
Accord, un contrat annuel entre I Agence et le
CNES est conclu pour l'exploitation de ces
installations.

La phase de production du programme
Ariane et la d6cision de privatisation des
activit6s de lancement
Premidre phase - La production comme
activit6 op6rationnelle pr6vue par lArticle V.2
de la Convention de l'Agence (subsistance
d'un lien ombilical)
fArrangement Ariane prevoyait qu'un nouvel

Accord devait 6tre conclu pour organiser
la ohase de oroduction. Larticle 5 de
l'Arrangement prevoyait que la repartition des
tdches au cours de la ohase de oroduction

devrait 6tre, dans la mesure du possible,
conforme a la repartition des tAches de la
phase de developpement et respecter en
partlculier la regle du juste retour.

Or il 6tait important de se mettre d'accord
le plus vite possible sur la production du
lanceur. En effet, la duree moyenne de
construction d'un lanceur etant d'environ trois
d quatre ans, IESA et le CNES tenaient a ce
ou'Ariane soit or6sente sur le march6 des la

fin de la phase de d6veloppement et ils
souhaitaient 6galement que le lanceur soit
qualifie suffisamment a temps pour pouvoir se
positionner sur le marche des lanceurs dans
les annees 1980

Apres un long debat portant sur un meilleur
cadre juridique et sur le rOle de l'ESA, le
Conseil de l'ESA adopta le 26 avril 1978 une
Resolution sur la fourniture de lanceurs Ariane
et de services de lancement Cette r6solution
prevoyait une periode de transition entre la

phase de developpement et la phase de
production, dans I'attente d'un Accord
organisant cette dernidre C'est ainsi que fut
cr66e, sous le couvert de l'article V2 (activite
op6rationnelle) une phase de promotion de
six lanceurs qui devaient placer sur orbite des
satellites de I'ESA et d'lntelsat

Ariane-4

Conformement aux dispositions de la
Declaration sur la production de 1980
renouvel6e en 1990, I'Agence a mis ses biens

d la disposition d'Arianespace aux fins de
lancements Ariane en concluant avec
Arianespace un avenant d la Convention entre
l'Agence et Arianespace (visee ci-dessous)
Fn
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participe au financement d'une partie de ces
installations mais elle finance surtout les frais
d'entretien, d'op6ration et de mise d hauteur
de ces installations en conformite avec les

dispositions inscrites dans la Convention
conclue entre I'Agence et Arianespace

La ohase de oromotion fonctionna selon

les

mAmoc

do

nrinninoc

nro
Y-"
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develoooement, Aucune structure de
commercialisation n'etait indispensable
puisque chaque lanceur s'6tait vu assigner
d'avance les satellites d lancer. En ce qui
concerne la structure de l'ESA, la phase de
promotion n etait pas consider6e comme
un programme facultatif mais comme un

ensemble d'activites op6rationnelles,
s'exergant au benef ice et a la charge

financidre des Etats participants (Article V2 c
de la Convention de I'ESA: 'Dans le domaine
des applications spatiales, l'Agence peut,le

cas

echeant, assurer

des

activit6s

c

execute

operationnelles a des conditions qui sont
definies par le Conseil a la majorite des Etats

membres A ce titre, I'Agence:
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toute activite demand6e par les utilisateurs et
approuvee par le Conseil. Les co0ts de ces
activites op6rationnelles sont supportes par
les utilisateurs int6ress6s.'). ll fallut trois ans d
l'Agence pour conclure I'Accord sur la vente
de ces six lanceurs oo6rationnels

Deuxidme phase

- Une

structure

a

En realite cette

Declaration reor6sentait

la phase de production'
pr6vu par l'Arrangement de 1973 et ne
'l'arrangement sur

pouvait donc lui etre totalement dissoci6e Les
Etats euroo6ens disoosaient d'un d6lai de
trois mois pour donner leur accord d ce projet
A la suite de la manifestation de cet accord
ces Etats devenaient des 'Etats participants'.

Cette proposition des lors qu'elle recevait

I'ext6rieur de Agence: Arianespace
I

l'accord d'autres Etats constituerait un Accord
Pourquoi une soci€te privee?
Pour certains Etats, il existait une inadaptation
de I'Agence d une mission promotionnelle Les

principales raisons avancees 6taient

les

suivantes:

-

les mecanismes de fonctionnement

de

I'Agence 6taient incompatibles avec une
prise de decision rapide n6cessaire sur ce

marche nouveau ou la concurrence est
s6vdre;

-

l'Agence etait financee par des fonds
publics et en raison de ce caractere public

l'Agence ne pouvait courir de risques
commerciaux, notamment celui de
fabriquer des lanceurs sans 6tre assur6e
de les vendre. De plus ceci ecartait la
possibilit6 de reunir des capitaux d'origine
diverse, notamment des capitaux priv6s

ll fut finalement decrde de recourir d une
societe priv6e de droit national franqais
(societe anonyme) soumise au droit frangais,
Arianespace, pour assurer la production et la

commercialisation

du lanceur Ariane

mais

avec certaines limites.

La creation de la societe Arianespace
(a) La Declaration et la Convention

international autonome, ext6rieur aux
instances et aux proc6dures de l'Agence.

La

Declaration

fut

or6sentee lors d'une

r6union d I'Agence debut f6vrier 1980 et fut a
l'origine souscrite par huit Etats (Allemagne,
Belgique, Danemark, Espagne, France, ltalie,
Royaume-Uni et Suede). Elle entra en vigueur
avec effet r6troactif le 14 avril 1980 (puis elle

fut renouvelee le 4 octobre 1990 jusqu'd

I'annee 2000) Le Conseil de l'Agence de son
c6te adopta le 24 janvier 1980 une r6solution

le

des

principe
mesures
necessaires pour le transfert d Arianespace de
la responsabilite d'Ariane et acceptant que
l'Agence execute la mission que lui confie la

approuvant

Declaration. Dans cette r6solution le Conseil

de

l'Agence avait egalement autoris6 le
de l'Agence d entrer en
n6gociations avec Arianespace dds sa
cr6ation pour conclure une Convention
reglant les reiations entre l'Agence et la
societe. Cette derniere fut sign6e le 15 mai
Directeur general

1981 puis reconduite le 21 mai 1992 avec une
dur6e 6quivalente d celle de la Declaration

La D6claration contient la decision de confier

C'est le CNES qui prepara le projet de la
nouvelle societe et en juin 1979, au salon
du Bourget, les industriels europ6ens
s'engagdrent aux cOt6 du CNES d verser

950/o

la phase de production du lanceur Ariane
a Arianespace ainsi que les droits et
obligations de la soci6te Cependant ce
document ne cr66e pas lui-m6me la societe.

Ceci fut accompli par une
d'immatriculation

en

France

proc6dure

le 26

mars

du capital social pr6vu par la soci6te. Ce
financement fut confirm6 par un Protocole

1980. Arianespace fut donc constitu6e
conform6ment d la loi frangaise et devint la

d'accord industriel signe par le CNES it 340/o
et par 34 firmes industrielles Le reste du

premidre societe privee de transport spatial
dans le monde

capital fut souscrit par plusieurs banques des
pays europeens.

Arianespace est une soci6te anonyme dont le

Du c6t6 politique. la France pr6senta

le

14 janvier 1980 aupres des Gouvernements
europeens, le texte d'une 'D6claration relative
d la phase de production des lanceurs Arrane'.

Ce document etait une orooosition d'accord
politique. ll prevoyait de confier la production
du lanceur Ariane d 'une structure industrielle
... pour satisfaire I'ensemble des besoins du
marche mondial en matidre de lancements'

et

6nongait

d'organisation
future societe.

les

et de

principales modalites
fonctionnement

de

la

capital s'eldve d 270 millions de francs. Son
siege social est situ6 d Evry en France et les
installations de tir ou'elle utilise sont situ6es au
CSG a Kourou Arianesoace a cr6e une filiale
a Washington et un bureau a Tokyo. Elle
employait en 1993, 293 personnes.

Les activites d'Arianespace peuvent
resumer de la faqon suivante:

-

commercialisation des activites de
lancement;
responsabilites de contractant principal

se
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-

Une procedure fut instituee pour permettre d

oour la oroduction et le financement des
vehicules op6rationnels Ariane;
op6rations de lancement du Centre
spatial guyanais

un Comite des participants ou Comite

de

contrdle des ventes d'6tre inform6 des projets

de ventes de lancement

(b) Les engagements des participants

Lengagement des participants fut d'abord de
confier la ohase de oroduction du lanceur
Ariane a la societe Arianespace mais avec
deux r6serves: d'une part, ces activites
doivent 6tre conduites d des fins pacifiques;
d'autre part, I'Agence et les participants

disposent d'une priorite par rapport aux
clients tiers en ce oui concerne les services et
c16neaux de lancement

effectues par
Arianespace. Le Comit6 est compos6 de
repr6sentants de chaque Gouvernement
participant L ESA doit regulierement 6tre
tenue au courant par Arianespace de ses
projets de ventes. Le Directeur gen6ral de
I'Agence en informe ensuite le Comit6.
Si un projet est consid6r6 par un ou plusieurs
Etats comme contraire aux principes du droit
spatial, le Comite peut €tre convoqu6 sur
demande d'un tiers de ses membres pour
interdire
lancement.
d6clsion

ce

La

d'interdiction du lancement est prise a la
majorit6 des deux tiers de ses membres
repr6sentant au moins 150/o des contributions.

La decision d'interdiction est ex6cutoire Dour
et le Gouvernement franqais.

Arianespace

Les participants mettent egalement

d

la

disoosition d'Arianesoace les materiels et les
installations, y compris les 'ELA', cr66s au titre

de la phase de

d6veloppement du

programme (ainsi que les droits de propriet6

intellectuelle d6coulant

du

developpement), n6cessaires

programme de
d la phase de

production.
Les participants conviennent de participer au
financement du CSG selon des modalites a
d6finir ulterieu rement,

Finalement
La

filidre Ariane

Le second engagement des

participants

concerne I'utilisation d'Ariane: les participants
s'efforcent aussi bien au niveau de I'Agence

les participants d6clarent

de la production Ariane

qu'au niveau national et international
d'accorder la or6f6rence d l'utilisation du
lanceur Ariane (cf: article Vlll.1 de la

(c) Le r6le de l'ESA

Convention de I'Agence).

a

Le troisieme engagement des participants vise

la politique des prix que les participants
souhaitent
lancement

voir appliquer aux ventes de
de la serie de production: les

lancements pour le compte de l'Agence et des
Participants sont effectues d un prix d6termine

alors que les lancements pour les tiers
peuvent etre vendus par Arianespace a un
prix librement negocie. Cette pratique fut
abandonnee oar la suite.

membre

IESA n'est oas actionnaire de la societ6 mais
neanmoins conclu avec Arianespace une

Convention qui lui permet d'exercer un certain
controle sur les activit6s de la societ6 et m6me
de participer au processus de prise de
decision au sein de I'entreorise. Ce controle
est particulidrement important pour trois
raisons: I'Agence
formellement declar6
accepter trois Conventions internationales

a

(Accord sur le sauvetage, Convention sur la
responsabilit6 et sur l'immatriculation); elle est
liee par I'article 6 du Trait6 sur I'Espace et
finalement elle doit ooursuivre ses activites

un but

Le quatrieme engagement porte sur les ventes

d un pays non

se

concerter si une crise financiere ou technique
met en cause l'avenir d'Arianespace ou celui

ou un client

ne

relevant pas d'un Etat membre de I'ESA. Ces
ventes ne doivent oas 6tre en contradiction

2\/tr. loc pnn2nAmentS

intef natiOnaUX

souscrits par l'Agence et les Etats Participants

dans
exclusivement oacifioue
conform6ment d ce qui stipule dans I'Article ll
de la Convention de I'ESA.

Le contr6le de I'Agence sur les decisions
principalement assu16 par son r6le
de censeur oermanent au Conseil

est
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d'administration d'Arianespace Cette fonction

lui permet de

participer aux reunions du

Conseil d'administration et des assembl6es
g6n6rales des actionnaires avec une voix
consultative et de recevoir les documents
remis aux administrateurs et aux actionnaires.
Ce droit de regard est issu du r6le qu'a jou6
I'ESA dans la phase de developpement et de
promotion.
plus
am6liorations
lanceur
Ariane continuent a
apport6es au
relever de la comp6tence de I'Agence.

De

les

Finalement la D6claration confie au Conseil

du programme Ariane, qui les a
accept6es, notamment les missions suivantes:
inform6
activites
d'Arianespace par la Direction g6nerale de
l'ESA et recevoir un rapport annuel du
President d'Arianespace
approuver les bar6mes de prix applicables
directeur

- 6tre tenu

des

;

-

aux lancements. Dans ces deux cas, les
recommandations seront prises d la
majorite simple des votants, en observant
que seuls les Participants d la D6claration
auront le droit de vote au sein de Conseil.

(d) Engagements d prendre par Arianespace

En

contrepartie

des

avantages

reQUS,

Arianespace est tenue d certaines obligations
vis-a-vis de l'Agence et des Etats participants.
Elles sont les suivantes:
I'obligation d'utilisation pacifique de
I'espace;

-

-

l'assurance d'un juste retour aux Etats
participants lorsq u'elle conclut des contrats
industriels pour la fabrication des lanceurs;
elle doit toujours dans ses relations avec les
tiers indiquer son identit6 europ6enne
(charte Ariane);

elle doit assurer la priorit6 aux

marche international des services de
lancement L une des idees cl6 oui avait
preside d la d6finition d'Ariane en 1973 au
sein de l'ESA etait que ce lanceur ne devait en
aucun
constituer
imoasse
technologique
donc 6tre susceptible

cas

et

une

d'evolutions ult6rieures; c'est l'id6e

du

'fil

d'Ariane'. C'est ainsi que depuis cette 6poque
Ariane a constamment evolu6 et a donn6
naissance d une famille de lanceurs allant

d'Ariane-l

a

Ariane-S, toujours

plus

oerformants La fusee Ariane-S dont le
programme de d6veloppement fut lance en
1987 par les ministres europ6ens d La Haye et

dont le premier lancement de qualification est

prevu ar la fin de 1995, devrait

d terme

engendrer une nouvelle famille de lanceurs

Ce developpement du lanceur Ariane sur

le

plan technique s'est trouv6 accompagn6 par

une myriade de textes juridiques qui sont
venus rem6dier au cas oar cas aux nouveaux
defis poses par le lanceur. Ces textes illustrent
parfaitement la maturation lente et progressive

de I'Europe dans le domaine spatial

et

refletent le consensus politique atteint dans ce
secteur farticle Vlll de la Convention de

l'Agence portant sur les lanceurs et autres
systdmes de transport spatiaux met
notamment I'accent sur I'approche

d6veloppee par l'Europe en matidre de
lanceurs. En effet, I'Agence s'y engage en
definissant ses missions, d accorder la
preference d I'utilisation '... des lanceurs ou
autres systdmes de transport spatiaux
developpes, soit dans le cadre de ses
programmes, soit par un Etat membre, soit
avec une contribution substantielle de
I'Agence...'

Etats

Cependant le succds d'Ariane reste fragile et

l'Agence en ce qui
concerne les lancements, ce qui constitue
I'obligation la plus importante pour
Arianespace. A cet effet, Arianespace a
I'obligation d'ins6rer dans les contrats de
vente de lancement conclus avec les tiers
une clause qui souligne le priorite dont

I'Europe doit rester vigilante. LEurope doit

participants

et d

b6neficient I'Agence et les Participants;
finalement Arianespace assure la charge
technioue et financiere de l'entretien des
biens mis d sa disposition par I'Agence et
Etats participants; elle apporte
69alement les modifications n6cessaires
aprds concertation avec les propri6taires

maintenant faire face d une double difficult6:
elle doit non seulement surmonter ses propres

et veiller au maintien de sa
cohesion interne mais elle doit egalement
faire face d une concurrence internationale
contradictions

accrue.

En effet, outre la

americaine,

concurrence

de nouveaux concurrents sont

apparus sur le march6 des lanceurs comme la

garantissant leur remise en 6tat initial au

la Russie et bient6t le Japon Ces
derniers n'ont pas tous la m6me conception
de l'6conomie de march6. oeuvent mettre en
oeuvre des lanceurs d'une grande fiabilit6 et
proc6der d des tirs frequents. f Europe devra
par consequent trouver de nouvelles solutions
pour consolider le succds de son lanceur et

moment de leur restitution.

conserver une place predominante sur

les

ou d defaut d'accord avec ceux-ci,

en

Chine,

marche international

Conclusion
La fusee Ariane s'est, au fil des annees, taillee

une part de plus en plus importante du

le
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La campagne d'essais 'Battleship'

Ariane-S comme si vous y 6tiez!
P. Sartini
Direction des Lanceurs, ESA, Kourou, Guvane franQaise

J.-C. Derbes
Antenne SEP, Kourou, Guyane franqaise
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chronologies dont huit mises d feu, de mars d
juillet 1994 Elle s'est deroulee de septembre
1994 a janvier 1995 avec onze chronologies,
cinq mises a feu et tous les objectifs principaux
prevus ont 6t6 atteints On peut dire qu'elle

a ete un

succes important, revelant la
competence et le orofessionnalisme des
equipes de Kourou et la maturite des systdmes
equipements fournis
l'industrie
europeenne.

par

et

La campagne d'essais appel6e 'Battleship' (BS) a constitu6 un
tournant d6cisif dans le programme de d6veloppement du lanceur
Ariane-S de I'ESA. Une s6rie de 'tirs statiques'sur une version sp6ciale
de l'6tage principalcryotechnique (EPC) - d6crite ci-aprds - a permis
une premidre validation des mat6riels et des proc6dures c6t6 'bord' et
c6t6 'sol', qui ont 6t6 mis en oeuvre ensemble pour la premidre fois sur

la Base de Lancement de Kourou. Cette campagne d'essais 6tait
pr6c6d6e d'une longue p6riode de mise au point des systdmes de
I'ELA-3 (Ensemble de Lancement N03, congu pour Ariane-S): fluides,
circuits 6lectriques, instrumentation et contr6le.

Avec cette campagne, le developpement du
moteur Vulcain a 6te comolet6 oar des mises d

feu en conditions r6elles int6grant tous

les

systdmes boucles sur la base de Kourou d'ou
Ariane-S sera lanc6e, avec les memes
equipements Etage et Sol utilises pour le tir.
Pour les essais de mise au point (M) de l'6tage

trPa

nnnc6nr

riifc n la Campagne BS.

la

responsabilite de maitrise d'oeuvre reste d la
SEP avant de passer d I'Aerospatiale pour la
campagne de qualification (Q).

Les essais/validations pr6alables

i

la

campa9ne
Le CNES a organis6, autour de son equipe
d'essais/validations, une structure int6gr6e
d'industriels responsables de la maintenance
et de l'exploitation des moyens 'sol' Ariane-5

de Kourou Les soci6t6s

f ranqaises d6ja
pr6sentes en Guyane se sont associ6es d des
co-contractants et sous-traitants allemands,

belges, espagnols. italiens. qui avaient
participe aux fournitures et montages de
I'ELA-3.

Tous les intervenants ont d6montr6 une grande

rapidite

et

beaucoup de souplesse pour

s'adapter aux situations nouvelles, et souvent

leur entente et leur pragmatisme ont ete
decisifs pour le succes ftnal Voila pourquoi
les validations des systemes ELA-3 et la
campagne BS se sont realis6es dans les
intervalles de temps souhait6s en respectant
les contenus techniques pr6vus.

Cette structure integree CNES/industriels a ete
la protagoniste des six mois difficiles des essais

'sol' effectues avant le debut de la campagne
BS.

fobjectif etait de demontrer l'aptitude des
moyens de I'ELA-3 a assurer toutes les
fonctions necessaires d la mise en oeuvre de
I'etage EPC avant lancement:

Le r6le des deux principaux industriels
concern6s: SEP et A6rospatiale
LAerospatiale en sa qualit6 d'6tagiste a mis a
la disposition de la campagne BS I'etage lourd
(d'ou son nom de 'Battleship') permettant de
tester le systdme propulsif complet ainsi que
les servitudes associ6es.

La SEP est resoonsable de la fonction
propulsive et, en sa qualit6 de maitre d'oeuvre
de la campagne BS, a assure la r6partition et la
coordination des obiectifs d'essais

-

les essais de recette rndustrielle (phase
apres livraison de chaque ouvrage

1)

et

systeme;

- les essais inteqres des systemes
sol raccordes u, Contr6le.commande
operationnel (CCO), en plusieurs phases
successives (phase 2 a phase 5) dans la
configuration banc d'essai BS.
Dans la semaine du 22 au 27 ao011994 ont eu

lieu deux chronologies (simulant un tir) tres

campagne d essais 'battleship' ariane-S

bien reussles, permettant

le

debut

des

operations de campagne
De la gendse de BS (1986) d sa r6alisation
En avril 1986, la proposition du programme
.nmnronait
rna aamn2nno rl occeic arrr
reservoir de banc, dits essais 'Battleship' (BS)
Pour optimiser les objectifs de la campagne et
pour ne oas construrre un nouveau banc
d'essai, il a ete decide de realiser BS sur ELA-3
avec une version reduite 'lourde de l'etage La
societe Aerospatiale, responsable de I EPC. a
ete chargee d'en realiser aussi la version BS,
Les capacites des reservoirs d oxygene liquide
et d'hydrogene liquide (LH,) dans la
version BS et EPC sont:

(LOX)

BS
LOX

LH

EPC

74m

120 m3

190 m3

390 m3

Le poids a vide de BS est de 120 t il a un
diametre de 5 70 m et une hauteur de 28 m

f

EPC a un poids a vide de 12 t seulement, son

diametre est de 5,40 m et sa hauteur de
30,70 m.
La contenance des reservoirs BS est nettement
inferieure a celle des r6servoirs EPC et permet
des essais de 280 s environ, contre les 600 s
de fonctionnement pour un vol Les r6servoirs
LOX et LH, de BS n'ont pas de fond commun,
comme l'EPC et leur epaisseur est telle que
des pressions trois fois superieures a celles de
vol sont admissibles

Cette version lourde permet de garantir la
securit6 dans toutes les situations de test,
en restant, du point de vue fonctionnel.
rigoureusement representative du vrai EPC La

mise au point des procedures de mise en
oeuvre et l'etude des cas de panne peuvent
6tre effectuees en toute securite

Deux ans auparavant ces nombreux objectifs
avaient ete repartis sur une douzaine d'essais
progressivite dans
avec
souci

La campagne BS: des objectifs ambitieux
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(l etage en version lourde et les installations sol

d ELA-3), les objectifs 6taient tres nombreux et
ambitieux, La maitrise d'oeuvre SEP a donc
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Comote tenu

des

contraintes planni ng, u ne etude d'optimisatlon

a

permis de conserver les ambitions du
plan d essais en reduisant le nombre de
chronologies necessaires pour les atteindre,
f echelonnement, conduisant vers des
situations complexes

ou degradees. a

ete

diminue,

sur la mise en oeuvre et

la

Au bilan technique, seuls sept essais 6taient
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partie des oblectifs initiaux, en s'affranchissant

de certains cas de pannes peu probables ou
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sur les installations sol
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Figure 1. Int6gration du
moteur Vulcain avec l'6tage
'Battleship' dans le
batiment d'lnt6gration du
lanceur (BlL)
(Photo Bernard Paris)
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Cette nouvelle repartition des objectifs d'essais

imposait un 'sans-faute' Elle r6clamait une

-

soit un phenomene de geyser (petites bulles

da aqz nri co fnrmont on niorl rlo linno

6tude approfondie de chaque essai Le
premier allumage de la chambre de

conduisant parfois a un veritable
bouillonnement au niveau de la crosse

combustion du moteur Vulcain devait intervenir
des le lendemain de la oremiere chronolooie

soit un d6samorQage par rechauffage de

deroulee.

LOX);

-

l'ergol piege dans le coude qui forme ainsi
une poche gazeuse.

La mise en oeuvre de I'EPC: une s6rie de
contraintes difficile d maitriser

Figure 2. EPC version BS
sur la table de lancement d
I'ELA-3 (vue conceptuelle)

1. R6servoir LOX
2. Crosse LOX

3. R6servoir LH,
4. Bati-moteur
5. Moteur Vulcain

Dans les deux cas, le risque associe est un
reamorqage brutal de la crosse suivi d'un

Les contraintes principales a la mise en oeuvre
de l'EPC resident dans la longueur de la

phenomene appele'coup de marteau liquide',

ligne d'alimentation cote LOX et sa forme

ulgE
^rAA

particuliere qui comporte une crosse a la sortie
du reservoir. Les entrees thermiques dans la
ligne (haute d'environ 20 m) peuvent entrainer
dans un d6lai plus ou moins long:

recomprimant le gaz, Suivant la hauteur de ce
coup de marteau, la consequence peut etre la
rupture de la ligne, I epandage de I'ergol LOX
contenu dans le reservoir sur I'ensemble
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campagne d'essais'battleship' ariane-5

de

lancement

et un

incendie difficilement

maitrisable
Une autre particularit6 de I'EPC r6side dans le
fond commun oui seoare les r6servoirs LOX et
LH". Cette separation r6clame un respect
scrirpuleux des sollicitations (pressions de part

et d'autre) qu'il est capable de

subir, et

imposent une mise en oeuvre couplee des
ergols LOX et LHrdans les deux 'bidons' Pour

la s6curit6 des op6rations. un automate
specifique et independant du processus

fonctionnel permet en toutes circonstances de
garantir les regles de s6curit6 imposees pour
Ariane-5
La campagne BS s'est affranchie de ce dernier

probleme en utilisant deux structures lourdes
et indeoendantes oour les reservoirs LOX et
LHr, mais les contraintes de la version vol ont

et6 conserv6es pour tester, avec le plus de
representativite possible, l'ensemble des
procedures manuelles ou automatiques de
mise en oeuvre du r6servoir de I'EPC.

Le mariage du sol et du bord:

un

consentement mutuel
Les contraintes 'bord' li6es d la ligne LOX ont
considerablement compliqu6 le processus
'sol' et un refroidisseur d'oxygene liquide a ete

mis en place afin d'eviter de charger dans
cette ligne un ergol 'chaud susceptible de
passer rapidement en phase gazeuse.
Pour completer cette mise en oeuvre nominale,

des dispositifs de securite specifiques ont 6te
crees et la s6quence synchronis6e adaptee
oour emo6cher tout 6chauffement dans le
systdme d'alimentation
La mise en oeuvre du lanceur avant decollage
est susceptible de ramener de I'helium dans la

crosse LOX. Ce gaz piege, s'il ne risque pas
d'aggraver un 6ventuel effet geyser, est tout
aussi p6nalisant en ce qui concerne les risques
lies au desamorgage Bien qu'identifie au
debut de la campagne BS, ce risque ne
pouvait 6tre apprehende, ni maitris6, sans

base de d6tendeurs assurent les regulations
dans les reservoirs Le nouveau orincioe est

base sur une intelligence informatique
commandant un systdme discret (une
6lectrovanne de regulation et deux
redondances pour chaque reservoir.
fonctionnant en tout ou rien). Ce systeme devait

6tre teste dans les cas les olus difficiles de

pannes ou d accumulation de dysfonctionnements pour valider un des choix
fondamentaux du conceot d'Ariane-5 oui se
veut simole et fiable.

une preparation reelle sur un processus
entidrement representatif des systemes

campagne BS reputee tol6rante aux 6carts de

electriques, logiciels et fluides,

.^n.ani

i feu: tests de nouveaux concepts et
recherche de marges de performances
Pour la phase propuls6e c'est l'ordinateur de
bord qui, grAce d un algorithme sophistique,
regule les pressions dans les r6servoirs, Ce
type d'adaptation d'un niveau de pression
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structure lourde des ses r6servoirs.
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En tir

constant dans chacun des reservoirs grAce a

un algorithme informatique constitue

une
premiere sur le programme Ariane. En effet,
sur Ariane-4, des systemes m6caniques d

Un autre oblectif important restait d atteindre;
a permis de
I'envisager avec plus de serenite. Cet objectif

I'aspect 's6curisant' de I'etage

visait a augmenter la performance de I'EPC en
minimisant la quantite d'ergols non utilis6e

dans le r6servoir en fin de vol ll fallait donc
vidanger au maximum le r6servoir d'oxygene
et la ligne d'alimentation moteur d la fin du tir d
feu, sans entrainer de degradations.

Figure 3. l-etage BS en
zone de lancement
(Photo Bernard Paris)
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Fin octobre: premidres 'lueurs' d'espoir

Premiers essais BS: des d6buts laborieux
La campagne BS a debute le 2 septembre

Au cours du nouvel essai

1994, avec le deroulement du bilan technique

18 octobre, quatre s6quences synchronis6es

Une fois r6solu certarns oroblemes lies aux

etaient engag6es, jusqu'a H0- 1'51" pour la
r^
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mesures, la premiere chronologie BS1 1 a ete
deroulee le 23 seotembre Si aucune difficulte

(BS2

1) le

oremiere fois oar la defaillance d'un materiel

rliere trn nr6n2;glig1 du bOrd

en

bord ll s'agissait de la vanne d'alimentation
hydrogene (VAH), qui isole le reservoir du

chronologie n a ete mise en evidence.

les

moteur sur l'EPC, et qui refusait de s'ouvrir,

narticr

nombreuses pannes du systdme informatique
sol (CCO) ont conduit une lourn6e

'marathon'

qui a

d

consomm6 beaucoup

d'ergols Des ce premier essai, le maillon faible

ll a tout de m6me ete d6cide de faire

une

reprise de cet essai (BS2 1R) pour atteindre

le H0

sans intervention m6canique,

en

simulant simplement I'ouverture
de la VAH Le 27 octobre, aprds
quatre tentatives infructueuses, la
96rance OBC 6tait atteinte, et pour
la premiere fois la chronologie

a ete arr6tee en temps positif:
3,5 secondes apres le H0, soit

a

I'instant theorique d'allumage

cnam0re

Bilan des premidres difficult6s
A ce stade on s'est rendu compte
que la mise en oeuvre de la ligne
I OX si elle nresentait les difficultes recensees en debut de
campagne, 6tait bien maitris6e
par les operationnels. avec le

concours

des

autorites

de

nnnnontinn hnrrl

Par r:nntre rrn des nh6nomenes
que I'on craignait est apparu et
s'est avere plus complique a
r6soudre qu'il n'y paraissait au
d6but Les differentes mises en
configuration d'arr6t (MCA) de la
sequence synchronisee introduisaient des bulles helium dans la

crosse LOX La maitrise de ce
phenomene a occup6 une grande

partie des exploitations systematiques apres essai, et a r6clam6 la
Figue 4. Premier tir i feu de
la campagne (essais BS
2.2) le 17 novembre 1994
(Photo Bernard Paris)

du planning pour le reste de la campagne etait
decouvert : la disponibilite du LOX et du LH2
Au cours de ce premier essai sept sequences

synchronisees ont ete engagees. jusqu d
H0 - 3 l6 pour la plus longue, d cause
de declenchements repet6s de cont16les

ou

surveillances

dans les

sequences

automatiques

constitution en campagne d'un
plan d'essais particulier destine a analyser et
resoudre le orobleme. ll faudra attendre la
derniere phase de la campagne pour trouver

des solutions aux generations de

bulles

helium

17 novembre 1994: premier

tir d feu long

16ussi

Apres de nombreux probldmes lies au CCO
Sur BSl 2, realise quatre jours aprds, l'objectif

principal etait l'allumage de la chambre de
combustion, avec basculement de gerance du

CCO vers l'OBC (ordinateur de bord) et
inversement. Seules deux sequences
synchronisees ont pu etre engag6es. la
derniere nous conduisant a H0

-

1 59'

il n'a

suff

i que de deux sequences

synchronisees le jeudi 17 novembre (essais
BS2 2) pour que le moteur Vulcain s'allume

vers 19h20 et illumine la for6t guyanaise
pendant 281 secondes de bonheur, en parfait
accord avec les previsions de fonctionnement
editees de longue date.

campagne d'essais'battleship ariane-S

Cr6dibilit6 du planning BS confirm6e
ll a fallu derouler trois chronologies (tres
rapproch6es, il est vrai) pour realiser I'objectif
de tir a feu long de l'essai 3,

Une premiere tentative (BS3) le mardi
6 decembre a connu de nombreux d6boires
lies a la mauvaise circulation des informations

planning Ariane-5 et maintenir les objectifs du
debut de campagne.

Le dernier essai tres charg6 en objectifs ne
pouvait etre realise en une seule journee Le

nari etail donr: nrig de

|Jq'

'

derOUler deux

chronologies successives en quatre jours, ce
qui fut fait avec une totale reussite

entre le sol et le bord

Le jeudi 8 decembre, pour BS3R,

la

chronologie s'est d6roulee parfaitement, et le
H0 a ete atteint a la troisidme tentative; mais
une partie des mesures equipant le specimen
est devenue invalide d cause d'un probleme
sol et les surveillances securite utilisant ces
mesures ont arr6t6 le tir des le r6oime etabli du
moteur atteint

Une nouvelle chronologie ne pouvait pas 6tre
engagee avant le 20 decembre 1994 ll fallait
derouler les op6rations standard de remise en
configuration de l'EPC pour un tir d feu, et par

ailleurs attendre

la

production des ergols

necessaires a la chronolooie.
Cinq lours avant Noel, les equipes de Kourou
offraient au programme Ariane-S l'essai BS3 2
qui redonnait de la credibilite au planning de la

campagne BS

Tournant important pour le programme
Ariane-5
La periode entre Noel et le 1er janvier 1995 a

Au cours de ces quatre lours un nombre
important d'objectifs a ete atteint:

- la

ete mise a profit pour valider des programmes

automatiques

de remplissage/vidange ou

-

assainissement des reservoi rs.

La pression ne s est pas relachee puisqu'un

essai 6tait prevu des le 11 janvier. La
chronologie et le tir a feu de BS4 se sont

-

de la

derniere MCA
s6ouence
synchronisee a e1e mise au point;
la procedure d evacuation de I'helium
ni6a6 a 6t6 nr ralifi6o
la tolerance de la sequence synchronisee d

un cas de panne dimensionnant a

ete

d6montree;

-

deroules normalement le iour or6vu

l'adaptation des regulations reservoirs

des cas de pannes

d

particuliers et

difficilement modelisables a et6 oarfaite.

Cet essai reussi a constitue un veritable
tournant dans la campagne. ll montrait
qu'apres une dure periode de deverminage,
les equipes ainsi que les moyens sol et bord
etaient capables de tenir des objectifs
ambitieux, tant en terme d'operations qu'en
terme de planning ll donnait alnsi de la
credibilite non seulement d la campagne BS,

- la recherche de performance maxi du
lanceur par vidange de sa ligne

mais d tout le programme Ariane-S qui pouvait

La campagne BS: un bilan final largement
positif
En cinq mois, le CNES et les industriels

envisager

pour

le

le respect des plannings

affiches

lancement inaugural 501 avec

beaucouo olus de se16nit6

Derniers essais

de la

campagne: un

sans-faute
A ce stade d'avancement il restait environ 200lo
des objectifs d r6aliser mais un seul tir a feu

6tait vraiment necessaire ll fallait terminer
avant la fin janvier pour ne pas perturber le

d'alimentation LOX

en fin de tir a

ete

realisee;

-

les programmes de remplissage/vidange

des

reservoirs

se sont

d6roules

correctement,

pr6sents d Kourou ont debroussaille toutes les
difficultes de la mise en oeuvre de ce systeme
complexe qu est I'EPC lls ont mis au point une
sequence synchronis6e capable de tirer 501 a
I'heure voulue lls ont realise une dizaine de fois
deja la majeure partie du plan d'operations
standard de 501 Une grande partie des
svstdmes testes ont mont16 un fonctionnement

Figure 5. La Salle de

Contr6le du CDL3 (Centre
de lancement ELA-3) est le
cerveau des op6rations des
campagnes d'essais et de
la campagne de tir
Ariane-5.
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Figure 6, Dernier

tir

statique de la campagne BS
en Z6ne de lancement
Ariane-5
(Phoro ESA/CNES)

satisfaisant: le moteur Vulcain, les diff6rents
systdmes de pressurisation, la baie et le
systeme d'activation, le programme de vol et
les algorithmes qui le composent.

f element humain a 6te le plus important parce
qu'un ensemble de systdmes complexes est
devenu gouvernable assez rapidement grdce
aux efforts communs accomplis en Eurooe et
en Guyane. Tout Ie monde a accept6 une

Bien entendu, de nombreux probldmes ont

manidre de travailler uniforme et rigoureuse, en

aussi et6 rencontres, comme toujours dans des
programmes aussi complexes: le CCO n'a pas
ete facile d maitriser et les difficultes li6es d la

communiouant les uns avec les autres et en
faisant preuve d'un esprit de solidarit6, orient6
sur la reussite de la campagne.

mise en oeuvre de la crosse se sont av6r6es
compliquees.

A

Kourou, en quelques mois est n6e une

veritable 6quipe, qui maitrise la conduite des

Pour la phase propulsee, la pressurisation,
quoique parfaitement tol6rante aux cas de
pannes, ne s'est pas montr6e facile d mettre au
point et le systeme de commande n6cessite
des ameliorations.
Le bilan definitif de la campagne BS a 6t6 sans

doute largement positif, d la fois pour le r6sultat
technique, pour le planning Ariane-S, et pour le
moral des 6quipes d Kourou. A la manidre de
Mac Arthur qui affirmait, pendant la guerre de

op6rations de ces systdmes complexes, et qui
le fait, pour ainsi dire, en toute transparence,
dans une Salle de Controle entour6e de
grandes baies vitrees

Pour ce grand projet de nouveau lanceur
europ6en qu'est Ariane-5, la capacit6 de
montrer 'en public' les activit6s de Kourou,
sans crainte, et au contraire avec fiert6 et
conviction, est un 6lement tres important.

Coree, que rien ne pouvait remplacer une

f agence spatiale europ6enne qui est le maitre

victoire sur le terrain, nous pouvons dire que
rien ne peut remplacer le succds technique
des essais sur le lieu de lancement. Nous
avions besoin de ce succds, parce qu'apres la
campagne BS toute la s6quence des essais
jusqu'dr la campagne du premier tir Ariane 501
est devenue plus cr6dible La derniere phase

d'ouvrage d'Ariane-S peut d6montrer ici de

de developpement verra encore des difficult6s,
mais la d6monstration de la fiabilite des
6quipements et de la maitrise des hommes a
6t6 faite avec la campagne 'Battleship'

la manidre la olus claire le resultat de
ses decisions, la coh6rence de la gestion
de ses programmes et la correspondance
des realisations aux objectifs globaux de
developpement dont elle a 6t6

chargee.
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Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation
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Soho
The mechanical environment tests were
successfully concluded in April at
lntespace in Toulouse (F) The usual
post-test activities (alignment check,
functional check) were complemented by
a gyro health check, which showed these
critical components to be in good
condition, and by a 'match-mate' check on
the interfaces with the particular launch
adapter that will be used by MartinLockeed to install Soho on the Atlas launch
vehicle
Radiated and conducted EIVIC tests
followed in May, with excellent results,
particularly from the complete flight
payload With the spacecraft back in the
clean room at Matra Marconi Space (F),
the UVCS experiment was removed
and returned to NASA for the agreed
extensive end{o-end testing in
June/July
A thirteen-day Ground Segment
Compatibility Test followed in the first half
of June between the Experiment

Operations Facility at NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC)and the
spacecraft in Toulouse. During this
exercise, most flight procedures were
tested by the NASA Flight operations
Team, and the Experimenter teams also
commanded their instruments from their
work stations in the Experiment Operations
Facility
In the meantime, the transponder-anomaly
investigation was concluded successfully
with the re-integration and testing of the
first of the two transponders in mid-June;
the other one will follow shortly,

The cause of the failure in reaction wheel
no 3 was also identified and this unit will

be re-integrated, after refurbishment, in
early July
N/ |\/S-F delivered the Flight Acceptance
Review (FAR) data package in midMay and the FAR Review Board met on
.1
5 June at ESTEC. Several urgent

corrective actions were agreed upon and
are in progress, with particular emphasis
on the thermal flight predictions
Experiments
The UVCS test and refurbishment activities
are reported by NASA to be proceeding
according to plan The LASCO team has
identified the source of the problem in its
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electronics box and is modifying some
flight hardware and software components
off-line, while the unit itself is undergoing
pre-shipment system functional testing in
Europe, The CELIAS team has
encountered several new problems with its
units, CTOF has been modified, while
MTOF STOF and the Data Processing
Units on the spacecraft have been
replaced with updated versions One of
the SWAN sensors, which had exhibited a
functional anomaly before vibration
testing, has been modified and was
re-installed on the spacecraft in mid-June
The EIT team is in the process of
upgrading its front filter, which is
expected to have to operate in orbit at
hig her temperatures than originally
foreseen
At the beginning of May, a second
simulation test was conducted
successfully at GSFC to verify the

interfaces between the Experiment
Operations Facility and the rest of the
ground segment, as well as scientific
planning procedures.

Cluster
All four flight spacecraft have successfully
completed the environmental and full
acceptance test programme and are in the
process of being packed for air shipment

to Kourou in two consignments, one week
apart, in late August This shipment date is
compatible with the latest quoted Ariane
V501 launch date of 1 7 January 1996,
declared by ESA/CNES following the
recent successful main-enoine tests.
The Flight Acceptance Review (FAR)for
the spacecraft and associated support
eouioment was conducted at the
beginning of June. Six points were noted
by the Board for further action, and
currently just one area remains open This
concerns newly-announced high shock
load inputs to the interface plane of both

Two

of the four

testing at IABG (D)

Cluster spacecraft dunng
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the upper and lower composites during
launch, each composite being two stacked
Cluster spacecraft on an adaptor. These
loads are generated at fairing and at
first-stage separation, and their impact on
the Cluster spacecraft is under urgent
investrgation
The ground segment continues on
schedule, with the first system-level
endto-end tests with all four spacecraft

having already been successfully
completed. A final end{o-end test is
planned during the launch campaign in
Kourou, The Mission Flight-Readiness
Review is olanned for the end of
September.
Following launch, an intense three-month
period of spacecraft performanceevaluation, payload-commissioning, and
in-flight-calibration activities is planned
before the start of the nominal scientific
mission. The post-launch activities will
be controlled from the Eurooean
Space Operations Centre (ESOC) in
Darmstadt (D)

rso
Very good progress continues to be made
on all elements of the Infrared Space
Observatory project The star trackers,
fitted with new and improved image
sensors, were installed on the satellite and
the final satellite system tests were then
satisfactorily com pleted. The Satellite
Acceptance Review was successf ully
completed in May, with only a few minor
issues remaining to be closed out

hardware
in

operations, will be conducted in July The
Ground Segment Readiness Review
should be concluded in earlv Julv.

The Announcement of Opportunity (AO)
for the Orbiter payload was issued in early
March, with a response date of 1 August
All indications are that the payload will be

During recent discussions with
Arianespace, it was agreed that ISO will be
launched on flight V80, currently planned
for 28 October 1995.

well-suooorted.

Integral
In March, the ESA Council approved the

Draft Arrangement between the Agency
and RKA concerning the provision of a
Proton launcher in return for scientific
observation time on Integral. The
approval process on the Russian side is
now in progress and a team has been
formed to interface with ESTEC on
launcher issues

Two major milestones were achieved in
May. First, ESA's Industrial Policy
Committee (l PC) approved the Phase-B
proposal submitted by Alenia Spazio (l),
thereby allowing spacecraft definition
activities to commence. Secondly, the
payload selection process was concluded,
with the Agency's Science Programme
Committee (SPC) approving the following
complement of instruments:

-

the Spectrometer (SPl)
the lmager (lN/AGER)
the Joint European X-Ray Monitor
(JEM-X)
the Optical Monitoring Camera (OMC)

as well as the Integral Science Data Centre

(rsDC).

In the same time frame, the AOs for the
payloads of the two proposed Surface
Science Packages (SSP) were issued by
the respective agencies responsible for
the landers. Proposals have been received
by both groups and are currently being
evaluated During September, the
scientific aspects of the proposed payload
for the Orbiter and those for the SSPs will
be harmonised by a multi-agency scientific
committee

Thereafter, proposals for the Orbiter
payload will follow the normal ESA
selection procedure, and the two SSP
groups will submit their final proposals for
the landers to ESA Final Orbiter payload
selection is scheduled to take place at the
February 1996 meeting of ESA's Science
Programme Committee.
The planned schedule for the industrial
phase foresees the release of the Invitation
to Tender (lTT) in June 1996, followed by a
Phase-B (design phase) start in June
1997. Phase-C/D (main development
phase) ls then expected to last three and a
half years, leading to spacecraft delivery in
mid 2002 The Rosetta launch rs
scheduled for January 2003.
As a oart of the international collaboration
on the mission, general agreements have
been reached with NASA covering
services to be provided in return for major
participation in one of the SSPs and the

Definition activities by Alenia and the
instrument teams are now progressing in
consultation with the ESf EC Project Team,
with the objective of reaching a
consolrdated requirements baseline for the
System Requirements Review, planned for
this October.

inclusion of NASA investioators in the
Orbiter payload

Very good progress has also been made
with the ground segment. The full-scale
satellite/g round-segment validation and
operations test was completed in May

Rosetta

EOPP

without significant problems Compatibility
tests with the second ground station,
Goldstone in California, indicated some
interface problems which are currently
being resolved. Simulations of the launchand early-orbit phase (first 4 days of
operations after launch) have been
successfully completed. The next phase of
simulations, those of the science

The mission-definition phase is proceeding
with support from the two industrial teams.
Both teams have concentrated on the
system-level design and are now
converging to a similar Orbiter spacecraft
configuration. This work will be presented
to European Industry at a workshop to be
held in late 1995 at ESTEC (NL)

Future programmes
Following acceptance of the general
principle of a future Earth Observation
Programme consisting of Earth Watch and
Earth Explorer missions, efforts are now
underway to identify and agree on the
selection procedures to be employed in
choosing the Earth Explorer missions. The

The satellite and all associated
were shipped to the Ariane launch site
Kourou in mid-June. The launch campaign
is now proceeding at full speed, with
final full Integrated System Test to
completed by

end-July.

the
be

Ground-based observations of Comet
Wirtanen are planned for the coming year
The software for the analysis and
interpretation of these observations is
currently under development,

@ ouleln as
establishment of such a procedure,
ensuring the widest possible scientific
consultation, is a prerequisite for initiation
of Phase-A system studies for the first
mrssron.

A proposal for a further extension of the
EOPP, from 1996 to 2001, has been
submitted to Delegations.

Campaigns
With the completion of the EMAC 1995

measurement flights, the data-acquisition
phase of the last campaign in the current
EOPP period will be completed Efforts are
now directed towards data analysis and
the preparation of plans for the next
five-year period

ERS
After its resumption in February, the ERS-2
launch campaign was completed without
problem Following a flawless countdown,
Ariane-4 flight V72 lifted off precisely at the
beginning of the launch window, at
U.44 Uf on 21 April 1995. Allfllght
parameters were completely nominal and
the satellite orbit achievecl was nearlv
perfect.
The satellite switch-on procedures were
then carried out and all systems and

instruments except one were verified to be
in excellent condition. The exception was
the Active Microwave Instrument, where
the anomalous activation of a protection
device has made it necessary to run the
lmage and Wave modes with a reduced
transmitter power setting, and did not
allow entry into the Wind mode. As this
protection circuit can be disabled, and
because all parameters that can be
measured appear nominal, a return to full
AMI operation is anticipated However, a
very thorough investigation is being
carried out, including an extensive ground
test campaign, to ensure that this step can
be taken without risk
In the meantime, the lmage and Wave
products from the ERS-2 AMI are of high
quality and are being used to support the
current tandem operations with ERS-1
The Wind mission is beinn carricr^l hv
ERS-1 in the interim
.

The performances of all the other
instruments on ERS-2, which are now well
into their in-orbit commissioning, are
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up to expectations. The new Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) is
working well and producing Earth-shine
spectra that exceed the performance
requirements The Preclse Range and
Range Rate Experiment (PRARE) has
already produced sub-decimetre
accuracies, and should achieve
centimetre accuracies by the end of the
commissioning phase. The Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer is functioning well,
and especially as far as the performance of
the new visible channels is concerned. The
Radar Altimeter is producing results very
close to those of its sister instrument on
ERS-1.

Metop
Following the recommendations of the
Eumetsat Council Task Force at its
February meeting in Venice, the payload
complement for Metop-1 has been
confirmed Subsequently, a three-month
bridging phase, prior to full Phase-B
release, started in April 1995, with Matra
Marconi Space France (MMS-F) as Prime
Contractor, and MMS-UK, DASA and
Alenia as Co-Contractors During this
bridging phase, a number of fundamental
design issues are being studied (e.g
overall config u ration, structu ral-materials

choice, system resources, command and
control concept).
Adoption of a Resolution by the Eumetsat
Council in June 1995 endorsing the
Venice Task Force findings means that the
full Phase-B will start in Julv 1995
In respect of the implementation
programme for Metop-1 (Phase-C/D), a
series of Potential Participants Meetings
have been held, with progress being made
towards establishing the legal documents
necessary for programme approval.

Meteosat
Dayto-day operations are being carried
out using Meteosat-S, with Meteosat-4 in
stand-by. The latter is now low on fuel and
will be de-orbited later this year,
Meteosat3 has continued its suooort to
NOAA from an orbital posltion at 70oW.
After a long stand-by period, Meteosat-G
was recently operated again to assess the

A multitemporal image of Amstgrdam and the
n o rthweste r n N ethe rl and s, obtai n ed by
combining ERS-1 and ERS-2 data
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influence of contamination stemming f rom
water vapour trapped inside the
radiometer's thermal insulation The effect
turned out to be negligible The test was
performed as part of the investigation to
understand a small intermittent anomaly in
the infrared imaging chain. Corrective
software has been developed and
installed at ESOC and overall system
performance is presently under
assessment.
All subsystems for the Meteosat Transltion
Programme (MTP) spacecraft, being built

by ESA for Eumetsat, have been delivered
to the Prime Contractor, Aerospatiale, with
the exceotion of the radiometer which was
damaged due to an anomaly in a vibration
facility during acceptance testing The
impact of this is under investigation, but
launch is expected to be delayed until
mid-1997.

Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG)
The Meteosat Phase-B programme was
concluded with a final successful review in
May. At the same time, the industrial
Phase-C/D proposal has been evaluated
and a Contract Prooosal has been
submitted to ESA's Industrial Policy
Committee for consideration at its June
1995 session

Negotiations with Eumetsat regarding its
procurement of two further spacecraft
models, MSG-2 and MSG-3, are
continuino

For the Payload Equipment Bay (PEB), the
testing programme for engineering-model
units has continued and some equipment
CDRs have already been completed
Preparations for PEB integration at Dornier
(D) are gaining momentum, with
engineering-model equipment deliveries
foreseen in the near future.

Envisat-1 payload
Subcontract negotiations are progressing
well within the Envisat Consortium. The
first instrument-level contract has been
successfully concluded with Alenia Spazio
(l) for the Radar Altimeter (RA-2).
Negotiations regarding the mission Prime,
GOMOS and MIPAS instrument
contractors are expected to be finalised
shortly
The predicted overall payload mass has
become an area of concern as it is
approaching the limit of the Polar
Platform's load-carrying capability in terms
of the Ariane-5 environment Vigorous
actions have been initiated to reduce
overall payload mass and characterise the
Platform's structural limits

Ground segment
The Payload Data Segment (PDS)
consolidation-phase final data packages
were successfully delivered by the two
responsible Consortia in mid-February.
The development-phase Invitation to
Tender (lTT) was released on 28 February,

by ESA's Industrial Policy Committee (lPC)
and special approval by the Earth
Observation Programme Board of the
German'in-kind' development
The industrial offers were delivered by
31 May 1995 and the Contract Proposal
will be submitted to the September 1995
IPC The PDS develooment effort is
expected to commence at the end of
September/early October 1 995.

Manned Space
Programme
Eurooe's Contribution to International
Space Station Alpha
To respond to a request from NASA to
definitively confirm by March the elements
that would make up the European
contribution to the International Space
Station, a debate was held in the Agency's
Council at its March session The ESA
proposal requested authorisation for the
development of the Columbus Orbital
Facility (COF)and the Automated Transfer
Vehicle (ATV), and also included the
Utilisation Preparation activities This
debate did not, however, achieve the
necessary consensus among Ine
participating Member States. and so a
plan of action was drawn up to address the
outstanding issues, with the oblective of
reaching agreement in the summer, thus
allowing for a decision, as originally
foreseen, at the Ministerial Council
planned for October 1995

following Procurement Proposal approval
Activities have proceeded on several
ronts To tackle the shortfall in
contributions to the development
programme, intensive negotiations have
continued with industry to identify
additional savings, particularly in the
critical oeriod between 1996 and 2000.

f

Envisat-1/
Polar Platform

The MSG spacecraft

Polar Platform
Final negotiations with the Prime
Contractor (MMS-B) are progressing and
are expected to be finalised soon The
contract is due to be signed on 17 July. All
other contracts with subcontractors have
already been negotiated.

In parallel, a dialogue with Delegations
continued at a high political level to
respono Io concerns expresseo 0y
Member States, and to try to increase their
contributions to match the foreseen
exoenditure.

Good progress is continuing with the
Service Module A number of Critical
Design Reviews (CDRs) have been
completed or are in progress for the new
equipment and that which is modified from
Spot4 The only remaining difficulties
concern the schedule and final design of
the Dual Mode Transponder.

Another area addressed was the
European commitment to the exploitation
phase of the Space Station. Discussions
were held with NASA to define a ceiling for
exoenditure reouired for the common
exploitation costs, and a working group of
Member-State Delegations was set up to
consider how the exoloitation costs should
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be funded Both activities will be

concluded during the summer,
Columbus Orbital Facility (COF)
The partial unblocking of the 1 995 budget
associated with the updated Columbus
Declaration, provided contractual cover
for the continuation of work in industry.
The actions undertaken with industry, to
investigate areas in the COF Phase-C/D

industrial commitment where further cost
reductions and payment ajustments could
be made, resulted in a potential reduction
over the period 1996 - 2000 of the order of
85 MAU, but with a slight increase in the
total cost
The industrial offer for the full Phase-C/D
development prog ramme was submitted
by industry in mid-March, and its
evaluation was completed during April
Industry was briefed on shortcomings
identified in the proposal, and an action
plan for the removal of unacceptable
contractual and technical conditions, and
re-submission of the proposal, was
agreeo.
Early Delivery ltems
In order to maintain ongoing industrial
activities essential to meet the very
demanding DMS R development
schedule, the Agency authorised
continuation of selected work packages
relating to the preparation and conduct of
the Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
scheduled for May/June
Final approval by the participants in step
of the ECLS Programme was not

1

achreved, putting rnto question the
feasibility of completing the industrial work
within the very tight schedule constraints
imposed by the ltalian Mini Pressurised
Logistics Module programme, to meet
their delivery dates to NASA,
Pending the above approval, ESA
continued to work together with the ltalian
Space Agency (ASl)to finalise the text of
the ESA/ASl Agreement relating to this
development and the provision by ASI of
an MPLM structure for the COF
'designto-cost' baseline. In addition, the
technical requirements for the M PLM
ECLS development were finalised and
approved by ESA and ASl.
The first deliveries of the Columbus
lVission Database (MDB) software being
developed for the COF, and also to be
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provided as an early-delivery item to
NASA for use in the US segment, have
been completed Installation and testing of
this software in the Mission Build Facility at
Houston was completed successfully.
Discussions are still in progress with NASA
regarding wider use of the MDB software
in the US segment (e.g SSCC, POIC),
together with other software tools being
developed for the Columbus Programme
in the context of the Ground Software
Reference Facility.
European Robotic Arm (ERA)
I n order to achieve acceptance
by the
Agency of the Part 2 industrial offer, an
intensive dialogue was undertaken with
industry to identify technical,
programmatic and contractual aspects to
be corrected prior to the updating and
re-submission of their industrial offer.
Based on the results of this dialogue, and
parallel negotiations with the Russian
Space Agency and Russian industry
aimed at relaxing the technical
requirements relating to mass and standby
power, the Agency released an updated
Part 2 Request for Quotation to industry in
early April. An updated offer was received
at the end of April and was evaluated

during May.
Atmospheric Reentry Demonstrator
(ARD)
The preliminary mission analysis of the
Ariane-5 second flight (AR502) confirmed
the adequacy of the mechanical design of
the Atmospheric Re-entry Demonstrator
(ARD) and the evolution of the trajectory,
which will result in a splash-down near
Christmas lsland.
Progress in industry was satisfactory, with
the delivery of the cone and heat-shield
structu re for thermal-protection
integration
The design and justification of the
thermal-orotection samoles for the ARD
have been analysed and qualification tests
are planned for June/July

Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)
The programme for ATV Rendezvous
Pre-development and Verification (ARP)
progressed with completion of the System
Requirements Review for the ARP Kernel.
Definition of the two ESA ARP flight
demonstrations with NASA is progressing
and a contract with Russia/RSC-Eneroia to

prepare an additional flight demonstration
using Russian spacecraft (Progress/Mir) is
being formulated.
As for the ATV itself , Phase-B activities
have progressed in line with the planned

schedule, including the definition of the
oerformance of the Ariane-S/ATV
com posite and nterfaces.
i

A trilateral agreement is being negotiated

between ESA, NASA and RSA with the
objective of including the Aiane-S/ATV in
the nominal ISSA steady-state operations
scenario to perform the refuelling and
reboost function, together with the Russian
Progress vehicles, at regular time
intervals.
A review of other possible areas of
cooperation between ESA and NASA on
the one hand, and between ESA and RSA
on the other, is in progress

Crew Rescue Vehicle/Crew
Transportation Veh icle (CRV/CTV)
The first part of the Phase-A study has
been completed by two industrial teams
working in parallel

Substantial progress was achieved in the
consolidation of the system and
subsystem architectures of both vehicles:
the CRV launched by the Shuttle and the
CTV derived from the CRV, launched on
Ariane-5.
The develooment Dlan and the cost
estimates have been refined. They are in
line with the information given in the draft

proposal of December 1994 submitted to
Delegations.
Following the issue of Revision 2 of the
programme proposal, in which the
CRV/CTV was no longer a part, the
contacts with NASA on CRV matters were
put on hold.
I

nternational Co-operation

Negotiations with the other international
partners to update the Intergovernmental
Agreement (lGA) are continuing, with the
goal of finalising it before the Ministerial
Council in October. Substantial progress
has been achieved, and the discussions
are now focusing on a range of substantive
and formal issues, with the European
requests being dealt with in the group of
amendments aimed at reflecting the
integrated approach for Space Station
co-oDeratron.
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Of particular importance for Europe is the
introduction of the 'not to exceed' figure
for Space Station common operations
costs. The principle has been accepted by
NASA, and work is now underway to
introduce appropriate text into the IGA to
reflect this concept

The negotiations to update the bi-lateral
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
between ESA and NASA are proceeding
in oarallel The uodated MOU should
reflect the revised scenario for the
Eurooean contribution to the International
Space Station, and in particular the role of
Ariane-5 and the ATV to offset operations
costs The outcome of the negotiations
between NASA and the Russian Space
Agency will also be taken into account.
Euromir-95
Following the successful completion of
acceptance activities in Moscow, the
experiment hardware was delivered to the
launch site in Baikonur for integration. A
total of 24 experiments will be flown,
covering physiologlcal and materialsscience studies, as well as some radiationmeasurement exoeriments. ESA astronaut
Thomas Reiter was chosen for this threemonth mission, which will be the longest
ever undertaken by an ESA astronaut.
Le Bourget
During the bi-annual aerospace event at
Le Bourget, a Manned Spaceflight Day
was arranged to present to an invited
audience, including the press, the mission
and status of the International Space
Station, the European contribution, and
the associated astronaut activities.

Microgravity
Microgravity Facilities for Columbus
(MFC)
A proposal for microgravity multi-user
facilities on the International Space Station,
known as the 'M FC Prog ramme' , has
continued to be elaborated in close
cooperation with all interested parties. A
two-day workshop was held for
Member-State Delegations at ESTEC to
acouaint them with the detailed technical
performances of the facilities.
The MFC Programme should be finalised
for aooroval at the lVinisterial Council in
October as part of the overall European
contribution to the Soace Station.

EMIR-2
A proposal for contlnuation of the ongoing
European Microgravity Research
Programme (EMIR-2) has been further
refined, taking into account the comments
of Member-State Delegations The
workshop at ESTEC, mentioned above,
also covered the major facilities of this
microg ravity research prog ramme.
Foton-1 0
After the successful flight of the ESA
Biobox on the Russran Foton 10
recoverable-capsule flight, the Foton
returned to Earth on March 3. During the
capsule recovery in poor weather
conditions, the capsule was dropped by
the recovery helicopter and was severely
damaged, as was the ESA Biobox. This
incident represented a serious loss of
science, but negotiations to refly the ESA
experiments are underway.

stage took place at 21 :56 h (European
time) on 16 June. All of the objectives that
had been set were achieved during the
test, which lasted 590 s (compared with
a nominal in-flight stage operating time
of 570 s). Initial analysis shows that
the Vulcain engine (responsibility of
SEP) and the cryogenic stage

(responsibility of Aerospatiale) performed
satisfactorily
This successful test has allowed
6 November 1995 to be set for the start of
the launch campaign for the first Ariane-S
qualification flight (flight 501). Combined

launcher/satellite operations would then
start on 3 January 1996, with a view to a
launch on 17 January.
The target date for the second launch
(flight 502) is 29 May 1996.

Ground facilities
Missions to Mir
Preparation of the Biorack facility to fly
seven ESA and three NASA experiments
on a Shuttle mission to Mir in March 1996
have continued

Shuttle-borne Missions
Negotiations with NASA have progressed
areas lt has been agreed to fly
the Advanced Protein Crystallisation
Facility and the ESA Glovebox on the
USML-2 mission in September 1995, and
further plans include the flight of five ESA
payloads on the LMS Spacelab mission in
in several

June 1995.
Symposia
The Ninth European Symposium on
gravity-dependent phenomena in physical
sciences took place in the first week of May
in Berlin, with some 300 participants
attending, from all continents.

Sounding Rockets
Two parabolicJlight campaigns were
carried out with a Caravelle in March and
April On 2May,a Mini-Texus sounding
rocket was launched carrying an
exoeriment module for combustion
investigations This was the first time that
such a combustion experiment had been
flown on a sounding rocket

Ariane-5
M1/H155 firing and timetable for the 501
and 502 flights
The first hot firing of the Ariane-S cryogenic

The Ooerational Control and Command
system (CCO) was accepted in Kourou at
the end of June. This major computer
system was developed in Europe and
installed and validated on Ariane Launch
Complex number 3 (ELA 3). The CCO is
part of the Ariane-5 launcher check-out

facilities. During the launch campaign,
including the countdown to the final
synchronised sequence, it monitors the
ground and onboard interface systems
(fluid and electrical functional checkouts,
propellant loading, pressurising and return
to safe configuration in the case of an
aborted launch).
Ariane-5 complementary programmes
Following the approval of the 'Ariane-S
Evolution' preparatory programme, work
started on a more powerful version
of the launcher The objective is to
raise the launcher's capacity from
5900 kg to 7400 kg for a dual launch
into geostationary transfer orbit (GTO). G
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ESA at the Paris Air Show
ESA was once again p'esent in Jrre at tne Le Bourget Air Sf'ow. the ,a'gest ai'show in
the world, held near Paris every two years The ESA pavilion was designed to increase the
nrrhli. c 2\^/2rtrnpqq nf Frr.nnc s achievcmenlq in epggg
In addit on to interactive computer demonstrations and a hologram-based film, the
exhibition featureo a ,arge replica o+ an anecl'oic chamber' in wrich salell les are tested:
full-scale nrock ups o'ESA satellites: and a oemorstration of a virtual-reality system used
to command a lunar rover.

ln Brief

,6es

.laant tcc (|hirac Prcq.irl"nl
uqvvquu

welcomed by

^{

lhtr Frpneh tRcnt
tvYvv'tv.thlie yyg5

J M Luton, ESA's

Dtrector General
A h tll-cnnlo mnaLt tn nf

Ariane-5 outside the ESA
pavilion

Tha

FQ

A anrtilinn ruith a

Ir tll-sr-.ale mor-.krtn

of FRS-2

overhead and ISO in the

background

in brief

N Lammert

(right), Germany's Secretary of
State, Ministry of Economtc Affarrs, toured

the ESA stand

Ihe press was rnvited to daily breakfast
hrtpfinnq vrith nnc nf trS{ 5 Current or
future programmes betng the focus each
day

Children got a close-up view of the Moon and learned how
rovers are used lo explore [he surface

IE

ll

ll

l'

The virtual-reality system used lo control

the rover

I

European, Amerrcan and Russran astronauts meetthe press
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The Aiane 1 's propulsron bay being moved rnto the Noordwijk
Space Expo while the building was sli// under construction

Queen Beatilx of The Netherlands and her son, Pnnce Johan
Friso, officially opened the centre in 1990

Happy Birthday,
Noordwijk Space Expo!
On 29 June, Noordwijk Space Expo (NSE)
cneno ovhihiiinn
in Frrrnno
v,\|
- tha lrrnoct UYuvv

-

celebrated its fifth anniversary The NSE is
located in Noordwijk, The Netherlands,
beside the ESA establishment. ESTEC
The centre started as an initiative by a
number of local space enthusiasts, with the
supporl of ESTEC the local, regional and
national authorities, and many sponsors
from the aerospace industry In just a few
years it has developed into a highly
successful attraction Serving also as the
official ESTEC Visitors Centre. Noordwiik

Space Expo promotes the European
space endeavour to an ever-increasing
number of visitors The 400 000th visitor
will pass through the doors this summer!
The visitors range from space-interested
professionals attending conferences or
video transmissions of a launch, to
students and the general public, including
vacationers from all over Europe, exploring
Europe's achievements in space or
participating in special prog rammes
Noordwijk Space Expo is therefore playing
a multi-faceted role as an educational
centre communicating both an
understanding and an appreciation of the
history, many outstanding achievements

A'classroom in space'
- ESA astronaut
Wubbo Ockels teaches school children
about weightlessness while another ESA
astronaut, Ulf Merbold, who was in orbit
aboard Euromrr 94 and was connected to
lhe c/ass vta a live vrdeo transmission,
demonstrated how astronauts actually live
ln welghlessness

in briel

One ol Lhe exhrbition areas

qi
ESA astronaut Wubbo Ockels trtes out the Multi-Axis Srmulator that
astronauts used lo use to trarn for the lack of orrentatton that occurs
during flight

,+

RBC nresenter Palrtr-.k Moore rnlervtews
ESA screntist Mike Perryman, with a model
of thc Htnnarc.ns, sne.ccratl in lhe baChground
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ESA and China to

Increase Cooperation
Following a meeting held in Paris on

30 June, the China National Space
Administration (CNSA) and ESA have
agreed to continue, and deepen. their
current cooperation, allowing both parties
to benefit from the other's orooress in
space fields
The areas of greatest interest are quality

assurance and standardisation, and
exoloration and utilisation of data from ESA
satellites ESA already has an agreement
with the Chinese Academy of Science for
the direct reception. archiving, processing
and distribution of ERS-1 SAR data, as well
as an agreement with China's Centre for
Space Science and Applied Research
(CSSAR)allowing the CSSAR to receive
and use science data gathered by ESA's
Cluster satellite for research ourooses
This is not a formal agreement Any
concrete cooperation ag reements will
have to be submitted to ESA Member
States for approval, Both parties, however,
have agreed to first exchange teams of
experts in the areas of greatest interest.

Director General of ESA, J -M Luton (left), and the Administrator of the China National
Space Administration, Liu Jiyuan, agree to rncrease cooperation

and then identify and establish concrete
collaborative prolects
G

ISU Inaugurates Master
of Space Studies
Programme

programmes within an international and
mult cultural context They will also
become part of an active, worldwide
network of space professionals,

This September, the International Space
University (lSU) will launch its Master of
Space Studies (MSS) programme The
one-year programme (f rom September to
August) will provide students with a broad

An integral part of the programme will be a
design project, which will be undertaken in
teams, to teach the students to work
together in a multidisciplinary and
international setting to solve complex
problems Participants must also
undertake an individual research project
which may involve practical work at one of
ISU's 23 affiliated organisations around the

knowledge of space-related activities and
a more thorough knowledge in one area
It is aimed at both recent graduates who
already have a good education in one
space-related field, and experienced
professionals who wish to strengthen their
management and technical skills
The programme will stress the interactions
between space disciplines, international
cooperation, and multicultural approaches
in space activities Participants will develop
leadershio skills and other essential
qualities required to propose, decide,
manage. implement and exploit space
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WOTIO

a PhD programme in North American and
Japanese universities
ISU's well-known, annual summer
sessions will continue They were started
as a prototype for the lVaster's programme
and are currently in their eighth year.

For more information, contact:

I

nternational Space

U

niversity

Parc d'lnnovation

Boulevard Gonthier d'Andernach
67400 lllkirch
France

The courses will be held at ISU's

permanent campus in Strasbourg, France
The teaching staff will consist of fulllime
facu ty members and visiting lecturers from
affiliate campuses, industry, research
institutions and space agencies The
academic level of the MSS will be that of
the French DEA or DESS, which is
approximately equivalent to the first year of

Tel:

(33)88 65 54 46

Fax: (33) 88 65 54 47
e-mail: admission@isu isunet

edu

G
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Ulysses Makes Second
Polar Pass
treA ^- |U| yJJsJ JpdUsUrO ..rtr. the
ilrL nrnhp
LUn
rr ru fir<t
v vuu
cirpr In rrrr nvcr lhp nnlec
OI

lhe Sun,

climbed to its maximum latitude of B0 2o
ronh of the Sur s eq-ato'or 31 July In
doino sn it nasced:nother mtestone on
its historic mlss on to survey the Sun's
env rornenl from a unique vanlage poirt
n space

Ulysses is now gradually descending in

lalilude On 29 Seplenber. il wi corrrp ete

lie r.orlhern nolar nass ard Start itS
journey back out to the orbit of Jupiter, a
distance of about 8OO mil ion kilometres lt
should reach its aphe ion (furthest point
'rom ll-e Sun) ir April 1998 Tie spacecralr
w I then cross the south polar regions
aga,r in 2000 and the north pole rn 2001
G

:rrnnherl :Jmnqt firro
,,. - rre,
r ,3rs ago. lr
Or-tnhc" 19QO thc qn:r:ecrall W?S

EuroMir 95 Launch

desigred to study the ieliosphere. the

Nears

region of space dominated by the solar
wind, at all atitudes above and below the
Sur's equato'al plane Those nigh
latitudes had neve'been explo'ed before
Thiq sc.nn.l nnlar nass over the lorth
pole, will provide scientists with an

opportunity to compare conditions in the
north with those encountered in the south
eir rrinn I llrrcqac I rqJ nnl:r n:cc nrrar thp
south pole last September. In tial results
h:vp :lrp:rlrr nnnfirmpd SOme O'the eaf lier
tindings As had been expecled. once lhe
spacecraft moved away from the equatorial

rooinn ho:dinn rnrth

i- beCafr-e

permanently immersed in fast solar wind
from the northern polar cap Another
'eature of the soutierr po ar regior. the
uniform radial magnetic field (with no
\ h^^
- ,-^^^^+
^,,i^^^^^
^ ^^
ruu ^+
I d9rut u^ ^^t^
puru /.
rdJ dr>u
uvruur
ur d
been found n the north

Ihe U/ysses orbil. showing lhe
spacecraft's position on 31 July 1995
(80 2o north of the Sun's equator)

EuroMir 95, ESA's second mission to the
Rrrqqian qnano clerinn

N/l

r ic nnrrr ovnaalaal

to be aunched n the first week of
September.
ESA astronaut Thomas Re ter is current y
preparing for the more than four months
that he will spend in orb t He wil become
the nor Russian astronaut to have spert
rhe longesr li'ne in space. and lhe li'st ESA
r^^^^^,,,^ll-'
d)il ur rdut,l +^
tu )pduuvvdrn

An unmanned Progress cargo craft
delivered about 350 kg of the required
equipment to I\4ir in July lVore equipment
r',ill
and qarrnle<
'Y'""
'" "' he senl abOard anOthe.
Progress craft later in the fa I
G

ESA astronauts Thomas Reiter (left) and
Chrrster Fugleszag (right) tratning with the
Fussian EVA suit
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ESA Special Publications
Proceedings ofthe Fourth European Space
Power Conference
Vol. 1: Power Systems & Power Electronics
Vol. 2: Photovoltaic Generators & Energy

Storage
- 8 September 1995, Poitiers, France
(Ed T. D Guyenne)
ESA SP 369 ll 140 DFL for two volumes
4

Publications
The documents listed here have been
issued since the last oublications
announcement in the ESA Bulletin
Requests for copies should be made in
accordance with the Table and Order
Form at the back of this issue

Proceedings of the Cluster Workshops:
Data Analysis Tools, and Physical
Measurements and Mission-Oriented
Theory

- 30 September 1994, Braunschweig,
Germany, and 1 6 - 1 7 November 1 994,
Toulouse, France
(Ed C Mattok)
ESA SP.371 // BO DFL
28

Proceedings of the European Workshop on

Approaches in Communicating Space
Applications to Society

14-15 May 1995, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands
(Eds T.-D Guyenne & B. Battrick)
ESA SP 384 // 35 DFL
Report on the Activities of the Space
Science Department, Mid-1 992-1 994

Ed,

W.R. Burke)

ESA SP-l179 II 70

DFL

Horizon 2000 Plus

-

European Space

Science in the 21st Centurv
(Ed. B. Battrick)
ESA SP-l1 BO // 50 DFL

Reoort on the Earth Observation User
Consultation Meeting

25-27 October 1994, ESTEC, Noordwiik,
The Netherlands
(Ed T.-D Guyenne)
ESA SP.11 86 // 50 DFL

114

ESA Brochures
Wie Man Mit Der ESA Ins Geschdft Kommt
(Ed B Kaldeich)
ESA BR 68 // 50 DFL
European Centre for Space Law (ECSL)
Biennial Report 1993 - 1994
(Ed. T.-D. Guyenne)
ESA BR-104 // No charge
Best of T.E.S.T (Transferable European
Space Technologies) (in English and French)
(Ed. T. D. Guyenne)
ESA BR-111 /i No charge
Beyond This World
Calder (Ed. B. Battrick)
ESA BR 112II35DFL

N

publications

Wi'=HHbn
rrus

GESCUAPf
KOMMT

ESA Procedures, Standards and

Specifications
Structural Materials Handbook
Vol. 1: Polymer Composites
Vol. 2: New Advanced Materials
ESIEC Structures and Mechanisms Division
ESA PSS 03 203 Vol I and ll // 100 DFL per
votume
Adhesive Bonding Handbook for Advanced

Structural Materials
ESfEC Structures and Mechanisms Division
ESA PSS-03 2.10 lssue

2ll

B0 DFL

Water Quality Standards in Manned Space
Vehicles
ESTEC Thermal Control and Life Support
Division
ESA PSS 03 402 II 50 DFL

Other ESA Publications
Annual Report/Bapport Annuel 1 994
(Eds B. Battrick & T.-D Guyenne)
No charoe

G

ESA Newsletters
Earth Observation Quarterly, No. 48
(English)
(Ed T.-D Guyenne)
No charge

Aide Memoire on Structural Materials and
Space Engineering

Preparing for the Future, Vol. 5 No. 2
(on ESA's technology R&D)

ESIEC Sfruciures and Mechanisms Division
ESA PSS 03 212 II BO DFL

(Ed M Perry)
No charge
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SPACEFLIGHT DATA RECORDER

Producl Spotllght
Model:

FDR-8500C

Copocity:

5 Gigobytes (uncompressed)
l0 Gigobytes (2:1 compression)
250 Gigobyfes (50:l compression)
l0 Mbit/s per chonnel (burst)

Dote Rote:

4

to

12

Mbit/s totol (sustoined)

15 lbs (7.3 ks)

Weight:
Power:

l8 Wotts @ 28VDC
I1.8"x9"x6"

Size:

(30Omm x229mm x 152mm)

lnterfoce:

RS-422

FDR-8000 series recorders are flight-proven,
high performance data storage units built for
operation within the Space Shuttle bay, on

the aft flight deck, and aboard space

platforms. Designed with 8mm helical scan
technologr, the FDR-8000 line provides
economical mass data storage. These

heaters activate below + 10'C. During
initialization, recording is disabled until

heaters can stabilize the internal
environment above O'C. Shock and vibration
isolation allow the tape transport assembly
to surpass Shuttle launch and landing
requirements.

recorders' unique characteristics make them

equally useful in avionics and satellite
applications.

Capacity
The newest member of the FDR-8000 family
is the FDR-8500C. The capacity of the
FDR-8500C is 5 Gigabytes of uncompressed
data. Hardware compression is typically 2:I,

Gigabytes of storage space.
Depending on data content, compression
rates of 50:1 are attainable. Peak data rates
are 10 Mbit/s per channel into a 4 Mbit
buffer. Multiple input models are available.
Total sustained data rates from combined
channels are from a Mbit/s to 12 Mbit/s
depending on compression efficiency. The

yielding

10

error rate is less than one in 101" bits read.

Mechanical

The FDR-8000 enclosure is a sealed box
purged with nitrogen. The inert gas provides
an air cushion around the recording head
and protects the tape from common corrosive
gases during long term storage. Internal
AMPTEK,INC. 6 DE ANGELO DRIVE, BEDFORD, MA
116

The recorder's footprint measures 11.8" x 9"
(30Omm x 229mml, with a height of 6'
(152mm). The mounting hole pattern is on
70mm centers for easy interfacing with ESA

cold plates and Hitchhiker pallets. Total
weight is 16 lbs (7.3 kg).
Electrical
Power dissipation

is 18 Watts at 28Y. Each
recorder contains its own DC/DC power

converter. An internal controller supports
serial data transfer, file structures, error
recovery, and regulation of the recorder's
operating environment.

lnterface

Communication with the FDR-8000 is
provided via RS-422 compatible channels.
The command channel is asynchronous at
I2OO baud. The data channel is svnchronous
from DC to 10 MHz.

Let Amptek provide the solution to your
high-capacity data storage needs.
01

730

U.

S.A. TEL

617 t27

5-2242 FAX

61

7

t27 5-347 0
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At the ESA Aurhorised troining centre HIGHBURY

In occordonce with the requirements of the ESA Specificotion,
PSS-01 -748, the following'ESA certified courses o're ovoiloble:

EOI Hond soldering to
EO2 lnsoection to
EO3 Assembly of RF cobles to
E04 Reooir of PCB ossemblies to
EO5 Surfoce mount ossembly to
EO6 Crimping ond Wire wropping
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P55-Ol -718
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Cranfield

College of Aeronautics

'

UNIVERSITY

3rd lnternational Conference

DYNAMICS AND CONTROL OF STRUCTURES IN SPACE
27-31 May 1996
at the Royal Air Force Club, Piccadilly, London
Professor C.L. Kirk, Cranfield University, UK (Conference Chairman)
Professor D.J. Inman, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, USA (Co-Chairman)
The organising committee invites papers in the following areas:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Space robotics
Smart of adaptive structures
Large scale structures
Solar energy concentrators
Cable, rod and membrane structures
Deployment dynamics and construction
Microvibration and micropointing
lvtuttibody systems

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Orbitaldynamics and space navigation
Thermally induced dynamics
Rttitude dynamics
Active and passive vibration control
Orbital rendezvous, docking and impact
Experimental methods
Robust control
Thermally induced dynamics

Abstracts not exceeding 300 words should be submitted before 15 September 1995.
Further details can be obtained from: Protessor C.L. Kirk, College of Aeronautics, Cranfield University,
Cranfield, Bedford MK43 OAL, UK. Fax= +44 (0) 1234 751550. Tel: +44 (0) 1234 750111, ext.5176.

Second Announcement of ESA/CNES Workshop
APPLICATIONS OF PYROTECHNICS IN SPACECRAFT
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
21 - 22 September 1995
Experience and knowledge are the keys to reliable and safe pyrotechnics in spacecraft To improve information flow in
this critical technology, the second user-oriented Workshop on Applications of Pyrotechnics in Spacecraft is planned for
September this year. Following specialist presentations, time will be available for questions and discussion to explore the
topics more fully. Opportunities for further discussion will be provided by several coffee and lunch breaks Topics raised
during informal exchanges will be welcomed for inclusion in the group discussions The tentative programme is shown
below, but the plan is flexible to allow improvements and additions.
Thursday 21 September 1995, 08.30-17.00
o Market Survey and Application Capabilities o Valves and Cutters: Simulation and Test in Developments o Structural
and Sealing Aspects o Fasteners for Cutting
Friday 22 September 1995, 09.00 - 16.45
o Thermal Response Test o Release Nuts: Simulation and Test in Developments o Shock o Atms, R&D o Producl
Assurance and Standards

No fees are payable for this ESA/CNES Workshop For registration and accommodation detarls please contact:
ESTEC Conference Bureau
P.O. Box 299
2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands

Tel: -31-(0)71-655005

esa

Fax: -31-(0)71-655658
email: confburo@vmprofs.estec.esa.nl

CNCS
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Beyond This World
Scientific Missions of the
European Space Agency
Written by Nigel Calder
'Beyond the blue sky created by the Earth's air, the

Universe appears as a black void dotted with
planets, slars and galaxies. Ihis is the realm of
th

e s p ace scientr'sls.'

This book, written by the well-known British science write[
Nigel Calder, provides a comprehensive and easyto-read
account of ESA's Space Science programme and gives a
foretaste of its plans for the 21st century.

The vigour and variety of the research make impressive
reading. For each of the 12 projects, Beyond This World
describes the mission. stressino the scientific and human
reasons that sustain the immense effort that is involved in soace-science research. The descriotions are also
accompanied by some technical details, in illustrations and tables.
Most of the book deals with ESA's current science programme, Horizon 2000 The four major 'Cornerstone' missions,
namely the Soho and Cluster, XMM, Rosetta and First spacecraft, as well as the various medium-sized missions, are
explained. The spacecraft targeted on the Earth's environs, the Sun and other destinations in the solar system, are first
addressed, followed by the telescopes deployed in Earth orbit for astronomical purposes In each case, an overview
outs these Eurooean missions into an international and historical oersoective.
Beyond This World then looks ahead to the second decade of the next century. The three major missions of ESA's
'roll-forward' Horizon 2000 Plus programme, which spans the period 2006- 16, are revealed. A venture to explore the

enigmatic planet Mercury, the application of interferometry to achieve an unprecedented sharpness of vision in
astronomy, a mission to detect gravitational waves
these are the choices for major projects that ESA has made,
balancing the need for long{erm planning and the unpredictability of research.

-

Available from:

ESA Publications Division
ESTEC
Postbus 299

2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands
Fax: (31) 71 .565 5433

Price:

35 DFL
(or the equivalent in another currency,
in cash or by cheque made payable to
' ESA Publications Division')

publ cations

ERS Documentation and Software Available

SAR

D ER-MA-EEU-GU-2301
U ER-lS-EPO-GS-0506
D ER-lS-EPO-GS-0506 1
D ER lS-EPO-GS-0506.2

tr

ER-lS-EPO-GS-0506

3

O ER lS EPO-GS-0506.4
C ER-lS EPO-GS-0506.5
D ER lS EPO-GS-0506.6

tr ERS-D-|F22000

C ER-TN-ESA-GS-0207
tr ES TN-DPE OM-GS01

tr . .... . ... ...
tr
..
tr
tr
C

D

ES

TN-DPE-ON/-GS02

DESC User Guide
ERS-1 SAR Products Comouter Comoatible Taoe Format Soecifications

Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex

A: ERS-1 SAR.RAW Product CCT Format Specifications
B: ERS-1 SAR.FDC Product CCT Format Soecifications
C: ERS-1 SAR.SLC Product CCT Format Specifications
D: ERS-I SAR PRI ProductCCT FormatSpecifications
E: ERS-1 SAR GEC ProductCCT FormatSpecifications
F: ERS-1 SAR GTC Product CCT Format Specifications

InterfaceSpecificationforthelngestionofUserSuppliedlnformationforGTC03/GTC04
ERS-1 SAR Low Resolution Product Soecification

An Assessment of ERS SAR Low Resolution lmagery *
*
ERS-1 SAR Calibration Constants Updated Table
ERS-1 SAR Calibration Strategy
Derivation of Backscattering Coefficient in ERS-I SAR.PRI Products
.
ERS-1 SAR Radiometric Calibration/ERs-l SAR Products Validation
ERS-1 Interferometric Baseline Algorithm Verification .
CEOS Annotations Structure for ESA ERS-I SAR Products

Low Bit Rate

tr .. ........ .
tr ER-IS-EPO-GS-0502
tr ER-|S-EPO-GS-0503
tr ER-lS-EPO-GS-0503.1
tr ER-lS-EPO-GS-0503 2
tr ER-lS-EPO-GS-0503.4
tr . .. ..
tr
tr ER/ALT/OPR/lN/J8/004

ERS-1 D-PAFGlobalProductsManual
ERS 1 LBR Products CCT Format Specifications
ERS-1 ALT Products CCT Format Specifications

D

Annex A: ERS-1 ALT.RAW Products CCT Format Specifications
Annex B: ERS-1 ALT.FOC Products CCT Format Specifications
Annex D: ERS-1 ALT OPR Products CCT Format Soecifications
A First Evaluation of ERS-] ALT.Ocean Products
Information Concerning the Second Release of ERS-I ALT OPR02 Products
Information Concerning the Fourth Release of ERS 1 ALT.OPR02 Products
C1-EX-N/UT-A21-01-CN Altimeter Products User Manual
DEX/E/92
RA Unavailability Periods Since Launch
ER-lS-EPO-GS-0504.2 ERS-1 WSC.FDC Product CCT Format Specifications
ER-lS-EPO-GS-0504.7 ERS-1 WSC DWP Product CCT Format Soecifications
ER-TN-ESA-JP-0016 CMOD3 Model Descriotion
ER TN-ESA-GP-1120 CMOD4 Model Descriotion
ER-IS EPO-GS-0505
ERS 1 SWN/ FDC Product CCT Format Soecifications
DEX/E/93
ATSR Unavailability Periods Since Launch
ER-lS-DLR-GO-0004 Interface Soecification Document of the Gome Data Processor
ER-AD-DLR-GO-0016 Product Specification Document of the Gome Data Processor

-

Available via lnternet

D

tr

D

tr
tr
tr
tr
e
tr

10-002

2
01-002

http://services esrin esa il

G
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ERS Documentation and Software Available

(continued)
Software Packages

.
DESCW Software Version 1.23 (2 x Diskette)

D
D

.
SAR Coverage (DESC)Software (1 .5) Diskette
CEOS Reader Software Program for Low Bit Rate Production
Unix (Diskette)
CEOS Reader Software Program for SAR Products
Unix (Diskette)
CEOS Reader Software Program for SAR Products
Unix (Exabyte)
Display ERS

D .. ..... ..
c
D ....... .

..

1

-

..

-

CD-ROMs and Documents on Diskette
The ERS-1 SAR Reference Coveraqe CD-ROM The CD Guide to ERS 1
D
AVHRR CD-Browser lonia "
.
tr
SAR Interferometry Orbit Listing (specify dates of interest when ordering)

tr
tr

.

Available via Internet

http://services esrin esa

it

Name
Company
Address

Phone
Fax

For User Support and any further information, please contactl
ERS Helo Desk
For special DESCW support: Tel : (+ 39) 6 94 180 300
For all other matters including the online service: Tel : ( + 39) 6 94 1 80 600
Fax: (+39) 6 94 180 510
I

nternet: helpdesk@ersus esri nvas.esrin.esa. it

Mailaddress:
ERS User Services
ESRIN European Space Agency
ViaG. Galilei 00044 Frascati(Rome)

-

-

-
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Publications Available from ESA Publications Division
Number of
rssues Per year

Publication

Scope/Contents

Availability

ESA's primary magazine

Free of

Source

Periodicals
ESA Bulletin

Earth Observation
ECSL

Ouarterly

News

Reaching for the

Skies

News

Mlcrogravity

Preparing for the

Future

Monographs
Conference

Special

Broch

u

4

Remote-sensing newspaper

4

Newspaper oI the European Centre for
Space Law (under the auspices oJ ESA)

4

ESA'S Space Transportation Systems news

3

Microgravty Programme newspaper

4

lechnology Programme newspaper

Proceedings

Publications

(SP-xxx)

Volumes on specific Conference

(SP-xxxx)

Detailed monographs on
post-graduate level subjects

(BR-xxx)

Concise summarles on
on speciJic subjects

(STR-xxx)

Graduate level
- reflecting ESA's
position on a given subject

Scientrfic & Technica

Reports

Scientrfic & Technica

Memoranda (ST[,4-xxx)

Procedures, Standards & Specificaiions (PSS

lr,4anuals

xxx)

(TM-xxx)

Public-relations material

Charges for printed documents
Number of pages in document:
Price (Dutch Guilders)
Note

1
2

ESA Publications D v sion. c/o ESTEC
2200 AG Noordwiik, The Netherlands

Code

res

Training

charge

Papers

Prices

below

ESA Publrcations Division, c/o ESTEC,
2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Graduate level
- latest but not finallsed
thinking on a g ven subject
Definitive requirements in support of
contracts
Series for education of users or potential
users of ESA programmes, servrces or
fac lities

General literature, posters
photographs, f lms, etc

ESA Public Relations Service
8-10 rue l\4ario-Nikis
75738 Paris 15, France

1-50

51-100

101-200

201-400

401-600

35

50

70

80

100

On all European orders over Dfl. 110
- discount ofno100/oextra charge for airmail
On all orders from outside Europe over Dfl 110

-
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Order Form for ESA Publications
IMPORTANT

1.

Orders must be accompanied by a Cheque orlnternational Banker's Draft, in Dutch Guilders,
made payable to 'ESA Publications Division'. No publications will be sent before recetpt of

2.

Within Europe mailing is free-of-charge. Outside Europe airmail is free-of-charge for orders over
Dfl. 110; smaller orders are sent sea matl.

paymenL

RETURN TO: FINANCE DIVISION (EFA/P)
ESTEC, POSTBUS 299
22OO AG NOORDWIJK
THE NETHERLANDS
No. of
copres

ESA

reference

Price per
copy, Dfl.

Tte

Total:

Discount for orders over Dfl. 110: 100/o of total:
Total amount enclosed: Dfl,

MAILING ADDRESS (Print carefully)
Name
Function

Organisation . .

.

Mailing Address
Town & Postal Code

.

Country'

Date

.

Signature

METHOD OF PAYMENT (Please tick box)

Cheque

-

lnternational Banker's -Draft

enclosed, made payable to ESA Publications Division'.

Tota
Dft.

Mechanical requirements
Printing material
Usable material:

Copy date:
(rn Noordwijk)

-

Copy dates

1 positive offset film (right reading, emulsion
side down),
Negative, artwork ready for reproduction
All production charges are invoiced separately
Ready for printing: 30 days before publication
Any difficulty in observing these deadlines after
reservatron should be notified immediately
fax (31) (0)1719 85433

tel (31) (0)1719 83794
Type area:

r/

|

page

185/265 mm high
185/131 mm high
91/131 mm high
185/ 65 mm high

page horizontal
114 page vertical
114 page horizontal
112

Screen:

Page size:
Bleed amount

6O/cm 1SO/inch
297mm x 21Omm
3mm

lssue dates
ESA

Bulletin:

February, May, August and November

Rates in Dutch Guilders

Circulation
Albania
Algeria

Andorra

Honduras

Hong Kong
.

Argentina
Australia
Austrra

Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belgium

lil

page B/W

112

page

BlVrl

1/4 page B/W

1.200
800

-

1
1

8x

600.-

000700

-

1200800
600

Slovakia
Slovenia

KOrea

Kuwait

Tahiti

Bulgaria

LAIVIA

Taiwan

Burkina Faso
(Upper Volta)

Lebanon
Liechtenstein
Libya
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Madagascar

Tanzania

Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Botswana

Burma
Burundi
Cameroon
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Commonwealth of

tsrael
Italy

lvory Coast
Jamarca
Japan
JOrOan

Kenya

Mali
Malta
Mauritanra

Independent States Mauritius

Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus

Czech Republic
Denmark

-

Dominican Republic

-

Dubai
Ecuador
Egvpt
El Salvador

Extra charge for 4 colour processing: 1 SOO
- Dutch Guilders.
Loose inserts (by application only) t/A4, Dfl 3 OOO plus
Dfl 129 per thousand bookbinder's handling charge

-

lraq
lreland

Brazil

Belize
Benin

Congo

4X

2000-

lran

South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Surinam
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria

Costa Rica

1x

ungary
lceland
India
Indonesia
l-1

Sao Tome
& Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Singapore

Estonia

Ethiopia
Faroe lslands
Fiji

Finland
France
French Guiana
Gabon
Gambia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Guatemala

Mexico
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco
Mozambique
Nepal
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
North Cyprus
Pakrstan

Papua New Guinea
Peru

Phrlippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Romania
Rwanda

Thailand
Togo
Trinidad

and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey

Uganda
UAE

United Kingdom
uruguay
USA
Venezuela

Vietnam
Yemen
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Zambia
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